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One of the major processes in lumber industry is wood drying. 
This process consumes large amounts of energy and capital, and due to 
the length of time it takes, it acts as a governing factor in lumber 
production levels. Development of improvements in processes and 
equipment used in wood drying can be expedited through computer 
simulation of various drying procedures. These numerical simulations 
depend on the accuracy of numerical models representing wood transport 
properties, including functional dependency of liquid permeability 
through v.ood with respect to local saturation level. Data available in 
the literature mainly represent wood permeability properties at fully 
saturated levels. This is an indication of steady state flow methods 
used in determining these values which are based on wide spread use of 
similar methods utilized in studies on fluid flow through soil. This 
research determines unsaturated wood permeability using transient liquid 
flow methods that are more representative of actual drying process. 
Initially saturated wood samples are spun in a low speed centrifuge to 
induce liquid migration through the cell structures. Transient local 
moisture profiles along the sample are measured using a scanning gamma 
ray densitometer. Numerical integration and curve fitting procedures 
are used to process these data. Finally, utilizing liquid continuity 
equation the functional dependency of permeability with respect to 
saturation is calculated. Some permeability results appear to be 
reasonable when compared with actual wood behavior during drying. 
Measurement procedures prove to yield accurate results for moisture 
content and saturation levels in wood with less than 5% relative error 
in average saturation level of .75. However, due to natural 
inhomogeneities in wood cellular structure, the final calculated results 
for unsaturated permeability show high levels of uncertainty (up to 112% 
relative error). 
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Surf ace area 
Body force; constant characterizing pore geometry 
Wood sample height 
Equilibrium moisture content. 
Fiber saturation point. 
Force; wood sample length 
Gravitational acceleration. 
Permeability. 
Upper range location in wood sample. 
Lower range location in wood sample. 
Length 
Characteristic dimension of pore space 
Absorption length (dry wood). 
Absorption length (wet wood). 
Moisture content. 
Mass 
Average volume rate of evaporation of liquid 
Gamma ray count. 




R Centrifugal arm length; radius of pit opening. 
Re Le Reynold Number. 
r Radius of capillary tubing. 
r 1' r 2 Principal radii of curvature of interface between two phases. 
s Saturation. 





w Angular velocity. 
y Random number. 
z Position. 
0 Void franction, porosity. 
CJ Specific free energy of the interface (surface tension); 
standard deviation. 
µ Liquid viscosity. 
A Mean free path of gas molecules. 
p Density. 
p Average density. 
µwd Wood gamma ray attenuation coefficient. 
µw Water gamma ray attenuation coefficient. 
G Specific gravity. 
T Instrument dead time (gamma ray densitometer). 





cw Ce 11 wa 11 . 
w Water; wetting. 
nw non wetting. 
wd Wood. 
R. Liquid (water). 
wd+w Wet wood. 
wd+EMC Dry wood at equilibrium moisture content. 
g Gas; gravity. 
11 if comparison be made with the sum tot a 1 
of all former human achievements it will be 
found that the discoveries, scientific advance-
ment and material civilization of this present 
century have equalled, yea far exceeded, the 






There is a well founded interest in the Pacific Northwest where 
the lumber industry is so large in developing a better understanding of 
the lumber drying process. In order for green wood to attain desirable 
strength and dimensional stability it has to be dried below a set 
saturation level. The drying process is done in industrial kilns where 
hot dry air is blown over lumber and moisture is removed from the 
surface of the wood. This process requires large supplies of energy and 
also is a major capital cost. To optimize the drying process a rather 
inexpensive approach is to study the effects of varying the various 
parameters involved in a computer simulation of the moisture transport 
process in wood. 
Recent studies (Spolek 198la, Spolek 1980) on the process of wood 
drying indicates that during the initial periods of drying, while wood 
is moist enough, moisture easily migrates from within the wood cell 
structures to the surface of the lumber. Thus, the governing factor on 
the drying rate is the rate at which moisture is removed from the 
surface of the wood. Consequently one would conclude that drying time 
can be reduced through enhancing convective transport during the initial 
period of the drying process. 
At the later stages of the drying process this enhancing 
capability is no longer available, because now the governing factor on 
drying time is the rate at which moisture migrates through low moisture 
content wood cells toward the surface. The point within the drying 
cycle where this occurs can be predicted through understanding the 
transport mechanisms in wood. 
modeled by using Darcy's law. 
The liquid transport phenomenon is 
The mathematical model is used to predict 
moisture flow in wood cell structure. Permeability, the flow 
coefficient in Darcy's law, is the measure of wood conductance for 
moisture transport and depends on wood saturation level. Therefore, the 
accuracy and reliability of the computer simulation model of the drying 
process is strongly dependent on an accurate functional representation 
of permeability with respect to saturation. It is the intent of this 
research to develop a reliable procedure for determining unsaturated 





The general subject of this report deals with fluid flow through 
porous material. In order to better understand the main factors 
involved in this process, some of the characteristics of porous 
materials are discussed. In addition to properties of porous medium the 
state of fluid in the medium is also explained briefly along with the 
factors that cause fluid flow. For a detailed discussion of fluid flow 
through porous material, the reader is referred to books by Collins 
(1961), Bear (1979), Dullien (1979), and Siau (1971). Books by Collins 
(1961) and Bear (1979) study the subject from a soil scientist point of 
view, i.e. water flow through layers of ground. Dul lien (1979) and 
Greenkorn (1981) discuss the general area of porous media and fluid 
transport, and Siau (1971) specifically covers the fluid flow through 
wood. 
A porous material is a solid that contains voids or holes. The 
holes are either connected or not, and are distributed throughout the 
material on a regular or random basis. The interconnected voids are the 
effective pore space in terms of fluid flow through the porous media. 
The porous media can be either consolidated as in wood or standstone, or 
unconsolidated as in beach sand. Other examples of porous material are 
bread, human lung, or a package of glass beads. Because of the 
complexity of pore structure of porous material the macroscopic 
properties of such material is studied. 
One of the properties of porous material is its porosity. 
Porosity is the fraction of the total volume of the material which is 
occupied by voids. Porosity is a dimensionless number and is calculated 
as fo 11 ows: 
v 
"' = p 
'I' v = 
B 
Pore space volume 
Bulk Volume 
Total porosity represents the total void space in the porous media, and 
effective porosity represents the interconnected void space. The value 
of porosity in a porous material depends on the shape and size of parts 
forming the material and also the pattern with which they are located 
with respect to each other. The range of porosity theoretically is 
between 0 and 1, where at ~=0 the material is all solid with no void in 
it, and at ~=1 there is no solid part and material is all void space. 
As an example porosity of Southern Pine wood is about 0.63 and porosity 
of sandstone is between 0.08 to 0.38 (Collins, 1961). 
In order to calculate the porosity of porous material one should 
measure the volume of void space and also the total volume of the 
sample. There are various methods utilized to measure porosity 
(Collins, 1961; Siau, 1971). Here we will discuss two direct methods 
which will result in total and effective porosity values. 
In the first method the bulk volume of sample is measured. Then 
the sample is crushed and void spaces within the sample are eliminated, 
and volume of the solid part is measured. Finally the porosity is 
calculated as follows: 
4 
v 
<J> = void v = 
bulk 
v - v bulk solid 
vbulk 
This method yields total porosity and is usually used for brick, 
ceramics and similar porous material. 
The other method is called mercury injection (Collins, 1961). In 
this method porous sample is immersed in mercury. Because of high 
surface tension of mercury (surface tension of mercury is 484 x 10- 3 N/m 
as opposed to that of water of 72.8 x 10- 3 N/m) and its non-wetting 
properties under atmospheric pressure mercury will not enter the pore 
spaces. Therefore the total, bulk, volume of sample is determined by 
volume displacement of mercury due to immersion of the sample. Then the 
mercury chamber is closed and the hydrostatic pressure of mercury in the 
chamber is increased to a very great value. Mercury will enter the void 
spaces in the sample compressing the trapped air in them to a negligible 
volume. The volume of mercury injected is equal to the volume of void 
space. Knowing bulk volume and void volume, porosity is calculated. 
This method will yield in effective porosity but is not very precise 
because the volume of compressed air is not determined. Sample will be 
mercury contaminated after this test and may not be suitable for further 
experiment. 
Another property of a porous media is permeability. Permeability 
is defined as a mechanical property of porous material characterizing 
the ease with which a fluid may be made to flow through the material by 
an applied pressure gradient. In brief, permeability is the fluid 
conductivity of the porous material. Permeability (k) is better 
explained through utilization of Darcy's law (for a discussion on 
Darcy's law refer to Chapter III, Mathematical Modeling) (Collins, 
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1961). A horizontal laminar flow of an incompressible newtonian fluid 
through porous material is formulated by: 
Darcy's law qµ k = A(t.P/L) 
where 
q = volumetric Flux [cm 3/sec] 
µ = Dynamic (absolute) viscosity of fluid [centi pose = .01 gm/(cm.sec)] 
A = Surface area [cm 2] 
t.P/L = Pressure gradient over length of porous material in direction of 
fl ow [ atm/ cm] 
k = Porous material fluid flow permeability [darcy] 
In other words, if a steady state flow of 1 cm 3/sec of a fluid 
with one centipoise dynamic viscosity is induced through a cube of 
porous material with 1 cm sides (normal to a surface of the cube) by a 
pressure gradient of one atmosphere, then the porous media has a 
permeability of one darcy. 
1 darcy = l(cm
3/Sec)·l(centipoise) = 
l(cm 2 )•1(atm/cm) 
9.87 x 10- 9 cm 2 
As is indicated, permeability has units of length square. Collins 
(1961) indicates that permeability is proportional to mean square pore 
diameter in a porous media, and the spread of pore size of passages of 
fluid flow has a governing factor in determining the value of 
permeability. A porous material that has the same permeability value in 
all directions, such as beach sand, is called isotropic. Porous 
materials that have different permeabilities in different directions, 
such as wood, are ca 11 ed anisotropic. 
6 
Permeability of a porous material may be expressed as hydraulic 
conductivity. This form of permeability is dependent on the measuring 
fluid 1 s viscosity and density. In order to get the intrinsic 
permeability (the version that was specified using Darcy 1 s law and is a 
function of the size and number of pore spaces) the following equation 
is used (Bear, 1979): 
k =(hydraulic conductivity) x ..!:_ pg 
where: µ = viscosity 
p = fluid density 
g = gravitational acceleration 
Hydraulic conductivity is mostly used by soil scientists who study 
water flow through layers of soil. In this report we will mainly 
utilize permeability (intrinsic permeability) because the results of the 
study can be applied to any liquid regardless of their viscosity and 
density. 
One factor in the fluid flow that was used to express Darcy's law 
is that it should be a no slip fluid flow, that is, the fluid velocity 
at solid surfaces within the porous media should be zero. If a gas is 
used as flowing fluid it can show slip flow characteristics and the rate 
at which the gas will flow through the pore spaces will depend on its 
molecular mean free path (given the mean free path of gas molecules are 
smaller than pore size) which is dependent on the mean pressure at which 
gas is flowing. As one can anticipate, the actual permeability of a 
porous material to gas is higher than the permeability to liquid. The 
relation between gas permeability (kg), and no slip liquid flow 
permeability (k) of a porous media is represented by klinkenberg 
equation (Collins, 1961). 
7 
- b k - k(l + - ) g p 
where: p = mean flowing pressure 
b = constant characteristic of both the gas and porous medium 
Siau (1971) has presented klinkenberg equation for flow through wood by: 
kg = k(l + 3R8'-) 
where: >. = mean free path of gas molecules (for air at 20°C, 
>. = 1.03 x l0- 5 cm) 
R =radius of pit opening (sample value 4 µm). Pits are 
orifices connecting the wood cells together and fluid flows 
through them. 
According to Darcy's law, permeability is a representation of the ratio 
of volumetric fluid flow divided by the pressure gradient that induces 
the flow. The same principal is used to measure the single phase, 
steady state fluid flow permeability of a porous material. A steady 
state fluid flow is induced on a porous material sample, the volumetric 
flux and pressure gradient is measured and then the permeability of 
sample is calculated. As an example of the permeability values Comstock 
(1970) has found the tangential permeability of Southern Pine wood to be 
between 0.5xlo- 4 to 3xlo- 4 darcy, and permeability of sand stone ranges 
between 5xlo- 4 to 3.0 darcy (Collins, 1961). 
Based on the method that we have defined permeability, 
permeability is only dependent on the characteristics of the pore space 
in the porous material and the path that fluid flow has to follow. 
Therefore any factor that affects the pore space or the flow path will 
affect the value of permeability. Such factors as compaction of porous 
8 
media which will reduce porosity, and swelling of walls of passages in 
the media (as in clay) that will reduce pore space will cause a 
reduction in permeability (Collins, 1961). Another factor that can 
cause reduction of permeability is eliminating the paths that fluid can 
use to flow. For liquid flow in a porous media, liquid will establish 
routes to flow, in case the flow is reduced there will not be enough 
fluid to support all the routes and some of them will be eliminated 
which will cause permeability reduction (this subject will be discussed 
in more detail later on). One factor that can increase permeability is 
enlarging the pore spaces. This is sometimes done in sand stones 
through disolving some parts of the pore space solid walls by the 
fluid. This phenomena is called leaching (Colins, 1961). 
When a fluid is present in the porous material, saturation (s) is 
a dimensionless number that is used to express the amount of fluid 
present. 
S = volume of fluid in a medium 
total volume of voids in the medium 
Saturation ranges between 0 and 1. At S = 0 no fluid exists in the 
medium, and at S = 1, the medium is filled with fluid. In studying the 
flow through porous media there are almost always two fluids involved. 
In the case of water and air flow through a media, the fluids are 
immiscible. Water is a wetting (w) fluid and air is a non-wetting (nw) 
fluid. In a medium that both these fluids co-exist each one has its own 
saturation level, and we should have: 
Sw + Snw = 1 
To calculate the saturation level of a fluid one needs to know the 
void volume and also fluid volume in media. For example, wetting fluid 
9 




where: Vw = water volume 
A direct method for calculation of saturation is through weighing 
the sample at dry stage, (w 1), and then weighing it when it is partially 
saturated with a liquid with density P;i,, (w 2). Calculating the 
maximum weight of liquid possible in the sample with (0PigVs) the 
saturation is calculated by: 
W2 - W1 
St= V PtgVB 
This method will yield the average saturation of the porous media. In 
formulation of this method the weight of the gas phase present in the 
sample is assumed negligible. 
Another method that can yield local saturation levels in a porous 
media is through gamma radiation absorption (Brown, 1982; Spolek, 
198la). Gamma radiation is absorbed by hydrogen molecules. If a sample 
of porous material is partially filled with water, through scanning the 
sample with gamma radiation its local moisture content and respectively 
saturation level can be determined. This very method is used in this 
research and it will be discussed later in the report. 
When a porous media is partially saturated with a wetting liquid, 
there exists a gas phase within the pore space in contact with liquid 
phase. The liquid forms a meniscus in the pore space. At the interface 
between the two fluids the force of surface tension (o) of liquid pulls 
the liquid phase toward the gas phase. Therefore, in order to have 
10 
mechanical equilibrium gas phase pressure (Pnw) has to be greater than 
liquid phase pressure (Pw)· The difference between these two 
pressures is called capillary pressure (Pc). 
Pc = Pnw - Pw (Collins, 1961) 
Capillary pressure is also calculated by Laplace's equation 
(1 1 p = CJ - + -) 
c r 1 r2 
where: 
r l• r 2 principal radii of curvature of interface between the two 
phases. 
CJ= specific free energy of the interface (surface tension) 
The values of r 1 and r 2 depends on the pore space, the smaller the pore 
spaces the smaller r 1 and r 2 would be which in turn will indicate a 
higher capillary pressure. In a porous material which is fully 
saturated with liquid, since there is no gas-liquid interface, there is 
no capillary pressure present. However, if one starts to drain out the 
porous material by applying a pressure gradient or body force, menisci 
of liquid start forming and capillary pressure becomes apparent. The 
lower the saturation, the smaller principal radii at the interface 
become and a higher pressure gradient would be required to oppose the 
capillary pressure and drain out more moisture. Eventually a stage is 
achieved whereby capillary pressure becomes so large the pressure 
gradient can not drain any more moisture out of the sample. Saturation 
at this stage approaches irreducible saturation level (Sir) (Spolek, 
198lb). As it is indicated in Figure 1, capillary pressure is a 
function of saturation in a porous material, at S=l capillary pressure 
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Fi g_ure 1. Capillary pressure versus saturation. 
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Figure 2. Liquid rise in capillary tubing. 
Capillary pressure is usually measured through measuring the 
pressure gradient that is required to counteract it at equilibrium. One 
method of measurement called the gravimetric method (Collins, 1961) is 
used to calculate capillary pressure for two fluid phase (gas = 
non-wetting, nw; liquid= wetting, w) in a round capillary tubing, 
Figure 2. 
Here P = pressure 
p = density 
r =radius of capillary tubing 
g = gravitational acceleration 
Z =height of liquid in capillary tubing 
Pw (Z) = Pw (0) - Pw gZ (a) 
Pnw (Z) = Pnw (0) - Pnw gZ (b) 
(a) and (b) wi 11 result in 
Pc = Pnw - Pw 
Pc (Z) = Pc (O) + (Pw - Pnw) gZ 
at Z = 0 we have full saturation therefore Pc (0) = 0 
Pc (Z) = (Pw - Pnw) gZ 
To model wood as a porous material Comstock (1970) has modeled 
wood as a series of interconnected cells that have tapered ends which 
overlap on the radial surfaces and contain pits (small holes less than 4 
micrometers in diameter interconnecting wood cells together) only on 
these tapered ends, Figure 3. Figure 4, based on this model, represents 
the situation where two immiscible fluids are present, and the path 
through pits that liquid follows (Spolek, 198la) in tangential fluid 
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Figure 3 .. Mechanistic model of softwood.(Comstock 1970) 
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GAS 
Figure 4.. Moisture distribution for unsaturated mechanistic softwood 
model.(Spolek 1981 a) 
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anisotropic material. The assumptions that Comstock (1970) makes for 
his model are as follows: 
11 1. Wood cellular structure is homogeneous: ray cells and 
earlywood latewood differences are ignored. 
2. Flow is through the cell cavity - pit system, and the pits 
offer the only significant resistance to flow. 
3. Cells are square in cross section. 
4. Pits are of uniform size and located only on the radial walls 
of the cells. 
5. A sufficient number of cells are traversed so that end effects 
can be ignored. 
6. Tracheids (cells) have tapered ends that overlap on the radial 
surfaces, but not on the tangential surfaces. 
7. Pits are uniformly distributed on the overlapping portion, but 
1 acking elsewhere. 11 
Spolek (198la) has used the same model and has studied the model 
when two fluid phases, air and water, are present. In his study, Spo 1 ek 
(198lb) has shown that capillary pressure behavior is dependent on the 
radius of lumens (inner parts of trachieds, wood cells) and not 
dependent on radius of pit openings. Figure 5 (Siau, 1971) represents 
an actual cell structure of wood. Typical dimensions for a softwood 
structure are as follows (Siau, 1971) 
Tracheid length = 3500 micrometer 
Tracheid diameter = 33 micrometer 
Tracheid lumen diameter = 20-30 micrometer 
Overall diameter of pit chambers of bordered pits = 6-30 
micrometer 
15 
Gnhs stru.:turc: of a t)'pi.:al hardwood. Plane TT is the cross sc:ction, RR is the 
radial .surfa.:c:, and TG is the: tangential surface:. The vc:ssds or pores arc indicated by P, and the 
ckm.:nts arc: sc:parakd by scalariform pc:rforation plates, SC. The fibc:rs, F, have small cuviti.c:s 
and thi1:k \\alls. Pits in the: walls of the fib.:rs and v..:ssels, K, provide fur the t1ow of liquid be-· 
l\h-cn th..: .:db. The '"">J r;1)' arc inJi.:at..:d al WR. :\R inJi.:atcs one: annual ring. The c:arly-
"•>uJ l'prin!rnuuJl is J.:si~rwt.:d S, \\hil..: tho.: bto.:wouJ (summ..:rwouJ) is SM. The: true: middle 
lam.:Jb '' lu.: .. t.:J '1t ML. 
(Courtesy ofU.S.D.A. F0rc:s1 Service.) 
Figure 5. Wood cell structure (Saiu, 1971). 
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Effective radii of pit openings = 0.01-4 micrometer 
As is shown in Figure 4 fluid, in order to flow from one cell to 
another, has to go through pits. When wood is fully saturated with 
liquid all flow paths are open and permeability is high. However, when 
saturation drops the liquid meniscus in cells starts entering the 
tapered ends of the cells. When a pit is not covered by liquid, the 
liquid flow path through that pit discontinues and this will cause 
permeability reduction. In fact, at irreducible saturation the menisci 
in adjacent cells reach the point of overlap and the continuous liquid 
phase path is broken and liquid permeability goes to zero (Spolek, 
198lb). 
Most of the studies on wood permeability focus on steady state 
methods (Comstock, 1970; Stamm, 1963; Resch, 1964). The steady state 
method consists of inducing a steady state flow (gas or liquid) across a 
wood sample using a known pressure gradient. Then permeability of wood 
sample is calculated as the ratio of flow over the pressure gradient. 
Due to the steady state flow nature of the method, wood samples are kept 
fully saturated during the experiment and permeability results are all 
for saturated wood. The steady state method is a widely used method 
because it is most often utilized by soil scientists and experimentation 
methods are established. Soil scientists most often deal with a very 
homogeneous porous material (i.e. beach sand) and since in their studies 
usually direction of flow and body force on fluid is the same, they use 
a general term called flow potential that contains all the pressures 
acting on the fluid. In addition to simplification of pressure 
gradients since the soil studies mainly deal with water as fluid, a 
hydraulic conductivity is used as flow conductance parameter, instead of 
17 
permeability, which depends both on liquid and porous media properties. 
It is necessary to avoid these simplifications in wood permeability 
studies because in flow through wood different fluids are studied and 
also effects of different pressure inducing factors need to be studied. 
To study the actual phenomenon of moisture transport through 
porous media, one should consider unsaturated stages of the phenomenon 
as well as fully saturated stages. Soil scientists have approached the 
problem through utilizing steady state flow of two immiscible fluids, 
air and liquid, while assuming macroscopic homogeneity within the porous 
maedia. Tessoro (1974) has applied the same technique to wood. In 
Tessoro's experiment a steady state flow of Nitrogen gas (N 2 ) and water 
was induced through wood and then permeability of each phase was 
calculated. Through varying the ratio of gas and liquid, Tessoro 
calculated the permeability at different saturation levels. Tessoro 
(1974) has concluded that wood permeability approaches zero when 
saturation drops below 70%. However, another study by Spolek (198lb) 
indicates that wood permeability does not drop to zero for saturation 
levels as low as 10%. Tessoro (1974) might have come to his conclusion 
based on the assumption that during steady state flow of two fluid, gas 
and liquid, both phases are uniformly distributed throughout the wood 
specimen. Conceptually gas phase forms large bubbles in the flow path 
obstructing the liquid flow. A layer of bubbles formed at the entrance 
to the porous structure of wood specimen reduces the liquid permeability 
to a large degree at an early stage of two phase flow causing a bottle 
neck effect. In two phase flow experiments, this bottle neck 
permeability is measured as the liquid permeability. 
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Another method used for calculating the unsaturated permeability 
of a porous medium is transient flow through the medium (Watson, 1966; 
Cassel, 1968). Watson (1966) studied the drainage of an initially 
saturated sand column, using a gamma radiation densitometer to measure 
the instantaneous local moisture content of the sand column. Having the 
plots of instantaneous local moisture content and flow potential 
(inducing pressure gradients) Watson calculated the flow velocity 
profile and flow potential gradients profiles through graphical 
integration and differentiation. By dividing the flow velocity over 
potential gradient, the hydraulic conductivity of sand column at 
different moisture content levels was calculated. Watson utilized 
Darcy's law for back calculating the hydraulic conductivity, and 
indicated that the results prove that Darcy's law can be used for flow 
through unsaturated porous media. Due to the nature of calculating 
hydraulic conductivity, back calculation of Darcy's law, and transient 
fluid flow, we will call this approach the "Inverse Study of Transient 
Flow". A similar method may be used to calculate the unsaturated 
permeability of wood. There are two main virtues inherent with this 
method. First, since actual moisture distribution can be measured along 
the wood sample without disturbing the drainage process, there is no 
requirement for assuming uniform distribution of liquid and gas through 
the wood sample. Second, during the experiment liquid is drained out of 
the initially saturated wood sample, the transient behavior of the 
sample more accurately represents the process of wood drying. As for 
the measurement of the local moisture content along the wood sample, it 
has been demonstrated that gamma ray absorption methods are capable of 
accurately measuring this value (Spolek, 198la). Although gravitational 
19 
body forces are sufficient to maintain a transient flow condition in 
soil column, they are not large enough to do the same for wood samples 
of manageable size with their very small porous cellular structure. In 
order to maintain the required transient flow in the wood sample, an 
enhanced body force can be produced through utilization of a low speed 
centrifuge (Spolek, 198la). 
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CHAPTER II I 
MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
In order to develop a mathematical model representing fluid flow 
through porous media, Dracy's law will be applied to liquid phase 
continuity equation within the porous media. In studying the liquid flow 
through porous media some assumptions must be made. We assume a 
quasistatic flow; that is, the rate of change of the flow velocity is 
small, therefore one can assume that within the porous body the flow 
acceleration and deceleration averages to zero and no net force is 
generated due to acceleration or deceleration of liquid. A second 
assumption is that flow is laminar. Since the characteristic dimension 





where Relc = Reynold number 
+ 
V = Average velocity 
p = liquid density 
µ = liquid dynamic viscosity 
ReLc is very small, e.g. ReLc < 10, (or most of the time ReLc <1). 
In such flows, which are called creeping flow, the viscous forces acting 
on the liquid are much greater than the inertial forces. 
Although Darcy's law is an empirical equation, we derive it from 
an intuitive basis (Collins, 1961). Consider steady state liquid flow 
through a porous material induced by a pressure difference (Pa - Pb) 
as in Figure 6 with positive in upward direction. The pressure force 
involved is 
Fp = (Pa - Pb)0A+ = -(Pa -Pb)0A (1) 
where: A = cross section area of porous material 
0 = porosity of porous material 
The gravitational body force on the liquid is: 
Fg = P(0AL)g+ = -P(0AL)g (2) 
where: p = liquid density 
L = length of porous material in flow direction 
g = gravitational acceleration 
The viscous forces on the liquid act opposite to the direction of flow 
and are proportional to the viscosity of liquid and flow velocity 
gradient 
d ij 
F a µ -
µ d; 
~ is some unit vector normal to the local surface. where 
Since V is the flow average velocity 
+ 
v (l ~ 
where q =volumetric fluid flux 
Since on a macroscopic point of view the surface area of the pore spaces 
within the porus media is involved and these pore surfaces are related 
to the bulk volume of the media (AL) we can write the viscous force 
acting on the fluid as: 
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F = B µ(_g_) (AL) = BiiqLt = + BiiqL 
µ A (3) 
where B =constant with dimensions of [L- 2] as a characteristic of pore 
geometry. 
In equilibrium the pressure gradient force should be counteracted by 
viscous and body force. 
F t + F + = Fp + µ g 
BiiqL - P(0AL)g = -(Pa - Pb)0A 
q = 
-(P -Pb)0A + P(0AL)g _ 0 1_ [-(P -P )A+ p(AL)g] 




Taking k = ~ as a constant characteristic of porous media we will have: 
-kA [ -kA q =-µ[ (Pa-Pb)-PgL] = ~ [~P-pLg] ( 7) 
-kA ~p 
q = - (--Pg) 
µ L (8) 
q - -k ~p 
A - v = µ (L - Pg ) (9) 
Equation (9) is called Darcy's law and k is permeability of the porous 
media. The negative sign indicates that fluid flow is in the direction 
of pressure reduction. The differential form of Darcy's law is: 
V = ~ (VP - pg ) 
µ (10) 
or, when Z is in the direction of the gravitational acceleration 
V = -k (dP µ dZ - pg) ( 11) 
Darcy's law is also valid for variable flow rates because viscous forces 
dominate inertial forces. 
Liquid phase continuity equation is 
+ 
V' • v = 0 
Jl 
where we assume that liquid phase is incompressible. 
(12) 
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Through defining volume fraction for liquid (ijit) 
1jJ = ~ = Liquid Volume 
i v 
and volume averaging within the porous media, Spolek (198la) has 
(13) 
developed the following liquid phase continuity equation from equation 
(12). 
where: 
a ( ) + • at piijli + V• <piVi> + <m> = 0 
t = time 
Pt= liquid density 
+ 
Vt = liquid velocity 
m = average mass rate of evaporation of liquid 
< > = average values 
Within a porous material the rate of liquid evaporation and vapor 
condensation averages to zero. Therefore 
<m> = o (15) 
Since liquid is assumed to be incompressible, and considering an 
uni-directional fluid flow we will have: 
a a 




_ S0 (Bulk volume) (17) 
wi - Bulk volume 




- - az-- (18) 
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Applying equation (10) on equation (18), and assuming unidirectional 
flow we will have: 
a ( S0) = ~ r _ l (~ _ +) ] 
at az L µ az Pg (19) 
assuming 0, porosity, is constant (i.e. the solid part of porous media 
is rigid) we will have 
as a k ap + 
0 -at = az [ µ ( az - pg) J ( 20) 
In equation (20) the ~i term refers to liquid pressure gradient. Spolek 
(198lb) indicates that liquid pressure is related to gas pressure and 
capillary pressure present in the porous media at unsaturated stages. 
Therefore 
VP £ = VP g - VP c (21) 
where 
Pt= liquid pressure 
Pg = gas pressure 
Pc =capillary pressure 
However, in a quasi-static liquid flow through porous media the pressure 
gradient required for gas to replace drained liquid is very small and 
one can assume that gas pressure during the liquid flow remains 
unchanged (Spolek, 198la). 
then 
VP ~ 0 g -
VP£ = -V'Pc 
(22) 
(23) 
replacing the liquid pressure gradient with its equivalent capillary 
pressure in equation (20) we will have 
dP + 
0 ~ = ~ (~ (- c - p £ g ) ] at az µ ~ (24) 
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+ 
since g is in negative direction of Z by using chain rule and 
remembering that capillary pressure is a function of saturation we will 
have: 
ap 
as a [k c as ] ~ - + - - (+- . - - pg = 0 at az µ as az i 
Integrating equation (25) on Z from Z=O to Z=L we will have: 
µ0 f ~~ dZ 
z 
ap as 
= k(s(O) )[( a~ )0 • (az-)0 - (Pig)oJ 
ap a 
- k(s(L))[(asc)L • (a~)L - (Pig)L] 
(25) 
(26) 
to get to equation (26) we have assumed that fluid flow is isothermal 
and therefore liquid viscosity is constant. Also we are treating 




asc ]z = C(s(Z) ), as al" ]z = S 1 (Z), and pglz = B(Z) 
k ( s ( L ) ) = k ( s ( 0 ) ) ( c ( s ( 0 ) ) • s I ( 0 ) - B ( 0 ) ] - µ0 J z * d z 
C(s(L)) • S'(L) - B(L) (27) 
Equation (27) can be used to calculate permeability of a porous 
media. Consider an experiment where an initially saturated porous 
material sample is drained so that one end of sample (Z=O) is kept 
continually at full saturation for reference and the drainage flow is 
induced through a body force B(Z) on the liquid. Here +Z is in the 
opposite direction of fluid flow. If one can measure the instantaneous 
local saturation levels of the sample, and also can calculate the 
functional dependency of capillary pressure on saturation, knowing the 
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fully saturated permeability of the sample k(s(O)) and also its porosity 
0 along with the liquid viscosityµ, it is possible to calculate the 
porous media permeability at the saturation level at location Z=L. 
In a system developed by Spolek (198la) and utilized by Brown 
(1982), an initially saturated wood sample is placed in a cup and then 
is spun in a centrifuge. The body force induced on the liquid within 
wood will cause the liquid to drain out of the wood. The cup holding 
the sample will provide a level of water at one end (Z=O) of wood sample 
to ensure full saturation at that end (Figure 7). A gamma radiation 
densitometer is used to measure local moisture content within wood 
between periods of run. Detailed discussion of the experimentation 
method wi 11 be done in Chapter IV 11 Experimental Procedure 11 • 
Utilizing this system the body force term on the liquid within 
wood is calculated by: 
B(Z) = Ptg = Pt w2(R-Z) (28) 
where: 
Pt= liquid density 
w = angular velocity of centrifuge 
R = centrifuge arm (Figure 7) 
Z = distance from liquid surface kept within the cup 
After the specimen has been in the centrifuge and the body force can 
induce no more moisture drainage (steady state equilibrium stage) 
capillary pressures within the wood is counteracted by the body force. 
ap 
Since t (29) az- = -ptg 
and equation (23) indicates 















































































































c az = Pi w2 ( R-Z) (30) 
Integrating equation (30) over Z and remembering that capillary pressure 
at full saturation (Z=O) does not exist (Pc=O at Z=O) we will have 
Pc = Pt w2Z(R - Z/2) (31) 
Utilizing equations (31) and (28) along with the saturation profiles 
S(Z,t) generated by the gamma radiation densitometer one can solve 




Experiments were conducted using Southern Pine as the test wood 
species. Southern Pine is a widely used softwood, and its large 
permeability allows faster moisture movement, therefore reducing 
experimental time. The wood was initially in flat sawn, green, two by 
six lumber. The specimens were cut in rectangular blocks of about 9 cm 
x 5 cm x 5 cm. The long side paralled the direction of intended water 
movement, grain orientation was considered while cutting the samples. 
Initial saturation level of specimens was increased to 80%-90% 
through water impregnation. The specimens were submerged in water and 
subjected to alternating periods of low pressure (3 in. Hg) and high 
pressure (atmospheric), causing water to replace the air that was 
removed during the low pressure cycles. 
The specimens (six at a time) were loaded into a centrifuge and 
spun. The angular velocities used in experimentation are detailed in 
table I. 
The spin generated the body force required to induce liquid 
motion. The higher RPM's which generated higher body forces did not 
affect the permeability of samples under study because according to 
Haugen (1970) permeability in porous media is independent of the driving 
pressure gradient. Special plastic cups were used to house the 
specimen. Close to the end of each cup a hole provided an outlet to 
Specimen # 
1 to 6 
7 to 12 
13 to 18 
Table I 




845 and 580 
200 and 360 
Angular velocity 
change occured at 
spin period # 
6 
8 





drain excess water; it also provided a constant reservoir of water to 
the bottom of the specimen. At the bottom (Z=O, free water surface) of 
the specimen due to existance of water a full saturation condition was 
maintained, Figure 7. The cups were sealed to inhibit air drying of 
samples during the experiment. These precautions were taken in order to 
achieve the objective of isothermal moisture movement through wood where 
the only forces on the water within wood cells were body forces and 
capillary forces. 
Periodically, after specimens were spun for a period of time 
ranging from one to twenty days, they were removed from the centrifuge 
and placed in the scanning apparatus. The scanning apparatus (Figure 8) 
consists of a gamma radiation source, a radiation detection device, and 
a mechanical housing that moves the specimen. The scanning gamma ray 
densitometer measures the local moisture content at a specific location 
within the specimen by measuring the attenuation of a collimated beam of 
gamma rays as it passes through the wood specimen. Since this 
measurement indicates the attenuation of radiation caused by wood, 
water, and the plastic cup container, tne results are compared with dry 
wood in plastic cup container scanning results to find what portion of 
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results correspond to that caused by water. By controlling and 
measuring the position of the radiation beam along the wood, the 
moisture profile is determined. The beam position was controlled by a 
traverse mechanism driven by a micro computer actuated stepper motor. 
The positions were measured with respect to the side drain hole in the 
housing cup because that position corresponded to the full saturation 
level. The gamma beam attenuation was measured by a pulse counter which 
was attached to the same micro computer. Thus, gamma count data 
acquisition was controlled by the micro computer. The local gamma 
counts along with other data such as sample weight, dimensions, and the 
time between runs, which were manually measured and then entered into 
the computer, were automatically stored on cassette tape. 
Spinning and scanning of each specimen was repeated until the 
difference between two subsequent weight measurements was negligible. 
At that stage, the steady state moisture distribution was assumed to 
exist within the wood. After the last wet wood moisture profile was 
measured the specimens were oven dried at 103 ± 2 °C down to 0.005 
equilibrium moisture content. During the drying process the specimens 
were weighed periodically and when no further change was detected drying 
was terminated. The dried specimens were then scanned with gamma ray 
densitometer to measure the radiation beam attenuation caused by the dry 
wood and plastic cup at the same locations where wet wood moisture 
profiles were taken before. Wood shrinkage due to drying, which altered 
the measured locations with respect to the datum (side drain hole), was 
taken into consideration with the assumption that local shrinkage was 
linearly distributed. 
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After the dry specimens were scanned and their physical properties 
such as weight and dimensions were measured, these data were also stored 
on the same tape. A total of eighteen specimens were tested; twelve for 
tangential permeability and six for longitudinal permeability. At each 
set of experiment, six specimens were tested simultaneously. The two 
experiment sets for tangential permeability, first 12 samples, required 
about 45 and 50 days for completion of each set consecutively, and the 
longitudinal permeability experiment, last six samples, required about 
24 days for completion. The first set had nine wet scans and one dry 
scan. The second set had ten wet scans and one dry scan, and the final 
set (longitudinal permeability) had twelve wet scans and one dry scan. 
The errors introduced into the measured quantities due to 
equipment and procedure were dealt with through an uncertainty analysis 
(appendix A). To provide sample results specimen number three was used 
(appendix B). Some intermediate results of data reduction are presented 
in appendices C and D, and the final unsaturated permeability results 
for samp1e number three is presented in appendix E. 
Data reduction (sample data reduction in appendix F) was done on a 
micro computer (Commodore 64, computer codes in appendix G). With 
appropriate correction factors, local moisture contents and saturation 
levels along the specimens were calcuated for different runs. Thus, the 
distributions of S(Z,t) were calcuated. From the steady state 
saturation profiles, the functional dependency of the capillary pressure 
on saturation Pc(s) (Spolek, 198lb) was calculated for each specimen. 
Then utilizing numerical integration and differentiation for equation 
(27), the permeability as a function of saturation k(s) was evaluated 
for both tangential and longitudinal permeability. 
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CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Intermediate and final results will be presented in addition to a 
discussion of curve fitting techniques utilized in calculation. Figures 
10 to 27 present saturation versus location profiles for wood samples. 
Each profile in a plot represents local saturations at the end of a 
centrifuge spinning period. Figure 9 indicates the order in which the 
profiles in Figure 10 to 27 correspond with spinning periods. First 
profile (scan TIME ~0) in each plot is for the beginning of experiment 
and last profile (e.g. scan time 08 for first six samples) present the 
local saturations after the last spinning period. As it is evident from 
saturation versus location plots at wood locations furthest away from 
the saturated end (at Z = 0 cm a full saturation was maintained during 
experiment), there is a trend of saturation depletion as spinning time 
(accumulated spinning durations) increases, while the saturation of the 
other end remains relatively unchanged regardless of spinning time. The 
specimen behavior at the saturated end is expected because the capillary 
forces are sufficient to maintain a liquid column about two centimeters 
in height (Spolek, 1984). 
The abrupt variation in saturation in adjacent points as is 
indicated in saturation versus location plots is caused by two major 
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are biological variations within wood in terms of local wood density, 
cell structure and cell orientation. Beside these inherent 
inhomogeneities, cracks develop in wood due to drying. In calculating 
local moisture content and consequently the saturation levels dry wood 
gamma radiation scans were used (refer to appendix F, Sample Data 
Reduction). Wherever a scan is done through a crack (due to increase of 
gamma counts) a false higher saturation level is calculated. The bad 
saturation level data points due to cracks were detected by statistical 
methods (refer to appendix F) and corrected. However, not much could be 
done for general inhomogeneous characteristics of the wood sample. To 
calculate saturation levels, local wood density and fiber saturation 
point (FSP) were required. The author had to assume an overall uniform 
density and FSP (appendix F) and accept the resulting saturation 
fluctuations. Since the solution of equation (27) requires the gradient 
of saturation profile, a least square curve fit was used to smooth out 
local fluctuations in order to avoid differentiation of actual data. 
Since a trend of descending saturation levels from Z = 0 cm to Z = L was 
expected a power equation curve fit was used (Figures 28 and 29). With 
each curve fit the corresponding correlation coefficient was also 
calculated as a measure of its goodness of fit. In most cases curve 
fits showed to be very good representatives of actual data. 
Nevertheless, one should bear in mind that curve fits do not alter the 
actual fluctuating nature of data, which is of concern. 
Figures 30 and 31 represent typical functional dependence of 
capillary pressure on saturation. Experimental results presented in 
these figures indicate this dependence as expected (Spolek, 198lb; 
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decreases. Since the gradient of this curve (capillary pressure versus 
saturation) is also needed for solution of equation (27), a least square 
curve fit was used to fit a power equation onto the data points. Again 
the power equation curve fit was used to ensure that the curves had a 
negative slope all through the desired range to meet the expected trend 
of increasing capillary pressure with reducing saturation level. For 
the data points the capillary pressures (refer to appendix F for 
calculation) were plotted against the final saturation profile for each 
sample. Figure 32 and 33 represent typical curve fit results. 
For all curve fits, S vs. Z and Pc vs. S, two major criteria 
were considered. First, the data points which corresponded to crack 
locations on wood samples were not used (these points were statistically 
singled out, refer to appendix F). In addition to elimination of 
"crack" data points some other data points (very few, 12 points out of a 
total of 3720 points) that seemed to be bad data points caused by bad 
wet wood gamma radiation scans were corrected. For a list of eliminated 
and corrected data points reader is referred to appendix F. The other 
criterion was selecting a range for the data points used in curve fits 
for different samples. Initially, saturation versus location curves 
were observed; based on that, suitable ranges of location within which 
the corresponding section of curves indicated a "power equation curve" 
trend were picked for each sample. Next, the plots of capillary 
pressure versus saturation were studied for each sample; if they showed 
the same "power equation curve" trend within the selected range then the 
range was used for curve fits, otherwise the data range was corrected to 
get the proper trend for the Pc vs. S curve. Table I summarizes the 
location ranges used for each sample. Note that each sample is divided 
61 
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into 20 scan locations Z0 to Z20 where Z0 is at 0.2024 cm and location 
intervals are 6Z = 0.4048 cm. 
Table II 
RANGE OF LOCATION Zi FOR CURVE FITS 
Sample # Range of i # Range of i # Range of i # Range of i 
1 4-20 6 7-20 11 2-18 16 5-13 
2 4-18 7 4-15 12 3-18 17 4-16 
3 1-20 8 6-15 13 7-20 18 7-20 
4 11-20 9 1-20 14 7-13 
5 7-19 10 4-20 15 5-14 
Equation (27) results in permeability at the local saturation a 
distance L from the base of the specimen. At different runs as 
centrifuge times increase and (L) location saturation S(L) changes, the 
permeability subsequently changes. Considering the form of equation 
(27) one expects that by reducing the upper range location (L) in 
calculations the results yield new permeability values at new saturation 
levels, thus increasing the number of data points representing 
permeability as a function of saturation. However, as it will be 
discussed later, through reducing the upper range location (L) higher 
saturations S(L) resulted but computed k(S(L)) permeabilities indicated 
a decreasing trend which is contrary to the general phenomenon that 
higher saturation level in a porous media will cause higher permeability 
properties. This behavior in calculated unsaturated permeabilities is 
due to sensitivity of the equation (27) to the calculating gradients of 
saturation and capillary pressure. 
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The remaining variables in equation (27) were estimated based on 
data available in literature (i.e. water viscosity, wood porosity, 
saturated permeability value). The fully saturated permeability for 
each wood sample proved to be the most difficult to estimate. Comstock 
(1970) provides a range of values for saturated permeability of Southern 
Pine. However, in order to correctly calculate the unsaturated 
permeability of a wood sample, one needs to know the sample's correct 
saturated permeability value. Values of k(sat.) in the range provided 
by Comstock (1970) were used as a parameter. The unsaturated 
permeability results calculated with the k(sat.) range provided by 
Comstock (1970) showed a functional dependence on k(sat.) for tangential 
permeability, however such dependence was not shown in the case of 
longitudinal permeability. 
Results of two other studies (Tesoro, 1974; Spolek, 198lb) which 
provide values for unsaturated permeability are compared with tangential 
permeability results in this study, Figure 34. Mechanistic model 
predicted permeability (Spolek, l98lb) is based on mathematical 
modeling, and experimentally predicted permeability (Tesoro, 1974) is 
based on two phase fluid flow. It seems that current study results 
indicate that wood behavior tends to comply with the mechanistic model. 
Figures 35 to 44 are representative samples of unsaturated 
permeability results obtained in this study. These figures plot 
relative permeability values (ratio of unsaturated permeability to 
saturated permeability) against saturation levels. The acceptable range 
for both axis are 0 to 1. Each point on the "k(s)/k{sat.) vs. S11 plots 
refers to an experiment run with a specific k(sat.) value. For example, 
















































































































































































































































































































































































nine gamma scans), the figure for sample 2 (Figure 35) has eight data 
points for each k(sat.) value. The range of k(sat.) used for the plots 
was based on the range suggested by Comstock (1970). For tangential 
permeability range is 0.5xlo- 4 to 3xlo- 4 Darcy, and for longitudinal 
permeability range is .039 to 2.15 Darcy. As it is indicated on Figures 
35 to 44, k(s)/k(sat.) values range from -4 to 1.4 for tangential 
permeability and up to 8 for longitudinal permeability. Whereas as 
mentioned before, the acceptable range is only 0 to 1. This is an 
indication of the sensitivity of equation (27) to the gradients terms 
that are used to calculate k(s(L). The procedure utilized to measure 
local time dependent saturation levels of wood samples (gamma radiation 
densitometer) yields accurate results with less than 5% relative error 
(refer to appendix A, Uncertainty Analysis). However, it seems 
impractical to calculate unsaturated permeability of wood with this 
method. The uncertainty analysis presented in appendix A indicates that 
using equation (27) will result in k(s(L)) values with about 112% 
relative error (with 95% confidence interval) despite low relative 
errors in saturation. Because of the inhomogeneous nature of wood, a 
high degree of fluctuation is observed in measured local, time dependent 
saturation levels. These fluctuations affect the gradient terms in 
equation (27) through their corresponding curve fit results. The result 
of wood inhomogeneity is well observed in the uncertainty results of 
k(S(L)). 
Although the calculated unsaturated permeabilities as single data 
points can not be used to generate any functional dependency of 
permeability versus saturation, the total results for each wood sample 
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permeability plots (Figures 35 to 40), a general trend is demonstrated 
that indicates the relative permeability values increase with an 
increase in the assumed value for saturated permeability values 
(positive trend). This trend is better shown in Figures 45 to 49. Each 
line on these plots refers to a specific experiment run used to 
calculate unsaturated permeability at various saturated permeability 
values. Figures for samples #2 (RUN 6) and sample #5 (RUN 6) indicate 
that some runs demonstrate a behavior contrary to what the author refers 
to as a positive trend. However, from a total of 102 runs, 85 runs 
indicated positve trend (83.3%) and 17 indicated a negative trend 
(16.7%). In any case, when the calculated results are studied as a 
whole for tangential permeability one can result that calculated 
unsaturated permeability is a function of saturated permeability. This 
behavior is not observed in the results for longitudinal permeability 
samples Figures 50 and 51; it seems that calculated unsaturated 
permeabilities are not dependent on saturated permeabilities in this 
case. This lack of sensitivity of unsaturated permeability results to 
assumed values for saturated permeability values indicates that in 
equation (27) the denominator (flow inducing pressure gradient at the 
end of sample Z = L) and the integral part (the term representing 
moisture drainage) are dominant in terms of order of magnitude over the 
term (pressure gradient at Z = 0) including the saturated permeability 
value. 
As is shown in appendix F, Sample Data Reduction, to calculate the 
gradients in equation {27) the curve fit values for data points are 
used. If measured data points show a slightly more convex form, 
although the overall representation of actual saturation profile in wood 
78 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sample is still accurate, the slopes of their curves are affected to an 
extent that will affect the final results of k(S(L)). This is a major 
cause that invalidates the method of this study for calculating 
unsaturated permeability, and also prevents one from altering the range 
of limits on the integration (which resulted in equation (27)) in order 
to obtain more data points representing k(s(L)). 
In order to get a general idea what the whole study resulted in, 
Figures 52 and 53 show the results of "k(s)/k(sat.) vs. S" for all 
tangential permeability wood samples for saturated permeability value of 
2xlo- 4 Darcy (mid-range as suggested by Comstock (1970)). Studying 
Figure 53 indicates that at saturation levels down to 50% still 
permeability does not drop to zero. This supports the mechanistic model 
for wood behavior which is presented by Spolek (198la). Figure 34 
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SUMMARY ANO CONCLUSION 
The intent of this study was to develop a practical and scientific 
procedure for determining the unsaturated liquid permeability of wood 
using transient flow method. The procedure consists of inducing liquid 
drainage from wood and then through utilization of noninvasive 
measurement methods, saturation profiles along wood are measured. With 
the liquid flow data and saturation profiles, unsaturated permeablity is 
back calculated from the liquid phase continuity equation. The 
transient flow is a far better representation of fluid flow through wood 
during drying processes than steady state single fluid or mixed fluids 
(gas and liquid) flow methods utilized up to present. Results of this 
study based on saturated permeability values generated through a steady 
state flow study by Comstock (1970) show some strong indications that a 
mechanistic flow model based on mathematical modeling (Spolek, 198lb) 
can describe fluid flow through wood. However, the number of data 
points generated in this study and the uncertainty level associated with 
them is insufficient to confirm the accuracy of the mechanistic model. 
Although the experimentation part of the study, which resulted in values 
for local time dependent saturation levels along the wood samples, 
proved to be adequately accurate (with less than 5% relative error) the 
final results for unsaturated permeability values proved to have high 
level of uncertainty (112% relative error). The high level of 
uncertainty in the final results can be attributed to the local 
fluctuation in data which is caused by the natural inhomogeneities in 
wood. Additional testing for unsaturated permeability while performed 
along with saturated permeability measurements for similar wood samples 
will provide more accurate results which can be used to provide 
89 
representative data averages. In conclusion, this study confirmed the 
validity and reliability of experimentation procedure and provided more 
backing for mechanistic based predictive model for fluid flow through 
wood in tangential direction (Spolek, l98lb). 
90 
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Following is an uncertainty analysis for measured saturation 
levels and calculated unsaturated permeability based on Kline and 
McClintock theores (Kline, 1953). The experimental data used for this 
analysis is from wood sample number three which was tested for 
tangential permeability. A 95% confidence interval (20:1 odds) is 
assumed throughout the analysis. Starting with governing equation (27) 
we have: 
k(S(L))= 
k(S(O) )[C(S(O) )•S'(O) - B(O)] - µ<j> f
0
L(¥t) dZ 
C(S(L) )•S' (L) - B(L) 
since 
ap as dPc 




- k(S(O) )(~ lzo - B(O)] - µ<J> Jo L 
- dP 
_c I - B(L) 
dZ ZL 
where 
B(Z) = Ptw2 (R-Z) 







as 6.z 20 20 6.Z 
f ~t dZ = ,;-t [ L s It - L s It ] = ,;-t • n • [s It - s It ] (U6) 
a u i =l zi 2 i =l zi 1 u ave 2 ave 1 
In equation (U3) saturation term can be singled out for individual 
uncertainty analysis because it has no common factor with other terms in 
equation (U3). 
S = M-FSP 
M -FSP max 
= 
M-FSP 








) ] (us) 
[ 1 n Nw~+w + Pwd "wd ( Lwd+w -Lwd ( Spo 1ek'198la) wd 
1 
N = l/N-< 
where N = gamma counts 
' = instrument dead time (gillnma ray densitometer) 
Nwd = Nwd+EMC x exp(µwd 0 Pwd 0 Lwd·EMC) 
mwd+EMC 
Pmeasured = Vwd+EMC 
Pmeasured 
Pwd = l+EMC(Vwd/Vwd+EMC) 
Therefore: 
1 -V S = _ x { wd+w 







µwd ·Lwd • [ V wd+EMC r+EMC( V w/V wd+EMC) 










l+EMC(Vw/Vwd+EMC) • µwd(Lwd+w-Lwd)] - FSP} 
Assume: (for values refer to appendix F) 
a i; (VwdlVwd+EMC) = 1 with no error involved. 
az; no error in EMC = 0.005 
a 3; a 1 and az result in b.p = f ( 4n, iWwd) 
a4; no error in µwd = 0.189 cm 2/gm 
as; no error in µw = 0.201 cm 2/gm 
+ 
• Lwd • EMC) 
(Ul2) 
95 
a6; no error in FSP = 0.3 
a1; no error in lVI = 1.86 
as; no error in • (instrument dead time), 
ag; Vwd = Vwd+EMC 












_7 exp(.OOlxL x Mwd+EMC 
wd+EMC- x wd ~ 
M 
0.188 x wd+EMC 
Vwd+EMC (Lwd+w-Lwd)] -0.3} 
Assume: 
10- 7 seconds/count 
+ 
a1 0 ; Sample dimensions are ExFxL (Figure 54) with (wd+w) and (wd) 
(Ul3) 
subscripts refering to (wet wood) and (dry wood) respectively, 
where F corresponds with same direction as Z along the sample 
length, and L corresponds with radiation absorption length. 
a 11; In measurements Z0 , ZL and 1::;z are treated as separate 
measurement from overall dimension measurements. 
dP 1::;z I I ] k(S(O))[d/ lz -B(O)] -µ{)•n•t::;t [Save ti+l-Save ti 
k(S(L))= p o (U14) 
dZc lzl -B(L) 
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Note: The uncertainty analysis will be done for sample #3 with a 
location range of Z0 = 0.2024 cm to ZL = 7.8936 cm and n = 
20 for k(S(L)). 
Since there is no common variable between parameters used to 
calculate S (saturation) and other terms used in calculating 
k(S(L)), the uncertainty of S is calculated separately. 
As an average representative set of values scan times 03 and 04 
are used. 
V =E xF xl wd+w wd+w wd+w wd+w (UlS) 
Vwd = Ewd x Fwd x Lwd (Ul6) 
Applying equations (Ul5) and (U16) to (Ul3) will result in: 
1 {-Ewd+wxFwd+w [l 1/Nwd+EMC - 8xlo-7 
.2xm x n m 
wd+EMC (1/N d+ -8xl0- 7 )·exp(O.OOlxEwd+~Mc 
w w wdx wd 
s = 1. 86 
+0.188 x mwd+EMC(Lwd+w-Lwd) 
EwdxFwdxlwd 1 -0.3} 
To determine the effect of the term exp (µwd"Pwd·Lwd·EMC), 
equation (UlO), on uncertainty in S, its uncertainty is analyzed 
separately. 
m 
exp(µwd"Pwd·Lwd·EMC) = exp(.OOlxEwd;~MC ) = 0 
~ ~ 
LiO = ((~ ·~ )2 + (~ •LiE )2 + (~ •LiF )2}1/2 
wd+EMC wd+EMC 3Ewd wd 3F wd wd 
ao m am = [exp (. OOlx wd+EMC ) ] 
wd+EMC E xF x wd wd 
0.001 
EwdxFwd 
ao m ar--- = [exp(.OOlx wd+EMC )] 
wd E xF wd wd 










m d E -0 OOlxm 
= (exp(.OOlx~w ;FMC )] x . wd+EMC 
mwd+EMC = 75±0. 5 gm 
Ewd = 5.047 ± .1 cm 
Fwd = 8.573 ± .1 cm 
wd wd E xF 
~ ~ 
we wi 11 have 
t;D = 0.024 and D = 1.002 
(U22) 
since ~D = 0.024 = 2.4%, and D ~ 1 is used as a correction factor for 
Nwd+EMC' we assume the error that D (exponential correcting factor) 
introduces is negligible and it does not affect the error introduced in 
the final result of unsaturated permeability. 
Thus we have: 
E xF 1/N -8x10- 7 
1 {- wd+w wd+w [l wd+EMC +0.188 x S=- 2 x n 7 




as 2 as 2 
t;S = ( ( ~~ • t;E d ) + ( CIF • t;F d ) + 
d w +w d w +w w +w w +w 
(U23) 
(as al •t;L )2 
wd+w wd+w + 
as 2 as 2 as 2 as 2 
(ar ·t;Ed) +(ar- ·t;Fd) +(ar ·t;Ld) +(am •tiind+EMC) + 
wd w wd w wd w wd+EMC w J 







B = 1 n-------
( 1/Nwd+w-8xl0- 7) xl. 002 
(U25) 
-BxE xF E xF (L -L ) S = 1 { wd+w wd+w __ 94x wd+w wd+w wd+w wd __ 3} (U 26 ) 
~ · 2xmwd+EMC EwdxFwdxlwd 
BxF F (L -L ) 
~ = _1_ { wd+w _ 94 x wd+w wd+w wd } 
aEwd+w. 1.86 .2xmwd+EMC . EwdxF wdxlwd 
(U27) 
BxE E (L -L ) 
~ = 1 { wd+w _ 94x wd+w wd+w wd } 
aFwd+w T:86 ·2xmwd+EMC . EwdxFwdxlwd 
(U28) 
E xF 
as = 1 {- 94 x wd+w wd+w 
aLwd+w l.86 . EwdxFwdxlwd 
(U29) 
E xF (L -L ) 
§.__ = _1 _ { 94 x wd+w wd+w wd+w wd } 
aE d 1.86 . F L E2 
w wdx wdx wd 
(U30) 
§.__ _ 1 E xF ( aF wd - T.86 { . 94 x wd+w wd+w Lwd+w -Lwd) 
E dxl xF2 } 
w wd wd 
(U31) 
E xF -L 
§.__ = _1_ {- 94 x wd+w wd+w • wd+w 
aLwd 1.86 . Ewd x Fwd L 2wd 
(U32) 
as 1 BxEwd+wxFwd+w 
am = 1 . 86 { ( ) 2 
wd+EMC .2 mwd+EMC 
(U33) 
as 1 Ewd+w xFwd+w (l/N
2
wd+EMC)xl.002 
= - [ ] x 
aNwd+EMC 1·86 · 2xmwd+EMC 1/N -8x10- 7 wd+EMC 
(U34) 
as E xF 1/N 2 wd+w = .:.!_ [ wd+w wd+w] x 




In calculating the error involved in measuring gamma counts N, since 
gamma emissions have poisson distribution of intensity, the standard 
deviation of N is Sn = Nl/2. For a 95% confidence interval: 
t.N = 2Sn = 2Nl/2 
Therefore: 
t.N = 2N 112 wd+w wd+w 
1/2 
t.Nwd+EMC = 2Nwd+EMC 
Assuming on average (for sample #3, scan times 03 and 04). 
Ewd+w = 5.065 ± .1 cm , Ewd = 5.047 ± .1 cm 
Fwd+w = 8.956 ± .1 cm , Fwd = 8.573 ± .1 cm 
Lwd+w = 4.483 ± .1 cm , Lwd = 4.341 ± .1 cm 
mwd+EMC = 75 ± .5 gm 
Nwd+w = 5 x 10 4 ± 447 counts 
4 Nwd+EMC = 9xl0 ± 600 counts 
Evaluating equation (U24) we have: 
t.S = 0.03503 ~ 0.035 
for an average saturation of S = 0.7459 






Calculating the uncertainty for maximum and minimum values of saturation 
wi 11 result in: 
Sample #3, location Z1 at scan time t'l0 we have: 
Smax = 1.015 
Nwd+EMC = 94586 ± 615 counts 
Nwd+w = 47252 ± 434 counts 
Sample #3, location Z2o at scan time ~8 we have: 
Smin = .383 
Nwd+EMc = 87973 ± 593 counts 
Nwd+w = 63655 ± 504 counts 
Calculating equation (U24) , the following table will result. 
Tab le I II 







0.383 0.0283 7.38% 
0.7459 0.03503 4.69% 
1.015 0.0382 3.76% 
Calculating the uncertainty in calculated unsaturated permeability 
k(S(L)) proved to be practically impossible through an analytical 
method. This was mainly due to the fact that for the gradient parts 
~~ and ~~ values of curve fits were used. Therefore, the best possible 
method for calculating the uncertainty of k(S(L)) seemed to be through 
actual numerical calculation. All the parameters involved in 
calculating k(S(L)) were perturbed randomly and k(S(L)) was calculated. 
102 
This was repeated 51 times and through statistical analysis the 
uncertainty in k(S{L)) was calculated. Following is a detailed 
description of perturbation procedures utilized. 
Since the uncertainty of saturation levels was calculated, the 
perturbation was done on saturation level and other parameters in the 
process of calculating k(S{L)). The values (averages) and their 
corresponding uncertainty levels used in calculation were: 
6S = 0.03503 (uncertainty in saturation), for S values refer to 
appendix C. 
Z0 = 0.2024 ± 0.1 cm 
ZL = 7.8936 ± 0.1 cm 
6Z = 0.4048 ± 0.01 cm (integration interval) 
w = 500 ± 20 rpm 
6t = 30 seconds (uncertainty in time measurement) for t values 
refer to appendix F 
51 curve fit values for Pc(S) and S(Z) were calcualted with 
perturbed parameter and then their values (for gradient terms in 
equation (Ul)) along with other perturbed parameter were used to 
calculate k(S(L))'S. 
The variations enforced on parameters had to be of a random nature 
and since a normal distribution of errors had to be assumed, the random 
perturbation had to have a normal distribution. The computer used to 
perform the calculations was capable of generating a uniformly 
distributed random number between 0 and 1 (code: RND(l)). To generate a 
normally distributed random number the following codes were utilized: 
103 
y = ~-0 
FOR I = 1 to 12 
y = y + RND (1) 
NEXT I 
y = y - 6.0 
104 
Resulting variable y is a normally distributed random number with a 
range of -6<y<6, average of zero, and standard deviation of 1 (i.e. 95% 
of times y has a value between -2 and 2). A brief discussion for 
justifying the utilized algorithm will be presented at the end of this 
appendix. 
Since a normal distribution for errors was assumed the 
uncertainties in each parameter was equal to twice its standard 
deviation value. 
Saturation - S ± D.S = S ± 2os 
Therefore anytime during the calculations a parameter had to be 
perturbed, a random variable y was generated and multiplied by half the 
uncertainty of the parameter, or one standard deviation, and that was 
the amount of variation introduced to that parameter. 
Perturbed saturation = S + (os x y) = S + ~S x y 
Sample #3 was used for calculating perturbed values of unsaturated 
permeability k(S(L)). Calculations were repeated 51 times and results 
of calculated k(S(L)) for the first four runs of the sample #3 (with end 
saturation levels .692 _s_ S(L) ~ .791) are presented in Figures 55 to 
58. Figures 59 to 62 present the histograms for same data. Following 
table summarizes the calculated results for relative permeability 
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calculated with no perturbation and "Mean" stands for the calculated 
average from the perturbed calculations. 
TABLE IV 
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY UNCERTAINTY VALUES 
ok ( S ) I k ( sat. ) Saturation 
Run Scan k(S)/k(sat.) k(S)/k(sat.) Standard Best 
Time Best Estimate Mean Deviation Estimate 
1 00+01 .2376 .246 .191 .791 
2 01 +02 .7219 .638 .308 .745 
3 02+03 .7014 .634 .383 . 719 
4 03+04 .6108 .587 .351 .692 
Using the results for the four runs to get an average standard deviation 
for the relative permeability (k(S}/k(sat.)) we have: 
4 
0 ave = [(i;l 0 f }/4]112 = 0.3167 
since we have assumed normal distribution we have: 
~(k(S)/K(sat.)) = 2oave = 0.6334 
and relative error will be: 
~(k(S)/k{sat.)) _ 0.6334 _ 112% k(S)/k{sat.) - 0.5679 -
In conclusion the results of this appendix indicate that for an 
average saturation value of 0.746 with a probability of 95% any measured 
saturation level is within ± 4.7% of correct measured value, and any 




Despite the low level of uncertainty in saturation levels a 
very high level of uncertainty is observed in final result of k(S(L)). 
This is due to the fact that for each gradient term in equation (Ul) 20 
saturation points are used to evaluate a curve fit and also the 
integration part in equation (Ul) utilizes 40 saturation point. 
Altogether the errors in saturation levlels effect k(S(L)) for 120 
times. In addition to individual effect of saturation level errors, the 
fact that gradient of a set of data is much more sensitve to 
perturbation in a data point than the data points themselves indicate 
that high levels of uncertainty in k(S(L)) is not out of order. 
Justification of algorithm used for generating normally 
distributed random numbers. 
A uniform distribution with parameters a and f3 is presented as: 









0 a f3 
Mean and variance of this distribution are (Miller, 1977) 
mean = x = a+f3 
2 
. 2 1 (Q )2 variance= o =12 ..,-a 
For random numbers x between 0 and 1 we have 
_ O+l=.5 x = -2-
a: = i2 (1-0)2 = i2 
x 
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if variable y is such that 
and 
12 
y = ( E x.) -6 then -6<y<6 
i =l 1 
12 
where O<x. <l 
1 
Mean y = y = ( E .5) -6 = 6-6 = 0 
i=l 




12 02 = 12 x h- = 1 
x E i =1 
A theorem by Miller (1977) states that if a random variable has the 
value y and a distribution with the mean y and variance o2 , the y -
corresponding normal standardized variable has the value g = y-y 
0 y 
and its distribution has zero mean and unit variance. Thus 
g = y-0 -1 - y 
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£# 3ldWVS ~Qj SlNnOJ VWWV8 VlVO MV~ 
8 XION3ddV 
sm1o:i3s 5,.3--3s s;1 ::11.u.t HO!.ld1:10::.e1;1 1;11.J1.11;10 
l OC:. SI t·IO l .lf.11"1113.l.ll:J d31UM 
6E: l • SI 110 !llJ(1l-l31.l\J OOOM 
Sloll:JoO S • £:.LI' SI SSIJl·l L3M 11;1 IJ. ! Ii I 
M.) €:::::r •t, x £'.~~:1 ·:; :··~ 9GC. ·e: 3;::1u t::MOl'.'.:;tl~lJ.111] 
~l.Ll:JO tl011l:J2Ill;II.lllll £: II ::rkll·li:l:o 
",',J]l:.Ud 
VlVO NOilVZilVIlINI £# 3ldWVS 
LII A 318Vl 
TABLE VI 
SAMPLE #3 RAW DATA GAMMA COUNTS 
SflMPLE ll ::;: l~ml 01'1Tf1 GftMMft COIJIHS 
TIME I:3 : 0 [tfl'r'8 
MOOD Mf1s·;; I::: : ~t ~-~:3. 5 or~:t1MS 
POS!TIOtl<CM>= .2024 COUIHS= 47252 
Per:; 1T1 CH t <CM · == • t:o~·2 cout tr:~:= "'1 :::720 
POSITirnl<CM = 1.012 COUNTS= 48853 
PO·:.ITIOll•~CM = 1.<\168 COUtlT:3= 49•:l:o") 
PO':O:ITIOtl-'.CM = 1.::;:21•; COIJIHS= 48666 
~J8ITIOll•CM = 2.2264 CCUHTS= 49397 
po·:;ITIOll CM>= 
r·o:3IT IOI I CM)= 
r·o·:;r T IOI t CM)= 
F'0:0; IT I 011 Cl·D = 
P0'31Tl011 CM>= 
F'0:::1T1011 CM:•= 
po::: IT l•Jll CM'= 
F'0'3ITIOll• Cr·D= 
P•Y:::rT 1011 en:>~ 
r-u:31 nm 1 cr-n = 
f-'C1'3ITIOll CM>= 
p1):3 IT I 011 CH)= 
F'(r;:: IT 1011 GM>= 
r·r)'3 IT I (Ill CH)= 
2.6312 COUttl"S= 49.::-:::::i:-; 
3. 0~~6 COUMTS:;: 4~~'?€~"'.i 
3.<1408 COIJllTS= 49604 
3. 84~5G COUttTS= 49:346 
4.250·\ COUt~TS= ~t8966 
4. 6552 COIJtlTS= 49~374 
5. 1)6 CflUHr:::= 491)06 
~5. 4.:.;4:3 COUMTS= 49960 
5. ::h59.S COUltTS= 4:3524 
6.2?44 COlJltTS= ~t9863 
6. 67'.:.12 COUMTS...:: 49486 
('. OC:4 COUlff:?= 49:331 
7'. ·t8l38 COIJI I rs= ~i(l3(1:3 
7. :35':36 COi.Ji IT'.3:= 50794 
:;.m·lPLE II :;: F:rtM Dt'ffA GftMMA COUHTS 
T J ME l S : . ?5 DflV~3 
l·l•JOD Mfl:::S I:; : 
r·n:; 1 T IOllO::CM> = 
r·1·:1:;r1 IOllO::Cl·D= 
r·o:c: IT 1011".CM) '= 
P0:3!TIOll<:CM)= 
F'0'3 IT I OHC:CM> = 
r-i:i:;:n 1011-'.CM:•= 
r·u=::JT JOI l'CH~·" 
po::: IT 10H r::M :> = 
F'USITIOll CM>= 
F'(J::;ITIOll Cl·P= 








F·1·1:; IT I OH CM>= 











































:::mirLE II :3 F.:f'tl-I DATft GAMMft C:OUllTS 
THIE J::; : 1.;'5 
MOOD Mfr=::s Is ' 
f-'(1:31 T !Oll(CM)= 
F'0'31TIOll<CM>= 
PO::O; IT !Oll<:CM> = 
PO:;ITIOHO:CM}= 
F'OC:: IT IOM".CM I"' 
F"1JS IT I1JM•'.CM)" 
f"(•'=: IT 101·1< Cl-D = 
F"O::O:IT IOll<CM>= 
F'O~:H T lt)ll<:CM ··= 
F'OSITIOtl(CM>= 



























t-'1_1:::-J I l1_1M(l_.f'1}= (.l .. b::1~1~ CUUt·rl:O= ~1::M6 
POSIT IOl·l(CM>= 5.06 COUii TS= 52695 
f•I):; IT IOM<CM> = 5.464:3 COUIH~'::= 5157~3 
POSITIOl·l>:CM>= 5.8696 COUIHS= 50545 
Po:;:: l TI 01 l(CM) = 6.2744 COUllTS= 52257 
PO·;:: IT IOHO::ctn = 6.6792 COIJIHS= 51464 
PU:?:ITIOH<CM:.o= 7. (1:=:~1 C:OUMTS= 50705 
POSIT IOt~O::CM> = 7. 4:::88 COUIH8= 52141 
POSITIOM(CM)~ 7.89'36 COUMT:::= 52693 
:":flMPLE II 3 F;RM DATfl Gf'tMt1A COUIHS 
THIE IS : '3. 9 





PUS IT I 01-l(Cl-D = 
POSIT IOl~(CM>= 
F'OSITIOll<:CM>= 




Po·:; IT IOI I ( Cl'D = 
po·:: IT I OllO::CM> = 
Po::: IT IOll<CM)= 
F'031 TI l.'.•ll(CM.:O= 
F'•J:~: IT IOIVC:M:··~ 
P1):3 IT I Ott•: Cl·l> = 
PO::: IT I 01 lo'.CM>= 
PC•S f T !OlliCM:.O = 












































·-:fol'IFUc ti ·-:: F:o"1H DFffA OFtMMA COUtlTS 
I Hll: !':: : G. ?5 DA','S 
1·11-11_1[1 Htr::;·~ J·:;; : 4~50 .. :3 GF'FtMS 
F'(1·::;JflOll•'.Cf'I:•:: .202·! COUtlTS:: 48294 
t·:·1:i·:::1TI(1tt•.CM:•= .t5072 COUtllS:: 49124 
p1)·;.ITlOll CM = 
FU3IT!Otl CM = 
FO::: IT Co:Ot I CM = 
P1J31T!Ott•.CM = 
f·o,:.JT lOllO::Cl·I = 
f·(I·;: 1 TI (It I< O::M .:. = 
PO·:: I T!Utl.:.CM>= 
r·o::: IT I•:Ot I( 0: M::o= 
F·o::. IT I Oil•: (M:·· = 
F'03JT IOtf•.:CM:>= 
FC,.;.c TJOI IO::CM:··= 
F'Cl'3 l TI Ott•: CM::O-' 
FO·:: J TI 01 l' CM:··= 
Pn:::. r Tr 1111 o::r·i:• = 
PO'~: IT I 011 Cl·D,= 

























































S:f1MF"LE It :1 P(tH DflTfl GftMMfl COUt ff:3 
TIME 1:,:. : ltJ .. 75 Df1'r'S 
MOOD Mrr;s I :3 : 449. ::: GF:ftMS 
F'O'~oITI!JtlO::CM:•= • 20~~4 COUIHS= 4•3250 
PO·:: IT IOI 1•.Ct·t = 
PO,:: IT I l)t t 0: Ct·t = 
P(J:~:IT!OihCH '" 
PO·;:;JTIOl·l<:CM = 
. t:.0?2 COUHT:~;= ~t:?.562 
t .01;;-~ COUtll'~; 52~;7 ... J~' 
l • .:11 ~:::3 COUI ffS::: ~54 790 
1 .. ::::216 COl.JtlTS= 54682 
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.... u~~l I JUu• .. 1.;1·1.:•= 
F'OSITIOM-'.CM)= 
F'O::: ITIOMO.: CM:•= 
F'OS IT I Oll(CM) = 
POSITIOll(CM)= 
PO:JITIOM(CM>= 
F'OS IT IOM< CM:•= 
PO::.>ITIOl-l(CM>= 
F'OS IT I Oll(CM )= 
F'OS IT I Olf(Cl·I)" 
Po::; IT I 01·1( CM)= 
P•:tS IT I OM(CM) ~ 
F'OSI T IOl·l<:Cl'D= 
PCl'.3 IT I otl(CI·•>= 
:::'.'. C!;;.~l::A l;UIJN I 0=. ·:;:r6~'.:I~ 
2.6312 COUllTS= 56906 
3.036 COIJHTS= 56333 
3. 4408 COUllTS= 54923 
3. 8456 COUIHS= 54706 
4. 25~34 COUt·tTS= 54466 
4. 6552 COUt ITS= 54100 



















POSIT I 01·1 (CM:>= 7. 8936 COUtffS= 56801 
:::m1PLE 11 :3 HAM DATfl Gt1MMA COUIHS 
TIME IS : 1:3. 75 DA'r'S 
MOOD MA::;s I:;:; : 4 •H. 9 (;F:AMS 
PO::HTIOl·f(Cl·t:>= • 202•1 COUIHS= 47761 
F'OS IT I 011 (CM::•= • E:1372 COUllTS= 44968 
r·o::; IT IOll(CM:"= 
POSIT IOI l<CM>= 
F'O':>I TI Oii( CM)'" 
F'OSI TI 01 l<CM::•= 
F'OSITIOH((:M)= 
P0'3 IT I Ott(CM),= 
PO::: IT 101 l(CM)= 
PfJ:C:; I l I Oll(CM > = 
ro·::ITIOIHCM)= 
P(•Sll IOIHCM>= 
r·o·:: IT 101 l(CM ::· = 
POS 11 IOll":Cl·l:.O= 
r·o·:. IT I Ol l(Cl·I:"= 
f'0'.31 l'IOl·l(Cl·D= 
F'O:::IT IOtlO::CM)= 
F·o:; IT I 01 l<CM)= 


























4.2504 COUHTS= 56296 
4. 6552 cnut ~TS= 5551 7 
5. 06 COUt·ITS= 56772 
5. '464:3 COUJITS=: 56324 
5. 8696 COUI ITS= 53429 













:::AMPLE II 3 F:fll-I DflTA GAMMA COUHTS 
I IMC J::; : 25. 8:3 Dfi'T'S 
HOOD MflS:; IS : 
F'OS IT IOIH CM)= 
l"OSITIOtlo'.CM)= 
F'OSITIOll<CM)= 




r·o:'; IT I 01 l (CM)= 
F'C•SITIOll-'.CM>= 
F'O::; I l IOI l(Cl·1 >= 
P0:3J T 101 l(CM)., 
po·; IT I OM< CM:"= 
F'fl:.> IT IOll(CM:.O = 
po:;; IT !Oll(Cl·C•; 
PO:; IT I Otl<CM),= 
PO:o: IT I•JHo'.CM) = 
F·os IT I Off (CM>= 
PO::: IT I Oll(CM :.0= 
443.7 GRFIMS 
































·t. 6552 COIJt ITS= 5•3:363 
5.06 COIJHTS= 58424 













po·~:ITIOM•:CM):-.:: ·r.4:30:3 COUtfTS;: 62525 
P0'31T 1014(Cf·D= 7. :39:36 COUtffS== 6213;·'1 
::.HMF'LE II 3 Pf1M DATA GflMMfl courns 
l IME IS : ·15 .. 75 Dft11-'S 
120 
121 
HIJUIJ 1··1t-t:·.::::. 1::; : 4:j(. 1 l_il-:'.t-{1·1::> 
PO::: IT I Otlo::C:M)= .2024 C:OUtffS= 48692 
P0:3 IT I Otl(CM) = .6072 COUtff:3= 4:3293 
PO::::I TI otl(CM )= 1. •312 COUMT:3= 51(175 
F'C1'3!TIOM<CM)= 1.416:3 CCIUllTS= 54353 
Fo::: IT !OHO:CM) = 1. :3216 COUtffS= 56457 
F'OSITIOtl<CM!= .2:.2264 COUt·ITS= 57743 
r·o::o: IT I l)tl( CM:'= 2.6::::1;;-:: COUlffS= 57094 
F'O'.O:ITIOM<CM>= :3.03t5 COUlffS= 59332 
r·o:3 IT IOIJ•:CM) = ~:. 4 .. 10:3 COUtffS= 579~:39 
pr:is IT I Oll(CM)= ::::.8456 COUtffS= 60365 
F'•Y:O: IT I Oil (CM>= 4. 25f14 COUlffS= 59436 
F'OSITIOf.l(CM)= 4.6552 COUMT:::= 58:358 
Ft:•:3 IT!Ot·l(Cf'I)= 5.06 COUl·IT:3= 58?54 
PO~: IT IOtlo'.CM>= 5. 4t54:::: COUIHS= 597?? 
PO::. IT IOMO::CM )= 5.8696 COIJl·ff:::= 56:::13 
F'OSITIOtlO::CM::o= 6.2744 COUlffS= 59502 
r·o:o:: l T IOM( CM)= iS.6792 courn:3= 59754 
P1:r:::. IT I Cit·!( CM>= 7.084 COUIHS= 62:=:63 
r·o::O; IT I or I( ( M> = 7.4:::13;::r co1..11 rr::o:= 64539 
F·o::; I TI or l<CM) = 7.::::9::::.s COUtHS= 6365.5 
TABLE VI I 122 
FINALIZE DATA (DRY WOOD DATA) FOR SAMPLE #3 
FIMALIZE DflTA (DF''T' HOOD DATfl> FOR Sf!MF"LE II :3 
DF:'r' DIHEH·~;tOt1·3 flPE 8.57:3 ~:: 5.t~147' ~\ 4.:3·11 CH 
O\.'Etl EC•Ul\'fll.EllT MOISTUF.:E COllHIT IS ~'.oE-O::; 
MF:MC •.:or;:',' Hft'C.S) J·=; ~:1G. 1 GPttM:3 
F'0:3I fIOtl t'..Cl·D= • 193;;-2~5 COIJllT'.=::;.;:; 9·1'5f:6 
P0:;31 r IOI I O::CH\~ • ~5:31 l ;'5 COIJllTS= S•o:3~;:;: 
PO·.:; IT I 011 ( (. M);;;;; • 96:~:~~2~5 COUI IP:::;= 9191 (1 
r-o·:·nTIOH •:'ClJ:'t:;.: l. 3':~~;0;:-5 ('l)IJHTS= ~q'.:?J~5"? 
P0:3 IT I Of I 0:: 0: M :• = I. ;.'4::::525 COi .ii iTS= 8922:=: 
po·:. IT 1 flH <CM)::.:: ~:~. 1 ·:~:o:::•?5 COl_lf ITS:= 92::-~..;~i 
F'0·3ITJ1°1t1 (1~H.1::: 2.51t;•l:=2t~ CC•Ullf"S;::;: 91~'(J:) 
1=-ci:; IT I I If I (( l·Lo::: ~~- 90~·~::r1~; (°(II.JI ITS== 5' 1 ·126 
F'O·:; I l I 1 11 t •: t M ·:. ~ ·:::. 2:}:;:3:?5 CUI If I IS= 91 ·I l ·3 
po·::. I l r (It I ' CH·,::..;; ~~ • .:;00~.'~:.•5 Cf ti If rr~:;:= 1 :?.·1 ·L2Ct 
t-·(1·::~tTJ1)fl •.t·H ·~ ·1 .. t'1r~:::::.::::2~5 (.Ul.lltf::,:;;:; 9·12..:'.J 
1~·.-·1·:; I. ·1 I Cll I •· 1.· 1,1>;;;;; 4. ~J~i~:it.;?~:; C1)UI IT~~;;;;: 90912 
p1-,. ;i T J 011 ·:llr·.~ '1. ::::.1::12~; cc11.111r,::= 90Cc•·I 
pn·:::rr 11-111 (l~H •~..: 5. 2::?.:05·7~:;01 CUUtlTS= :::i~-·102 
t-="11·::.L l l11i1 • ,-1-1·• . ..:: 5 .. .:: .. 1::-:0~.:'.~~i cnu1rrs::.: 8?~··l1:~~ 
FCi·:.1r11·111 ··.1~M>;; 6. Ou'~.i-1?501 (1.)Ulff'.3:;:;: :~;:::1 -11:~: 
Ft"r:~; I ·r l f JI I ' f' 1-L• :..:: .::; .. ···:i'~.1::~::1:.::·~-; COi.Ji IT:;.:; :3f1~.:i::)•) 
F'(1·::. l TI t)f I ..- t~ 1·1: 1 ~- ('... i"L:a_t3?~i C(llJf rr·:;::..: E:9r.::t:.·1 
PU::.:. 1 f I ul I < 1.: M ..i:;.;;; 7'. 1t:;~.·:~:2~;01 ( OIJl IT~::;== :..:::::~:;~5·1 
PO:;;JTIOll •.:(.H:··:.~ ~:,., 1.:i~'.?:i;;-~?~·t11 COl_lffT::::= t:?:::t~··'3 
£# 3ldWVS ~o~ (l'Z)S Sl3A31 NOilV~n1vs 
:J XION3ddV 
TABLE VI II 
SPECIMEN #3, SATURATION (Z,t) 




MflS'3 (GM ::0 
Z2 Z3 24 25 ZG 
215 Z16 Z17 Z18 219 228 
.: ::.7.: 
Tl ME(10 1. 015 . ::::9:3 • 909 • ;:HJ2 • 863 • ::;:97 • :3 ;'1.; • ·.:6,: 
.88 .. 817 .838 .826 .823 .832 -~96 .76~ 
~~~3~J. 4 
TJMEOl .::-:~s1 .::;:99 .8 .77(: .7:38 .:::: .?71 .• ·c"=· 
-~66 .782 .889 .752 .813 .743 .7·t7 
216. 1 
THtEO<c • 961 • 887 • 7:38 .. (~79 • 745 ·-·-.~ .. I" • .:.~ .. • ;c4:': 
~57 .763 .769 .747 .736 .803 .736 .704 
;? 13. ;> 
.. t.:·:~:::: 
TI ME0'3 • 9t::2 • :3S~4 • 7::::2 • 73:3 • 713 • ? 13 • ~:--or::_, • t>~::~: 
.731 .754 .74 .737 .753 .776 .. 694 .663 
209.4 
TIME04 • 979 • :379 • 762 • f~24 • 69 • '?1 '? • ;-o~· . '>• ,· 
06 -~24 .716 .693 .743 .726 .633 .645 
;:o7 .2 
TI ME05 • 9:::{ ::::99 . 779 .716 • •566 .. 6t.;6 .. ~:; .. 1 t~: . ~~ ::.~·:::: 
i:::;::=: • 666 6"77 . 72 • t.::61 • 6:3:::: .. 5·t~5 • ._11 
:-:06. ~::' 
TI ME06 • 9::17 1. 028 • 87 .. 7'6~:: .. 65:::: • ~~:-::;;2 . t~::_:~:-• ~ t:- =:~··, 
6:31 • 6i::.::: .. 67~5 • .;4~. • 62:3 .. 641 .. 4~""::: • ~·~-.-1 
201 .. S 
TI MEO~::o • si:~:2 • :;::97 • 7t.::7 • ?Ci-3 .. i:-:;5~".' • c;;:2 • 1_·,-l • .,.~:. :t·~ 
~::'.:..2 .6Ul .r.:;i:;i:; .631 -~·~".' .. 5•1:::: .·L-~;:.· ... f;::-t-
~~C10. 6 
T .I MEOG • 9t~'5 • Sil:.~:::: • ::::·3.~ • ?29 • 61 ~~ • t:: ::;:;:: .. 1:;.1 I • - 'I 
73 • •:.:;12 • ::;~.·· 1 • ~=-:;-~.:: • so.;: • 43,' • :-:r?~~: • :::::~L~: 
19·1 
MHEPE T HtE::; TI MEOO .• TI MEO! .. • • • • flF:E o:.L"WI','::. > : 
~~I • 75 1. 75 ::: . 9 6. ;.·:::; 1 fL 7~:; 1 :~:. 7~:i ~'.~:i. :;::: ··l !::i •• ~·~:; 
Al·ID LOCf=tT I Cll lS ;: 1 1 0 ?~':O fl PE ( C l·I > : 
•. ~ .l lj ,,:1 ! 
.111 
:,··1 /.'· ._-1.1:·:. ' 
.71~ 
/"· .. ·i ::_:.11. .. '··' 
.'792 






I 1/.(:, • ,"t.:-.:··: 
• 705 
,?/ 
.::: 1 .. /:··:: • ;ci::• 
·6'16" 
1.· v· " .~·. I~ I 
.6/5 




.. : I 
. :, ~-. -: 
·'·"1 
.·.;·.1 
• 2CC~·t - i:~~o?;? :l. 01 :~ 1. ·t 1 t;:::: 1 • ::::216 2 . . .?21.-:.i ~:·. 1~. ~~I .. ' I I '!.·~ ~: •• j .~11.--~ ·<. :-_: ·1 r •t~ 





SAMPLE #3, SATURATION AS A FUNCTION OF LOCATION 
::.F'CCIMEll n• :3 
+··! +.+.;:•+++:+;!'+•f+.+: 
++++•~ +:t:.t.>I'++· +·+ + 
DATA FILE 18'0 3 SOFLO:• 
:::fHUF.:ATIOM Fl::: Fl FUMCTIOl·l OF LOCFITIOtl. f;:AtJl:,E ,.-,r: u·n-HTl••if r·:: (I ,:·::::o::::: ,.-f-llTJ 1r:n:::· 
F:l"ill!JE OF ~:fffOPAT I 1:ii.1 r::: <)(:::=.:<:: t. Tl 1E EC!UAT J rttl ,-,r· ·:: .... r· ·::' :· ~ :r: ; DE [I [.::[Tl·IF F: ! ·1; n 
EGIOtlC::. THE FIF:::r PART <Z=O 8. UP::o !";:Ii LlllEIW f-1.<1.1:111111: ,., f ¥.' • r:-11: ··.r::-c.::11: 
Fil<:T r::: A r=·m·JEF.: EIJUf'ITIOH '"''"E+JZ·tF> .• (If<: n C•IJ11r11.·1n IC r:••IJ:ll :;IJI ,1 (l.,::1+::-1r:.·;.,··1:· 
THE COFF:ELflTIOt·l COEF-FICIEllT ·-l•:>F:··:~1 r:=.: n MfJr:·.1:r:::·: l)f' 1:,f11··::i or r··r·r.n1r· •.[•1·· 
nE::::<F:) r::: TIJ 1 THE E:ETTEF: FIT ME Hl1"/E. 
LitlEAF: EC!. 
::kG~H·+:z 
SPECIMal # 3 
POMEF: EO. 
S~E+(ZtF> 
ounrn<:1'1 r Ii:. r:c•. 
S=KO+IG•~Z1t::.C:'·l"7 t·::· 
+++::+:.H:+:•t.:+;;to;to:t.+•U:'+':+.!l:'+'•H::t++'+'+:+•H:+!l:•t:H::+ ·~:+:++:+ t++>H+.+·:H.+'4..i.:+-:• + ;. 1· . .f : ;. ·'.·+ l :!: 
F:l..ltl n o 
LI t~EflR G= 1. 077J.::11 ~:51 H::-·- .. 3(1t'.)44715 P=··-· 1. 0000000'.:'.' 
F'r:H·JEF'. E= • 91:::.::3964:3:3 F-:-. r ..~15190::'.:7::::·::_:4 P~-··. ;-·.~11f);J1.:-:i::.)·.~·1 :. 
OIJF"i[IF'tiTIC VO:::: • 9353191. :~::3 ~< 1::;:-.1211 :2.3E:t34 ~:::7 V::";'~::::-- 7. cr:.:.~~::_:: .. -:~~.:~­
F:Ul I H 1 
Lt HEflP G::: 1 .. Ci:? 1 :37:3~7 :3 1-1==··-. 201ff?1597 F>~-- l .. OOC10 1)0 l ;;: 
1_;. I r· . ~·1,_·~.? -117~···1.1 
POlJER E= .840538~79 F=-.0501977748 P~-.69110~339 
C<IJilDF:liTIC f<O= .e::::=.:2951):0: Kl=-.045069992~5 f•:2= 4.148?.l:c"l ::r. ,, : ·:-:,: C1 :~_-; :::~~':<.1 
F.:Utl # 2 
Lil·~EAR G= .99:3306592 H=-.182579835 R=--1.0000f)005 
Pt:H·JEF E"-=-= • :::21.359:351 F:-:-. 05522236•54 F'.:::-··· 70~)1. :;::~•(1;.~1 
G"1UHDr.·FtT IC KO= • :::7:~::::;:::2:::::37 ~(: 1 :::--. ~3529 l. 0;~153 ~:.:~~::::: ~5. ;J~?::·:.:1 I.() 
F:Utl 11 :;: 
Llt~EAR G= .996126263 H=-.16?360739 R=·-1.0n080~)t:~ 
POWER E= .8060t3237 F=-.06~l,t958118 P=-.691288864 
OlJADRATIC ~:0= .868563625 Kl~-.0575368522 K2== 5.3~9·JG~:· 
F:Utl It 4 
L It ~EAP G= 1 .. 0:~:::774 :?5 H=-. 2454 7:31 :~.2 F::::: - • ~;:1::::1 9:?::.<~'.:'.J;"~:; 
F'Ol·JEF' E= .:::.:c10ll7891 F=--.0'?951:;'.'.7~106 F:'";:" .76(.:;-::1o::r1:,~1 
OIJAORATIC K0= .86292978 K1=-.0559S07808 K2: •t.Sr5~~~21·lt~ 
F:Utl It 5 
LI t~EAR G= 1. 021 :3659 1-b:-. 2012i:.::4:3:39 F'.o.=:-- 1 • ooocic1r.J!").~ 
F·ONER E= .7896~t1117 F~-.109794173 R=-.800570.~9:~{ 
QUADRATIC V0= .868982984 Kl=-.0668270839 K2~ 't.885723~ 
F:UH It 6 
Llt~EAR G= .982:334229 H= .0765260713 R= 1.0()00007 
POWER E= .821302384 F=-.164137829 R=--·.8754051397 
>:.::1:1··;.1.~ ·-' r. 
-·- • :::~ • ; r:; ;.-1 • f :·~; 1 · ~ · 1 
r:·- '"':.?:Y .i;-;· t 
=i ·.: :.-. • ·~-,~; .t c ~:~~:c1~:; :::: 
G!UflDF:ATIC KO== • 9642457:34 Kl=--. 111327541 f·::;;?:= ::::. 3·~:2rS·l·-t1 ·~·::: r-:; • ·;:1 ~··H.:•~)~~.;~;_-· 
F:Utl It ? 
Llt·~EAR G= 1.02512462 H=--.209629926 R=-.999999839 
F~~~R E= .7689?4283 F=-.182404835 F:z-.~5819168 
C!UF10R1=tT IC KC1= • ::::753555:39 f< 1=-.1):3161 ··J::?1J::::::: ~<~"2= ·~. ··l23T:J:: ~:r· ; _; I~'.-= • :Ji~. f .: .l .l .~·:·:::1·: 
F.:UM ft :3 
L It IEflF: G:::: • 99·3~;:3057.3 ~I=-. 1 •1005:::;611 I?=-=··-. 9:?~9:=~9~:1 1 •::; 
PCtl·JER E= • 7<:55~.511767 F:~:-. 2~:~195180.:.1 P::::-. 9i)4~7 0·1~··.~·::: 




SAMPLE #3 AND #4, CAPILLARY PRESSURE 
AS A FUNCTION OF SATURATION 
SPECIMEN ff 3 
t+++ttttt+t 
DATA FILE IS"0 8 PCOFSRT Ql~D' 
Cf1F'ILL.AF:'r' F'F::=:sUF:E AS A FUNCTION OF SfHUFHT!Oll. 
Rm !GE OF :3FtTUF:l'tT I ot·l I:; 0. o<::::< 1. I) 
Ull IT~: OF Cf~F·I L.L.FIF:'r' PF:E::::::UF:E I::: I H O'.,'Nf~/CM 1'2 
(CAP. PF:ESS.)=C+CSRT.>tD 
WHERE C= 32344.1866 & D=-3.26412881 
PC= 32344.1866 * S t-3.26~112881 
C•UFlDF'fffIC EOUATIOll FOf'M IS F'C=VO+f<1tSfl•2t<:::.l2:• l·l!·ff'Fr 
VO=~ 11Jt 1c1:34. 3~7 Kl:=--1~35089.91 K2:::: 7162··t4. 1•t5 
Hff RAtlOE OF Po:=:ITIOHS u:::ED I'3[ I. .• :20 ] 
co~:F:EU'IT I OM COEFF I c I EMT OF THE CUF.:'.,.'E FIT FOi' F'l)l.·lfT' [!:•. 
COF:F:ELFiTION COEFFICIEIH FC•F: THE OUADF:A'T IC EG!. r·:: l 
FOF.: PO::: IT I Oil F:Fll·ICiE OF [ 1 .. 2 l 
l·K:TE: HT F'O:::: IT r OH 1 l·lE Hfl'./E FULL :;nTur;:flT I OH. 
L. I I IEAF: EQ. OF FOF:M F'C=H·I E:+·; 
HHEr.;;:E fl= 4590154. 295 .t 8-=-461:360. ?(1~::-
PC= 459064.295 +--461860.707 * S 
• ' 1 :· • 1 ~ :~. ·::r. 1 ::: 
COF.:RELAT r OM COE FF r c I El IT FOF: THE L. r I IEl1F: EC•l_IRT I Ol l r·rn·:T : '.-. ,. ",, ,._,o;: 
THlo Cl .Cl'c.EF: FIE::;. ".'f"iLUE OF p r ·:: TO 1 THE: E:ETH:F: Cl.IF:'./[ r·: I : 1· I\' 
·······················••******'~*******'**+•+•ft"++•~' ';1·~1••• 
SF'ECIMEM ff 4 
+++++•~••++ 
ORTA FILE IS'O 4 PCOFSAT C~AD' 
CFIF' I LLAF:'r' PP.'3'.c:IJRE r:i:::: n FIJHCT I OH OF '.c:llTIJPFlT I CIH. 
F:AHGE OF SATUPATIOH rs 0.0<S<1.0 
UIHT:3 OF CAF'ILLAF:'r' F'F:E:o::::Ul':E r:=; Ill [l','l·IE/CM1 ~: 
(CAP. PRESS.)~Ct('3AT.)f'0 
L~•iERE C= 216718.95 g [)=--.87~65166 
PC~ 216718.95 + S t--.873f55166 
C•UnDRAT I c EUU;H' IOtl FOF:M I::: PC '"!<0+1: 1+s1 I:~:, .. (:=::I 2 ·.. l·lf lf:F'f': 
l<CL .. 5 ;:~H5~1 1. :3~J.] ~< 1 =--~.55:~·3E,. ~j•1:34 l<~;:;::--.:Jt 2110 .. :~\:3·3 
HIE F:FIMC.E OF FO:::: IT I Oft·=; u·:::cn T :::. [ 11 .. ::o ] 
COF:F:EU'IT !Oil COEFFIC IEIH OF THF: CUF:".'E FI r F(lf;: F'i .fl·llP 1c 1:•. .. :"' 1 •. :· '·' :";:·;·1.:: 
COF:F:EL.flT!Ufl COEFFICIENT FOF: TllE C!UflDVi1flC E1}. [:. l 
FOP F'0:3ITI01l rmHOE OF [1 .• 11 ] 
I lOTE: AT F·o:;:; IT r Oil 1 l·lE fffl".'E FIJLL :c~:rn.UPFI r I 111 I. 
L. lllEAF: EC!. •:iF FnF:M F'C.=H+E: .. ~:;:. 
WHEPE A~-444171.845 ~ B= 823056.:~7 
PC=-444171.8·t5 + 82305~;.30~ • S 
CUF:F:ELflT IOM COEFFIC IEtrr F"OP Tl1E L.IllEFW E.'1:!1.1rn [ Clf I F-' I 'T I'· •;,,_ ... ' ~· ·i•.-,,:: 
n-n: CLO:O::E:F: flE::o:. './f'ILIJE OF F: l:'. TO 1 THr: E:ETTEF' 1·111 [ r I. I 1.11 : li'i r: 
t++++++++~++++~tt+t++++++++++++++++++~+++t+t+~A•+ ~itlA illllt lttt 
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£# 3ldWVS ~Qj S3nlVA Allll8V3W~3d 031V~nlVSNn 
3 XION3ddV 
TABLE XI. 
Specimen #3, Unsaturated Permeability Values. 
SEARCHIMG FOR :f0 
UNSATURATED PERMEABILIT'T' VALUES USIHO SPECIMEN 11 3 
UPPER LOCATION RAt~OE IS 20 
SATURATED PERMEABILIT'T' VALUE IS 5E-05 DARC't' 
******************************************••···················· 
SATURATIOI~ PERMEABILIT'T' <OARC't'> K<S)/K(S(0)) 
.791366587 -9.17731767E-05 -1.83546353 
.745265184 1.28946196E-05 .257892391 
.719127815 2.46141011E-05 .492282023 
.692182052 2.40695882E-05 .481391763 
.654143523 7.95396461E-06 .159079292 
.607238334 -1.76464838E-05 -.352929675 
. 556310::H9 -7. 46989014E-05 -1. 49397803 
.498839327 -1.98158682E-04 -3.96317365 
******************************'"'********************************* 
UNSATURATED PERMEAB IL IT'T' VALUES US IliG SPEC I MEI~ 11 3 
UPPER LOCA
0
TI Of~ RANGE IS 20 
SATURATED PERMEABILIT'T' VALUE IS lE-04 OAF:CY 
**************************************************************** 
SATURATION PERMEABILIT',. (DARC'T) ~:<S)/K(S(0)) 
.791366587 -4.53420984E-05 -.453420984 
.745265184 5.67296562E-05 .567296562 
.719127815 6.31717445E-05 .631717445 
.692182052 5.67692141E-05 .567692141 
.654143523 2.75132414E-05 .275132414 
.607238334 -3.3177785E-05 -.33177785 
.556310819 -1.33415308E-04 -1.33415308 
.498839327 -3.90357549E-04 -3.90357549 
**************************************************************** 
UNSATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUES USING SPECIMEN 11 3 
UPPER LOCATION RANGE IS 2•) 
SATURATED PERMEABILIT'T 'v'ALUE IS 2E-04 DARC'T 
**************************************************************** 
SATURATIOll PERMEABILITY o'.OARC'T> K(S);'K(S(0)) 
.791366587 4.75200581E-05 .237600291 
.. 745265184 1.44399729E-04 .721998647 
.719127815 1.40287031E-04 . 7•31435156 
.. 692182052 1.22168466E-04 .61084233 
.654143523 6.6631795E-05 .333158975 
.607238334 -6.42403875E-05 -.321201938 
.556310819 -2.5084812E-04 -1.2542406 
.498839327 -7.74755282E-04 -3.87377641 
*******************************"'******************************** 
l~SATURATEO PERMEABILITY VALUES USING SPECIMEN II 3 
UPPER LOCAT I Oil RANGE IS 20 
SATURATED PERMEAB IL IT'T' './ALLIE IS 3E-04 DARC'" 
··························································•***** 











1 .. S7567718E-04 
1.05750349E-04 













Specimen #3, Unsaturated Permeability Values Calculated 
at Varying Upper Range Locations. 
UHSATl_IRATED PERMEABILIT',' VALUES USHlG SPECIMEt~ 11 3 
UPPER LOCATIOt~ RAt~GE IS 20 
SATURATED PERMEAB IL IT'T' './ALUE IS 2E-04 DARCY 
**************************************************************** 
SATURATIOti PERMEABILIT'T' <DARC'T"> K(S)/K(S(O)) 
.791366587 4.75200581E-05 .237600291 
.745265184 1.44399729E-04 .721998647 
.719127815 1.40287031E-04 .701435156 
. 692182052 1 . 22168466E-04 • 61084233 
.654143523 6.6631795E-05 .333158975 
.607238334 -6.42403875E-05 -.321201938 
. 556310819 -2. 5084812E-04 -1. 2542406 
.498839327 -7.74755282E-04 -3.87377641 
**************************************************************** 
UMSATURATED PERMEABILIT'T' '·/ALUES' USIHG SPECIMEt~ ti 3 
UPPER LOCATIOt~ RAHGE IS 19 
SATURATED PERMEABILITY './ALUE IS 2E-04 DARCY 
**************************************************************** 
SATURATIOt·l PERMEABILIT'T' WARCY) K<S)/K<S<O» 
.793497872 4.81438937E-05 .240719469 
.747334412 1.43941301E-04 .719706504 
• 721394183 1. 38329764E-04 • 691648818 
. 694805!iS5 1 . 1976231 E-04 . 598811551 
.65739157 6.63763357E-05 .331881679 
.611601311 -6.25022616E-05 -.312511308 
.561394603 -2.42595451E-04 -1.21297725 
.504322486 -7.46505466E-04 -3.73252733 
**************************************************************** 
UNSATURATED PERMEAB IL I T'T' VALUES US ItiG SPEC I MEti II 3 
UPPER LOCATIOti RAtiGE IS 18 
SATURATED PERMEABILIT'T' VALUE IS 2E-04 DARCY 
**************************************************************** 






















.510176915 -7.21463964E-04 -3.60731992 
**************************************************************** 
UHSATURATED PERMEASILIT'T' VALUES USIHG SPECIMEN ti 3 
UPPER LOCAT I OH RAtiGE IS 1 7 
SATURATED PERMEAB IL I T'T' '·/ALUE IS 2E-04 DARC'T' 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 







.726344479 1.34318567E-04 .671592833 
.?00542012 1.1?200529E-04 .586002642 
.664507709 6.5791576E-05 .32895788 
.621196123 -5.86940509E-05 -.293470254 
.572604392 -2.29533153E-04 -1.14766577 
.516451253 -6.99000689E-04 -3.49500344 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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UNSATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUES USING SPECIMEN # ~ 
UPPER LOCATION RANGE IS 16 
SATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUE IS 2E-04 DARCY 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 





















. 65794 7:.=:i41 
. 574:392322 
.329570574 




L~SATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUES USI~J SPECIMEN # 3 
UPPEF: LOCAT I 1x1 RAt.JGE IS 15 
SATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUE IS 2E-04 DARCY 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 






















.530506199 -6.62882304E-04 -3.31441152 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
UNSATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUES USIHG SPECIMEH # 3 
UPPER LOCATION RA~JE IS 14 
SATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUE IS 2E-04 DARCY 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 





















. :318·l 7E:363 
-.272252739 
-1 . 07226(1:~:8 
.538445477 -6.49602353E-04 -3.24801176 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Ut1SATURATED PEF.:MEAB IL IT',' './ALUE:3 U:O: I tK; :o:PEC I MEN # 3 
UPPER LOCATIOH RAHGE IS 13 
SATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUE IS 2E-04 DARCY 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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Step by step calculation for sample #3. 
Raw data in form of gamma counts is taken from computer floppy disk. 
The following constants are used in calculation (Spolek 198la). 
Cup weight = 243.l grams 
µwd = .189 cm2/gm 
µw = .201 cm2/gm 
Gwd = specific gravity of wood on a local basis 
Gwd = Pwd 
FSP = Fiber Saturation Point = 0.3 
0 = 0.63 porosity= (volume of wood-volume of cell walls)/(volume 
of wood) 
Gcw = 1.53 = Specific gravity of wood cell wall 
Wet dimensions 8.956 x 5.065 x 4.483(absorption length)cm 
Initial wet mass (of wood sample itself) = 230.4 gm 
Dry dimensions 8.573 x 5.047 x 4.341 cm 
EMC= Equilibrium moisture content of oven= 5 x 10-3 
Final dry mass of sample = 75 gm 
Vwet = 203.36 cm3 volume 
Vdry = 187.83 cm3 dry wood+ EMC 
m 
= wd +EMC = 0.397 gm/cm3 
Pmeasured vwd+EMC 
- Pmeasured 0.397 
(dry wood) 
Pwd = l+EMC(Vwd/Vw~+EMC) = "T""l+......,(-.""""00""""5 ......... )( ,....,.1-.-) = .395 gm/cm
3 
G = -wd Pwd = .395 
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tim = Mmax 
G -G 
FSP = cw wd - 1.53-.395 
G G - -cwx wd 1.53x.395 -
Moisture difference {Spolek l98la) 
Gamma Count measurements are reduced as follow: 
Where 
For dry wood, 
Nwd = Nwd+EMC x Exp(µwd·Pwd·Lwd·EMC) 
Nwd = Corrected gamma count. 
Nmeas. =Measured gamma count. 
1 - ) Nwd+EMC - (1/Nmeas. 
Nmea.s_-=-· __ 
= l-T x Nmeas · 
1.86 
T = 8 x 10-6 seconds/count, for 10 seconds count (instrument dead time 
in order to distinguish between two gamma radiation pulses). 
Nwd+EMC 
N N 
_ me as. __ me_a_s_·-=-----
- l-T x N - -7 
meas. l-8xl0 xNmeas. 
Nwd = Nwd+EMC x Exp(0.189 x 0.395 x 4.341 x 0.005) 
Wet wood gamma count correction is done by: 
N wd+w(measured) 
-7 1 - 8xlO x Nwd+w(measured) 
Nwd+w = 
M = Moisture content= (weight of water in wood)/(weight of bone dry 
wood). Moisture content is calculated using the following equation, 
M - -




1 [L Nwd+w 
µwpwdlwd+w n Nwd + Pwdµwd(Lwd+w - Lwd) 
N 
~ _ ! ___ [Ln ,_,wd+w + 0.395x0.189(4.483-4.341)] 
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N 
[ wd+w ] M = -3.042 Ln M + 0.0106 
wd 
Having calculated moisture contents, saturation leavels are reduced as 
fo 11 ows: 






Sample results for saturation at different time intervals for location 
intervals of ~Z = 0.4048 cm (O<Z<8 cm) are provided in appendix C. At 
final stage of experiment steady state conditions exist and body force 
equals Pc, at this stage very little moisture drains out of wood. 
At steady state capillary pressure is calculated as follows: 
p - P 2z (R z c - iw - 2 ) 
where 
R = 24 cm 
0 < Z < 8 cm 
w = 500 RPM (Rev./min.) = 500 x 2n 60 = 52.36 rad/sec. 
Pt = 1 gm/cm3 
Pc = 2741.57 




= 438651 gm/cm.sec2 (dyn/cm2) 
The equation used to calculate the unsaturated permeability is: 
k ( s ( L) ) = [ c ( s ( L) ) • s I ( L) - B ( L ) r 1 x { k ( s ( 0) )[ c ( s ( 0) )x s I ( 0) -B ( 0) ] -




C(S{Z)) = asc , curve fit values (power equation) are used. 
B(Z) = Ptg 
2 = PtW (R-Z) = 2741.57(24-Z) gm 2 2 cm sec 
3 (dyne/cm ) 
S' = ~i , curve fit values (power equation) are used. 
µ = viscosity of water = 1.002 x 10-2 gm/cm.sec 
Saturated tangential permeability is (Comstock, 1970): 
-13 2 -4 -4 -12 2 4.935xl0 cm = 0.5xl0 darcy.,S_k(S(O).,S_3.0xl0 darcy = 2.96lxl0 cm 
fl as d fl 0 at az "'df 0 S·dZ 
in calculation for sample #3 range of integration is from Z1 to Z20 
where Z (total length) is divided into 20 intervals, starting at 
Z1 = 0.2024 cm and ending at Z20 = 7.8936 cm with interval ~Z = 0.4048 
cm. Thus 
~t f~S·dZ = ~t [(~~1 S(Zi) )x0.4048 emit -(~~1 S(Zi) )x0.4048 cmjt ] 2 1 
values of time (for calculating ~t) are provided in appendix D along 
with curve fit values for S(Z). Curve fit values for Pc(s) are also 
provided in appendix D. 
Curve fit values for sample #3 are done for the location range of 
Z1 = 0.2024 cm to Z20 = 7.8936 cm (appendix D). All initial 
starting points are at l=Z1, and all ending points are at l=Z20 
throughout the calculations for scan time 03 (saturation profile) sample 
curve fit result is: 
S(Z) = .80601 x z-.06449 therefore, 
S'(Z) = -.051979 X z-l.06449at z1 and Z20 
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Pc(s) = 32344 x s-3.264 therefore 
ap 
~ = -105571 x s-4.264 at s and s 
a;:, Z1 Z20 
for additiona values refer to appendix D. To calculate Sz1 and 
Sz 20 average values at each location are calculated between the two 
runs under consideration. Averages are calculated using curve fit 
values for saturation to both avoid actual data fluctuation and also 
provide a consistent pattern for saturation levels at end location 
Z20· Timing of runs are as follows (sample #3). 
TABLE XIII 
SAMPLE #3 EXPERIMENT TIME PERIODS 
Days Seconds bT(Seconds) 
t = 0 0 
1 
t = 0.75 64800 64800 
2 
t = 1.75 151200 86400 
3 
t = 3.9 
4 
336960 185760 
t = 6.75 583200 246240 
5 
t = 10. 75 928800 345600 
6 
t = 18. 75 1620000 691200 
7 
t = 25.83 2231712 611712 
8 
t = 45.75 3952800 1721088 
9 " 
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Actual unsaturated permeability value k(S(L)) will be calculated for run 
4 (values for scan time 03 and 04). 
For Scan Time 03 we have: 
s = .80601 x z-.06449 
S' = -.051979 x z-1.06449 
S(Z20) = .7055 
S'(Z20) = -.00576 
20 
S(Z 1) = .962 (for S(Z 1) actual data is used) 
S'(Z1) = - 0.2847 
L S(Z.) = 15.0855 (Note that S(Z 10 ) has been modified as an average 
i=l 1 of S(Zg) and S(Z11)) 
For Scan Time 04 we have: 
s = .80012 x z-.07951 
S' = -.06362 x z-1.07951 
S(Z20) = .6789 S(Z 1) = .979 (for S(Z 1) actual data is used) 
S'(Z20) = -.00684 ; S1 (Z1) = -.3569 
20 
L S(Z.) = 14.7505 (Note that S(Z 10) has been modified as an average 
i=l 1 of S(Zg) and S(Z11)) 
Taking averages we have: 
S(Z 2o) = .6922 (Note that this is the average based on curve fits) 
S(Z1) = .9705 
S'(Z20) = -.0063 
s I ( z i) : - , 3208 
dP 
C(S(Z)) = dSc = -105571 x S-4.264 
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Thus 
C(S(Z1)) = -119949 C(S(Z20)) = -506754 
and 
B(Z1) = 65243 dyne/cm 3 B(Z20) = 44157 dyne/cm 3 
fz20 (as) _ .4048 (l 1 ) _ ·o 1 _G / z1 at dZ - 1 0 ~ 7 ~n 4.7505 - 5.0855 - - .73 x 0 cm sec 
Plugging in all the terms in equations used to calculate k(S(L)) we will 
have: 
for k(sat.) = 2 x 10- 4 darcy = 1.974 x 10- 12 cm 2 
k(S(L)) _ 1.974 x 10- 12x -119949x(-.3208)-65243 -l.002xlo- 2x.63(-.73xlo- 6 ) 
-506754 -.0063 - 44 57 
k(S(L)) = -5.28 x 10-
8 
+ 4.608 x 10- 9 = 1 1772 10-12 2 
-40964 · x cm 
k(S(L)) _ _ 
k(sat.) - .596 - .6 
which indicates that at S(L) = .69 k(S(L)/k(sat.) = 0.6 
for k(sat.) = 2 x 10- 4 darcy 
Within the calculated saturation levels for all specimen there were 
two sets of data points that seemed to be wrong. One set of bad saturation 
level data points were due to a bad dry wood gamma count. This set was 
easily detected by using Chauvenet's criterion (Holman, 1978; Schenck, 
1979) on dry wood gamma counts for all the samples. Since each sample had 
20 dry wood gamma counts, within each sample any data point that was more 
than (2.23 x standard deviation) away from the average of data points was 
considered a bad data point. The resulting saturation levels at those 
locations for all the runs of each sample were not used for calculations of 
curve fits, and for calculation of intergral part in equation resulting in 
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k(S(L)) their value was changed to the average of their adjacent data 
points in each gamma scan (experiment run). The other set of bad 
saturation level data points were caused by a bad wet wood gamma scan. 
Since the author knew of no statistical procedure to detect these point, 
visual observation of saturation versus location plots was utilized to 
detect these points. These data points were corrected to the average value 
of data points at the same location but at preceeding and following wet 
wood gamma scans. Total number of second set of bad data points was 12 out 
of a total 3720 data points. A list of second set of bad data is: 
TABLE XIV 
BAD DATA POINTS CAUSED BY WET GAMMA COUNTS 
Sample # S(Scan Time, location #i(Zi)) : Old value to modified value 
1 S(0,1) . 1.419 to .795 
2 S(O,l) . 1. 278 to . 740 . 
6 S(4,1) . 0 to .782 . 
6 S(6,6) . 1. 011 to . 829 . 
10 S(8,l) . 1. 3 to .811 . 
10 S(9,l) . . 463 to .811 . 
12 S(8,l) . 1.55 to .947 
14 S(0,1) . 1. 549 to . 961 
16 S(O,l) . 1. 76 to . 983 
17 S(0,1) . 1. 447 to . 913 . 
17 S(7, 1) . 1.064 to .913 
18 S(3,l) . 1. 029 to . 968 . 
140 
141 
A list for the first set of bad data caused by bad dry wood gamma 
count is: 
TABLE XV 
BAD DATA POINTS CAUSED BY DRY GAMMA COUNTS 
Sample # Rejected location Zi ; Sample # rejected location Z. 
1 
3 Z10 10 z 17 
4 z 18 12 Zs 
5 l7 13 Z1 
7 Z3 16 z 13 
8 l7 17 Z12 
9 Z9 
Figures 63 to 66 show photocopies of some wood samples after they are 
oven dried. The cracks that have caused some bad data points are shown in 
these figures. 
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8 XION3ddV 
REM THIS PF.:OGRAM UHLOADS DATA FROM THE 
2 REM TflPE AllD LOADS IT IHTO THE DISK FOR 
:3 REM THE ItHTIALIZATIOM PAF.:T. 
4 F.:EM FAF.: ID P IF.:OOZl1AHD I APRIL 23, 1983 
IB OPEH 10,1.e.·01ww· 
20 I MPUTll I r1 .•LI 
:3•3 HlF'UT II 10, J.Jl 
40 ltlPUTlll0 .• 01 
50 ItlPUTll I •3, MI 
60 I MPUTlll 0 .• UMD 
70 ItlF'UT# 10 .• UH20 
80 lllPIJTlllO,TAU 




130 PF.: ItffMI 
140 PR I IHUMD 










.25•) PF.: Hffll3, Ul·JDCHR$ < 13) 






1 F:EM TH IS PROGRAM UtlLOADS DATA FROM THE 
2 REM TAPE AtlD LOnDS IT INTO THE DIS~'. FOR 
3 REM THE F Hlt-=tll ZE PART. 
4 REM FARID PIROOZMANDI APRIL 25, 1983 
8 DIM PC30),NWOC30) 
10 OPEN 10,1,0,"0100" 
20 ItlPUTll Hl .. LDR"' 
30 INPUT1110,WDRY 
32 JNPUTll10,0DRY 
34 JllPUTll 10 .• EMC 
36 HIPUTlllO .• MEMC 
40 FOR JJ=1 TO 20 
50 INPLITlllO .• P<.LT) .• NlolO(J.J) 
60 NE:>n J,T 
65 CLOSE 10 
67 PR I tHLDR'T° .: MDR'r'.: DDR'T°.: EMC.• MEMC 
70 FOR JJ=l TO 20 
80 PRINT"POSJTIONCC:t1)=".:P<JJ);"COUNTS=";NWOCJJ) 





222 PRitHll3,0DR'T°CHR$( 13) 
224 PRHIT#3,EMCCHF:$( 13) 
226 PF.:HIT#3 .• MEMCCHR$C13) 
230 FOR ,T._T.1 TO 20 
240 PRINT#3,PCJJ),C$,Nlol0(JJ)CHR$(13) 





REM THIS PROGF<:AM Ut·ILOADS DATA FROM THE 
2 F:EM TAPE AND LOADS IT HITO THE DISK FOR 
3 F:EM THE DATA COLLECT PART. 
4 REM FARID PIROOZMAHDI APRIL 23, 1983 
8 DIM P(30) .• COUtlTS<30) 
10 OPEN 10, 1 .• •J, "0100" 
20 HIF'UT# 10 .•TM 
30 IMPUT#lO,MI 
40 FOR DD=l TO 20 
50 ItlPUT#l'J,P<OO) ,COUtlTS<DD) 
60 t·IEXT DO 
65 CL0:5E 10 
70 FOF<: DD= 1 TO 20 
80 PRHIT"POSITION<CM)=" :P<DO>: "COUNTS=" ;COUtHS<DD> 
85 NE'.•.:T DD 
1~J0 C.$= 11 ,. 11 
200 OPEtn,8 .• 2," 1 :0100,SEG! .• WRITE" 
210 PRINT#3,TMCHRS<13) 
220 PRINT#3,MICHRSC13) 
23•3 FOR DD= 1 TO 20 
240 PRINT#3,P<DD>,CS,COUNTSCDO>CHR$(13) 





REM THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO IMPUT DATA 
2 REM MAMIJAL Y ItffO THE DI SK FOR THE F It~AL I ZE 
3 REM PART. 
4 REM FAF.: ID PI f;:OOZMAtlD I .JUME 1 ?TH, 1983 
8 DIM P(30),m~D(30) 
20 IMPIJT"DF.:'t' LEMGTH" .:LDF~'t' 
3•) HIPUT"DR'T' 1-UDTH ".:MDR't' 
32 ltlPIJT"DR't' DEPTH ".:DDR't' 
34 IMPIJT"O"."EH EMC";EMC 
36 IMPLIT"DR'y' MASS PLUS EMC AtlD COMTAit~ER" :MEMC 
40 FOP JJ=I TO 2C1:PRitH"DATA SET 11" :JJ 
50 HIPUT"POSITIOM(Cl·D" ;PCTJ): IMPUT"COUtffS" ;tll-IDC .JJ) 
6•) tlEl<T .J.J 
67 PRitffLDR'1'.:MDR',' ;DDR't' ;EMC :MEMC 
70 FOR .J.J=l TO 20 
80 PR I MT "POBI T IOH<CM)=" :P<:.J.J): "COUIHS=" :t~l-JD(.J.J) 
85 ME:-:T .J.J 
1~3(1 C$= 11 ,. II 
2\011) OPEtf3,. 8,2" "1: 13DD,SEQ,l-JRI TE" 
210 PRIMTll3,.LDF.:YCHR$C13) 
22(1 F'f<:IIH113 .• MDR't'CHR:t( 13) 
222 PR!tffll3,DDR','CHRH 13) 
224 PRIMTll3,EMCCHR$C13) 
226 PRitHll3,MEMCCHR$C13) 
230 Foi;: ,T.J=l TO 20 
24(1 PRilff113 .• P<.J.J) ,C$,Ml-JD(JJ)CHR$( 1:3) 





REM TH IS PROGF:AM HIPUTS VALUES OF THE 
2 REM MASS OF THE COt-tTAHIORS FOR EACH 
:3 REM :3PEC I MEM FOF: EACH SET OF DATA ot~ 
4 REM THE DATA DISK IM THE DISK DRIVE 
5 REM t1Ut18ER 1 • 
6 REM FAR ID PI ROOZMAMD I .JUt·IE 21 , 1983 
10 REM IMPUT DATA. 
20 DIM MC(99> 
30 FOR 1=1 TO 6 
40 PF:Itff "COt-tTAIMOR MASS FOR SPECIMEN ll";I;"lt-1 GRAMS" 
5•3 IMPUT MC< I> 
60 HE~n I 
70 FOR 1=1 TO 6 
8•3 PR Itff "MASS OF CotHA lt~OR FOR SPEC I MEH II" ; I;" IS ":MC ( D 
90 ME>'.T I 
100 REM CHECK FOR ACCUl':AC'T' OF INPUT. 
110 PRitlT" IF './ALLIES ARE CORRECT HIT RETURM" 
120 F·i:;:ItH"OTHERMISE STOP THE PROGRAM AMO RUM IT AGAitl." 
130 IHPUTA:t 
140 OPEM3,8,2,"1:01MC,SEQ,WRITE" 
150 FOR I=1 TO 6 
160 PRJMTtt3,MC<I>CHR$(13> 






REM THIS PROGRAM READS DATA FROM DJSf( 
2 F:EM FOF.: DATA COLLECT PAF.:T AND PRINTS IT 
3 F:EM OUT. THEN IT ERASES THE DATA FILE 
4 REM JN THE DISK, MODIFIES THE ORTA AND 
5 REM LOADS THE MODIFIED DATA E:ACK JMTO THE 
6 REM DISK. 
8 F:EM FARID P J F:OOZMAMD I APR J L 27, 
9 DIM PC90) .COUIHSC90;> 
rn OPEN3,8 .. 9 .. "1 o0604 .. SEG!,REAO" 
111:'.I IMPUT113 .• TM 
111 IllPUTll3 .. t1 I 
112 FOR OD= 1 TO 20 
113 IMPUTll3,PCDD) ,COIJIHSCDD) 
114 NEXT DD 
120 CLOSE3 
1983 
121 REM THIS PART EF.:A:=:ES DATA FILE JM DISK 
122 OPEIH ,8, 15 
123 PRIMTll1,"Slo0604" 
124 CLOSE 1 
125 F.:EM THIS PART MODIFIES THE DATA. 
126 Tt1=6.75 
130 PF: INT TM 
140 PRIMTMJ 
150 FOR DD=1 TO 20 
160 PRIMT"POSITIOMCCM)=";PCDO);"COUMTS=";COIJMTS<DD) 
170 NEXT OD 
198 C$: 11 ," 
200 OPEM3,8,2,"lo0604,SEQ,WRITE" 
210 PRIMTll3, TMCHF.::t( 13) 
220 PRJNT113,MICHR:tC13) 
230 FOR DD=l TO 20 
240 PRINTll3,P<DD),C:t,COUMTSCDD)CHR$C13) 
250 MEXT DD 






2 F~M+ + 
3 f·£1'i+ MO IS TUPE flllD SfHl_IPflT I Oil LEVEL ;.;, 
·l FEM+: cnu::ULflT I Cit I PF:(•GF:ml + 
5 REM+ + 
6 REIH' FflPI[I Pil':OOZMfltlDI ·• 
i' f·:EM+ .JUI lE 2Z~ .• 19<.D :+ 
8 i':EM+ MODIFIED DEC. 11/84 ,f. 
9 REM+++++++++++I+++++++++++++++++++++++ 
10 REM THIS FROGF.:Fll-1 Ct'tL.CIJLfffE:3 lHE 
2•J REM l·IO:U::·ruF:E COtlTEtn fll ID ftl_':::o THE 
30 F:E.1·1 '=·flTIJF:flTIOtl LEVEL OF MOOD ::::PECHIEll 
40 F.:EM FOF: EftCH LOCHT I Oil Itl THE HO•JD 
50 PEM flT Et1CH TI ME HllERVHL. 
60 F.:EM It !Pl.fl TO THE F'ROGRtlM IS THE DH rfl 
7'0 f:EM OBl Ii I HED B'r' THE D<F'EF.: I MEI n:::: 
:3C1 REM COHDUCTED flT l·Jf-l'=:H I MGTOl l STiHE 
90 F:EM Utll './ER::> I T'r' FOR THE UllSftTUF.:FtTED 
1 01:1 REM l.U:tOD FEF.:MEAB IL I T'r' F'RCUECT. 
110 F:EM OUTPUT OF THE F'F.:OOF:AM IS MD I ST'r'F::E 
120 F.:EM CotHElll Al-lD SflTUF.:flT I OH OF IK•OD 
130 F:EM ~:F'ECIMEH t1S A FUIKTIOH OF LOCATiotl 




903 REM+ + 
904 F.:EM+REQIJIRED MODIFICfiTI0~3 TO THE + 
905 F.:EM+PROGF~M F'RIOR TO EXECUTIOH. + 
::'<.3<.'. REM+ .+· 
?Oi' F:El-1+ + 
?08 REM++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
?09 PEM 
910 REM THE FOLLOMIHG LIMES SH~JLD BE 
S•l. l REM MODIFIED ACC.ORDillG TO lHE 
? 12 REM SF'Et:: I MEil UtlDEF.: CfiLCULAT I OH AtlD 
9 t ~: REM AL30 SET OF Df1Tt1 UtlDER STUD't'. 
9J <1 REM THE PflRT TO BE CHAllGED IS MflF:l<ED ··' f111D 
:~ 15 F:EM SPECIF I ED OH THE :::CREEH rnm THE 





?2·1 F:EM11300F'EM3 .• 8,9," 1: '01 ·'HJ.l,:3EQ,F:EfiD" 
?2S REM (SF'ECIMEll ff) 
926 F'EM 
927 F:EM12<'.00F:El-13 .• 8 .. 9, "1: ··01 ·'DD,:~:EQ,REflD" 
?28 F.:EM (SF'ECIMEH ff) 
929 F:EM 
930 F:EMl 32E•OF'Etl3 .8 .• 9," 1 : ··01 ·'MC .• :;EQ .. 1'EflD" 
931 REM CDATA SET ff, 01,02,03,04, ••• ) 
932 F.:EM 
933 F.:EM1330FOR I='1'T0'6' 
934 REM (flDD CDflTA SET #)+6 TO EACH,7 TO 12,13 10 18 .•.. 
93'3 F.:EM 
936 F:H11505F'RIIH114 .• "DfHfl FILE IS ··01 · W" 
937 REM ( ~:F'EC I MEtl ff) 
938 REM 
q,~ P~M177nnP~·~~-~-~-··n?'A1'Tn.~r~.W~TT~ 1 • 
153 
940 REM <SPECIMEN #) 
?41 REM1960 FOF: l=1T0'9·· 
;'·12 REM •'.# OF DA rA FILES COLLECTED H1 THE CORF:ESF'Cll IDI\ IC· : ·•I I 11 f.1 • 
c'43 REM19700N I G0:3U81000<:1 .• Hlf:iOl .• 10002 .••••.• <ADD HI[ f·T·· rVi:T• II i:1rr r.111Tr1 i i I.I.'. · 
c"\4 REM 
9,\5 REM22GOPRitH!t·l .• "DtlTA FILE I:3 ··01 ·t·1·::w• ;II 
946 REM2~:85PF:HlTll4. "DfflA FILE IS ··01. ··t·\:=:": I I 
947 REM CSPECIMEN tt) 
94:3 REM 
?49 REM AFTER LINE 10008 SIMMILRR LINES 
950 F:EM ::::HOULD BE nDDED MITH HlCF:Ef1SitlG 
9:;1 REM LIHE \1Uf'IBEF:S mm HITH COF:F:ESFotlDIHG 
952 REM DATA FILE #'S HITH RESPECT TO 
9':.3 REM THE FI LE 11 ·• S OF COLLECTED DA Tfl 
95·1 F:EM Ill EACH DfHA ::=:ET. 
955 F:EM !3AMPLE : 
?•)6 PEM 1 oo · .. JB .•OPENS.• 8 '.9' "1 : 0 H.'I .• (1:3 .•SEQ .• REF1[1'' : F:E 11_1~:11 
95? REM 
9~;8 F.:EM MOTE THAT H1 THE !3AME DATA SET 
959 REM THE FOLL.OIHNG CHF1HGE SHOULD BE 
960 REM MADE FOP EFiCH !3PEC I MEH II. 
961 PEM 1000eoPEt-t:3 .• 8 .• 9 .• " 1 : .• 01 • f1'3 .• ::=:EQ .• REF1D" : RETUF'tl 
962 REM •'.!3PECif'\Etl #) 
:?•SC:: REM 
964 REM THE SAME MODIFICATIO\~ SHOULD E.:C:: 
965 REM CO\ 1S I DERED FOF.: LI l··IES 20•)0•J mm 01~ 
?67 REM :;:;nMF'LE: 
968 F:EM200 ·i:,,YOPEH3 .• 8,2, "f1:01M:;··0s·· ,S:Et:• .• HF:I TE" : F:LHIRl1 













982 REM+ + 
983 F:EM+ THE F'POC:EDUF:E FOP LOF1DitlG ~ 
984 REM.+ mm Ul~LOF1DillCi Dl"lffl Fr:::0\·1 ., 
9:;::5 REM+ DI:3K .9, F:UIHHHG THE F'l<:OGPAM. + 
986 REM+ + 
?87 REM+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
9:0::8 REM 
?:3'.) REI-I 1. IIJ'::.ERT DATA :~·ET DJ'.:.f.: Ill DRl"iE 1. 
990 REM 2. IMSEF:T PROG. [II:;1.·: Itl DRIVE 0. 
991 R81 3.REAO PROG. FROM [~IVE O. 
9~'2 F.:EM 4.PEF'LACE F'ROG. DI'.:'.k l.JITH F.:ESIJ\.T [)l·,0:J:: •kFcdll ·1 ,-;t Hl 1·11L11111:i11 HIU. E>E 
993 REM :::;AVF[I 01 l nn :; [)I '.o:~'.. ) . 
99·1 l':EM ~;.t·IOUIF'T' PF:OIJ. FOR DE'3IF:ED SF'ECIMEl1 Hlll:I [111n·1 :.1 i ii .. ,,. 





1 C•OO PEM S:Tfil':T THE C ALUJLF1T I Ot I. 
1010 [I I MF' ( ~~o) .• tU·JD( 20) ,.HC<'.?9) .. 11( 20 > ... tlD •: 2[1) • cn1 II~ r·-. ·: .~:·o .' .• t·i· r I I ' ,·· '. ~~~1.I ."• 
11 •JO F.'FM 11 IPU T THE HIJ\·lf':l:CF: UF .l HE :3PEC: 1 MEil 
1101 REM l.ltl[IEP SHJD'i. 
1102 JttPUl"~'·FECH1Etl MUMBEP".::::,p 
1103 REM++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
11n4 Pl="H+. .. 
154 
1105 PEM+ HIPUT DATFI FOR ItHTIAL •+ 
1 J 06 PEIH CF1LCUUH I Oil + 
11 O? F:Ei'I+ +. 
110:3 F:Ei't+++.+H ++.+:H+H+i+.+++.+++H:H+.+'H+.+ 
1109 PEM 
1110 REM FI F:Sl PEflD I I~ DfiTA FF:OM DI SI·'. FOF: 
1120 PEM I II I r mu 2E fttl[) F IHRLI 2E PART. 
11.30 OPEt13 .. E: .• :..~ .• "1 :~)lHl·J .. SEO .. PEfi[.1 11 
114•3 THPUTlB .. Ll 
1150 ItlPIJTID. I.JI 
1160 IHPUTU3 .• D1 
11 ?O IllPUTH3 .MI 
1 U30 IllPU rH 3 . IJl·JD 
1J90 IHPIJTU:3. IJH,?1) 





1250 I HPUT#3 .• DDF.:'T': DFS=DDF.:',' 
1260 INPUT~3.EMC 
1270 ltlPUT#3 .. MEMC 
1280 FOP JJ=l TO 20 
1290 I tlF'UT#3 .• P < J.J> •!JI.JD <.J.J ::0 
1300 tlE:•<T J J 
131(1 CLO:o:E3 
1 3;;·0 OPEtl.3 .• 8. 9 .• "1 : 01 MC.· :=:ECJ .• PEl'fD" 
1330 FOR 1=1 TO 6 
1340 INPUTtt3.~:CI::O 
1 3'50 ME:•ff I 
1 ~36~J CLOSE3 
1361 REM++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1 c:62 REM.+ CFILCULAT IO ti or- Hll TI AL. + 
1363 f'EM+ PAF.:m·1ETEF.:3 +: 






1370 PEM STRF.:T CALCULRTIOH OF ~1E TIME 
I :3:0:•3 REM O'ILCULATED PflPAMETEF:S. 





1·140 FOP I=l TO 20 
1450 HCI>=HWDCI)/(l-TAU+HWD<I>+.1::0 
14 60 ti[!( I) =llC I) +E:><:P( Ul·JDtEt·lCl'F:D+DF:'r') 
14 70 ME:•ff I 
H71 REM 
1472 PEM+++++++++++t+••+t+t+l+t++++++++ 
14?3 PEM+ PPIHT OUT IHITIAL + 
1474 REM+ PAF:AMETEF:S. + 
1475 REM+ + 
1476 PEM+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1477 PEM 
14:0:0 PEM PRIHT OUT lHE DATA SO FAP CALCULATED 
1490 PEM FOP THIS SPECIMEN. 
1500 OPEH4,4:C~D4 
1505 PPINT#4,"DATA FILE IS 0110" 
1510 PF'.ItlTIM. "THE FOLLOl·JHlG DATA IS FOF: ~:F'EC IHUl tllJHf'.l'cf· . 
1520 PF:ItHIM. 
1530 F'P HIT#4. 
1 :-;.i.1 PF;· r MT ff.4 . 11 T~.fF' t.JF'T n r MF Ms r nt~:-; As;;·~ 11 
155 
1550 PF.:nnn4 .• "LEt·lGTH :": HIDTH ;,; DEPTHCFl830RE<IHG LEHl~Tfl.• '' 1·1 ·" 
1560 PF.:ItfflM .• Ll ·'")<";I-JI·'";";" .•Dl 
1570 PF:ItH114 .• "llHTIAL HET MF1:3S(GF.:AM8::0";MI--MCC3F> 
1580 PR I HTIM, "HOOD FIT fENUFH I OH COE FF IC I Etfl" .: 
15~~0 PF.: ItlT114 .• UHD 
1600 PR I HT#4, "l·JATEf;: ATTHlUAT J ot.J COEFF. " , 
1610 PRINTll4,UH20 
1620 PRIHTll4,"DEAD TIME(~;EC:Oi'.JD:3>".olflU 
1630 F'RIHT114 .• "THE DR'T' DHIEtlSiot.J::: ARE" 
1640 PRitH114 .• "LEt1GTH ;.; l.JIDTH ;.; DEF'THO:f'l8·:';!JF:8IHG LEtll'TIL· · 1 ii•" 
1650 PRINT#4,LDRY; 11 X11 ;WDRY;'1 X'';DRY 
1660 F'RIMT114 .• "EG!UILI8RIUM MOISTUF.:E CotHEIH .• EMC" .:EMC 
1670 PRINTll4,"FINAL DF.:Y MASSCGF.:AMS)";ME~:-MC<SP> 
16~:0 PR I tH ll·l .• "DEMS I T'r' OF DF~'T1 l·JOOD IS (GM/CC :0 " ·' F:D 
1690 PRHffll4,"l-JET "IOLUME CCC)".:".'l·J 
lC-00 PRHff114 .• "DF.:'r' \IOLUME CHOOO PLUS EMC> (CC>" •"."D 
1710 PF.:INTll4,"DELTA M IS ";DM 
1720 PF.:ItH114 .• "DF:'r' l·JOOD GFlM1·1f1 COUtH3 ARE:" 
1730 FOR l=l TO 20 
I C-40 PR I HT#4. "DR'T' POSIT I ot·l( CM)" ;P (I).: "COUt·H:c:=" '1 ID•: I ·:o 
1 750 t.JE: 1:T I 
I i'60 PF:IIHlM :CL.OSE4 
1761 F:EM 
1762 RE~++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1 763 F:Ei'H< :::fi'·."E THE I Ill TI FIL Pt1F'F1l·IETEF::::: •: 
1 76-l PEM+ Itl [I I SK. + 
1765 REM+ + 




1?70 OF'Etl3,8,.2, "1"1:0 l[l_.::::EO,.l-IPITE" 
lcGO F'F:ll1TH3,.:3F'CHF:.t 13) 
1 ;''..1(1 f.·p l t 11 lU . RDCHF: t 1 3 :> 
1 ~:oo PF.: fl n 0'3 • '·."DC HRt 13) 
I:~ I 0 PF: I tff 113 .. "."l·ICl·ff(t 1 3) 
1::::.~o PF:JllTl1'3 .• ut·1CHF:t le:) 
1 :~::2~5 Cl:::: II ... II 
1:;::30 FOF: I~I TO 20 
I :>H:l PF: ItH03 .. P< I.) .ct .. tl[I( I )CHra•.: 13::0 
l 850 HE:'"; T l 
1 ::::~;~~1 CL.0:3E3 
1::::?(1 F:El'l 
lb71 PEM++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1872 PEM+ + 
t:c:;''3 PEI-I+ Cfll.CIJLJHIOtl OF MOl'o:TllF:E + 
1:::c·I PHl:f. cotrrEtH rnm :3flfl.IF'fffICIH LE"."EL • 
ll:'.::?5 f;:EM+. Sl AIH·"' HEF:E. .+ 






19,10 FEt·l++H:+t>1:+++++HH1H•+ HH++++++ Ht 
19-11 REM+ l 
19-12 RH!+ REFlD It~ DATA FOF: THE GAMMA + 
1~143 F.:EtH coutns. +. 







1 -=-~~ T t ::-:-1 _ fl 
156 
1960 FOR IalTO 9 
1 "'65 I I= I I+ I 
1970 Ot~ I c:,n~:HJB 10000 ... 10001 .• HJCU32 .• l (10(:1:~: .• 10iJ04, 11-11_1(!•.;' ten 'I' I i".1Uu.- .. 1u1·11.~.:·.: 
19:30 It IPU fU3 ,. TM 
1990 IllF'UTH3 .. M1 
2000 FOR [~=l TO 20 
2010 I I lF'UT!I :: , F' <DD; •.• COUHTS •:DD) 
202(1 ltE:":T DD 
203(1 CLO:=;E:.;:: 
2031 REM++++ttttt+++tttt++++t+ttt+++tt+t 
2•'1::2 F.:EtH: ItH T IAL I ZE COF:RECTED IJAMHfl •: 
:e:•J'.33 F:EIH cou1ns T•J ZEF.:o. AllD THEM + 




2040 FOR OD=l TO 20 
:;;'.(145 t~([l[l):d.3. 0 
2050 F.:EM CHECK FOF: BAD ORTA. IF FOUllD OtlE '.0:1,'.Ir' n1nr ni"rili. 
2060 IF C:OUtH!':: (DD)<: 1 000 THEM 2080 
2070 tl(OD)~COUllTS<DD)/0: 1-TAUtCOUtHS(OO:•t'. 1;. 
20:~0 t IE:":T DD 
2081 REM+t++t+tt+t++++++++t+++t+++++ttt+ 
2082 REM+ + 
2Ci:=:~: F.:EM+ ItlITiflLIZE MOISTLIF:E COtHEllT + 
20:0:.l F.:EM·+ f1HD SflTUF:fH IOI! LE'.,.'EL TO ZEF.:O t 





2090 FOR DD=! TO 20 
2100 t1(00);0.0:8(00)=0.0 




21:32 REM+ + 
2133 F.:EtH: CALCULATE THE MO ViTUF.:E + 
21:::4 F.:EM+: COtHEtH rnm '.;ATUF.:RTIOl·I LE"..'EI_ * 
2135 REM+ f 
2186 REHtttttt+++t++t+tttt+t++t++++t*++~ 
:~:J .37 F.:EM 
21 :::3 PHI 
21 ~:9 F.:EM 
2140 A1=0.0:A2•0.0 
2130 F.:EM 
2160 FOF.: DD=l TO 20 
2162 A1=0.0:A2=0.0 
2165 IF t·IO(OD><=O. 00F.:M<DD)<=O. OOF.:VDmO. OOF:UH20~0. OUl':fT.1 •' '· 1:.1r::u1 .,f:<.1J TliCtl ;·'.:.· 1111 
21 70 A 1 =LOG( tl([l[l;., .. 'llD(DD>) +F.:D+IJMD+< D 1-DF:'r') 
2180 A2'=- ( •: VM/1/[I;. t ( J ,' ( UH20+F.:D+D 1 >) ) 
2190 M(DD)mR1tA2 
2200 SCOD>=<M<DD>-.3)/DM 




2241 REM+ + 
2242 REM+ PRIHT OUT RESULTS, MOISTURE t 
2243 F.:EM+ COMTEMT, AMD SATUF.:ATION LEVEL+ 








2270 OPEl-14 .• 4 : CMD4 
2275 IF II>9 THEN 2285 
2280 PRitHll4 .. "DATA FILE IS 01M::;0"; I I :OO TO 22:•0 
22f::5 PR IMTll4 .•"DAT fl FI LE IS 01 MS"; II 
2290 PR IMTlt4 .• "ff'EC IMEM MUMBER" .: ~;p 
230(1 PPIIHll·l .• "TIME 1:3" .:TM 
2310 PPIMTU4 .• "MFISf:; OF SPECHIEt~ ALOHE IS(GPfll'l'o>" .:MI-l·U-• .J 
2320 FOP DD=! TO 20 
2330 PPI ti TIM, "POSIT I OIHCM)" ;P (DD); "MO I 3TUF.:E 1::Citll Et IT".: i·I · I 11 , :· : "·::;f1Jl_lf':HTl 1Jt-1" :": m:1 • 
234•3 tlE>·:T DD 
2350 PPIMTtt4:CLOSE4 
2:360 PEM 
2361 PEl·l1'++++++:H+++>li++:++++ ++.++++++f,H++ 
~:362 REtH: +· 
2 ':6.3 F.:EM.t. :0:;1T·/E F'ESUL T~3 OF MOI:o;TtJRE :+: 
Z'3C4 REM+ Cl)llTEtlT HtlD SFHUF'fll!Ot-1 LEVEL :+: 
236'.'o fd:t·I+ Ut DIS!<. ,~ 





;;'.'.3:.'.?,(1 01·~ I no~::.uB 2(1(1(10 .• 2oi.;:101 • 2(:=1~~1(12,. 2(11JO :::: . 21j('ll.l·I . : '11(111~~ •. ~.'l. II,, r • ':·~1.11:10 ' •. ;~:1~10C1.:· 
2::90 F'f<:Jtlllt:C:.SFCHF:.f . .:.JT.o 
2400 PR I tlT#3. Tl·!l:.tff,:.f • 1 :: > 
2·11 •3 [11.i=M I --Ml:< ~;p :" 
2·120 PF;111r1n.r1UCllF:t(JT) 
2·t30 1>£:;::.; 11 .• " 
2440 FO~DD~l TO 20 
Z!450 PF.:!IHll.3 .P<DD> .Ct .M(DD> ,.C.f .:=;<DD!•Cllkl": 1 :;::. 
2·160 tlE.::·:T DD 










2561 PEIH t 
2562 F:EH+ SUBF:OUT IllES FOF: F:Efi[I It IG Dftlfl .+ 
25G3 F.:EM+ FOR THE OfiMMFi COUtHS (LitlE'::; i: 
2564 F:EM+ ltl 0000 mm otD. + 
2565 REM+ + 
::566 F:Ei'I+ :;:;UE:F:OUT I HE::; FOP :3FI"." I 110 DflTfl :+ 
256> PEM+: OF MOISTUF:E COtlTEtH f1tlD t 
2'.06:=: F:EM+ SFITUF:flTI OH LE\"EL It I [I I SK + 
2569 F:EfH (LlttE:=; #2000•) flt-ID Ott). *' 










l C<>)OO OPEt-13 . S • 9 .. "1 : 0100 .- 'o;Eco. REFID" : PETUF:t·l 
10001 OF'EtB.-B.-9,"1 :0101.-SEC!,.REflD" :F.:ETUF:t-1 
I 0002 OF'EH3.:3,.9 .• "1 :0102_.:0:EO.-F:EFID" :F!ETUFH 
1 n~71r1:-=: nr--r:tr:: _ :=: _.:, _ 11 1 ~ n 1 n::: ~~.r-1:-1 Pr=1-:-1n" ~ r;·t-TI :i:=·t 1 
158 
10004 OF'Etn .:3 .• 9," l :0104, SEO .• READ" :P.ETUPll 
10005 OF'EH:3,El,9, 11 l :01~35,SEO,READ 11 :RETUF'.14 
H)~1(16 OPEN.":. B .• 9," 1 :0106. ·::.EO .• F:Ef1D" :PETUFH 
10(107 OF'Et~3.8 ... 9 .. "1 :0107 ... ==:EC! .• REt'=tD" :F'.ETUF.:M 
lOOOB OPEN3.8,9,"1:010B,SEQ,READ":RETURN 
~:oooo OPDn .• :::< .• 2 .• "O:OlMSOO .• :o;EO .• l·lF:ITE" :F:ETUF:tl 
2UOO I OF'EN:3. :3. 2 .• "0: r.:11 M9Z1I.•3EO, HF: I TE" : F.:f::HJPl·l 
21K10.2 OF'EtB .• 8 .• 2, "O :01MS0:2 .• SEC!,l·H:::ITE" :F:ETURI~ 
~:OC•03 OF'Et·l'.3. 8 .• 2 .• "0: 011·1S03 .• :;Eo .• l·JF: I lE" : F:E Tl. IF:tl 
:20004 OF'Etn .• '"' .• 2 .• "0 :on1·::;04. SEQ, l·JF:ITE" :F:ETUF:tl 
200~35 OPE tr=:: .. :3 .• 2 .• "o: o 1 Mr::.05 .• SEQ .• HF~ 1TE 11 : PETUPt 1 
~:0006 OF'Et13 .• :::: .• 2. "0 :01M'306 .• ':;EO .• l·JRITE" :F:ETUF.:tl 
20007 OPEll3 .• ;3. 2 .. "O :01tt::;o7, SEQ.• HF: I TE" :F:ETURH 







20 REM+ + 
30 F:EM+ CAP I LLAFS PRESSUF:E AS + 
40 REM+ A FUNCTION OF SATURATION. + 
42 REM+ MODIFIED './EF:S!Ot' + 
45 REM+ + 
50 F:EM+ D 2 * 
6•~1 F:EM+ PC=C+:; , F'C=K•3+Kl+S+K2+S + 
70 REM+ PC=R+B+S + 
75 REM+ * 
80 REM+ FARID PIROOZMANDI + 
90 F:EM+ DECEMBER 2•3TH, 1984 + 





130 REM THIS PROGRAM READS IN DATA FROM 
140 REM DISK FOR THE SRTURRTIC~ LEVEL 
150 REM OF EACH SPECIMEN AND THEN CALCULATES 
160 F:EM THE COF:F.:ESPOtlD I t'G CAP I LLRR',' PRES::::URE. 
1 70 PEM u::;: HlG THESE DffT A THE PF:OGPRM ~·JI LL 
1'="3 F:EM CALCULATE THREE EOURTIONS DESCF:IBitKi 
190 PEM PC RS A FUNCTIC~ OF SAlURRTIOt,. 
200 REM 
210 HEM THE DATA DI SK :::.HOULD BE Hi DR I ".IE 
220 PEM 
230 REM THE DISK ON WHICH EQUATION IS 
240 REM SAVED S~~~JLD BE IN DPIVE 0, 
25(1 F:EM 
160 
445 IF SP=8 THEN S(7)=0 
446 IF SP=9 THEN SC9)=0 
447 IF SP=l0 THEN SC17)=0 
448 IF SP=10 THEN S(l)=.811 
449 IF SP=l2 THEN SC8)=0 
450 IF SP=l3 THEN S(l)=0 
451 IF SP=16 THEN SC13)=0 
452 IF SP=l7 THEN SC12)=0 
460 REM 
470 REM SET THE ANGULAR VELOCITY W. 
480 IF SP<=6 THEN W=500+2+n 
490 IF CSP=>7>ANDCSP<=l2) THEN Wa580+2+n 
500 IF SP=>13 THEN W=360+2+n 
510 F:EM 
~;2(1 F:EM 
530 REM CALCULATE THE CAPILLARY PRESSURES 
540 FOR 00=1 TO 20 
550 !F(S(00)<=0) THEt~ 570 
560 PC(00)=((W/60)·t2>*P(00)+(24-(P(00)/2)) 
570 ME>::T DD 
5:=:0 PEM 
590 F:EM 
600 PEM START CALCULATING THE LOG. OF DATA. 
610 F:EM 
620 F1)R 00=1 TO 20 
630 IF CSCDD><=0) THEN 660 
640 ZCDD)=LOGCF~CDD)) 
650 T(00)=LOG<S(00)) 
660 t·lE>:T DD 
670 F:EM 
680 REM 
690 REM STAPT CALCULATI~J THE POWEP EQUATION. 
695 t~=O:Z2=0:ZT=O:RT=0:SZ=0:T2=0:0T=0:D=O:C=0:L1=0:L2=0:L3=0:L4=0:L5=0:L6=0 
69b L7;::;;C1:L:3=0 
70C1 FOR l=t~S<SP) TO ME<SP) 
710 IFCSCI><=Ol THEN 770 
711 Ll=Ll+:;;<l) 
712 L2=L2+SCl)1·2 







730 RT=F:T+ TC I) 
7'4C1 :=:z=·:::z+ I 
750 T2=T2+ I 1·2 
755 z2-z2+ r 12 
760 N=N+l 
770 NEi<'.T I 




775 f<2=tlU/L6: tll_i=,~: DE=0 
776 FOPDD=ll'=:o::;F·) TO tlE(:o:P): IF S([l[l)(=O THEN 778 
777 tlU.NU+<PC<OD)-CKO+Kl+SCDO)+K2+CSCDD>t2>))f2:DE=DE+CPCCDD>-L8/N)f2 
77:=: HE:,-:T OD 
779 R5=CABSC1-NLVDE))f.5:REM NC~ START THE PC~ER EQUATION CALCULATION. 
7:=:o DT·F'.TT2 
7:35 oz.:=:= 12 
790 [L= ( tl+ZT-RT'+:=;z) / ( tl.+T2-0T) 
:300 C=E><F·< ::::Z,.·-'t 1- < D+F.'.T >.···'t·~ > 
:o:] 0 R=OHZT-·=:::.•:F:T>.·"'. ( <tHT2-DT)L 5>+C OHZ2-DZ>·L 5)) 
812 REM CALCULATE THE LINEAR EC. FOR THE FULL SATURATION TO THE STARTING POINT 
161 
813 REM OF THE PC~ER EQUATIC~. 
814 ~lR=0:SR=0:SS=0:PS=O:S2=0:DS=0:R2=0:0R=0:A=0:8=0:Rl=t~S(SP) 
815 IF NS<SP)=l THEN RI=2 
816 FOR I=l TO RI 
817 IF CSCI>=<O> THEN 830 
819 SR=SF:+PC ( I ) 
:=:213 F:EM 




:32':• t·lF:=t,F:+ 1 
830 t'E:":T I 
:=:32 D:3=SS·f'2 




840 REM PF:INT OUT THE F:ESULTS 
850 OPEN4_.4:CM04 
860 PF:INT#4_."SPECIMEN tt"1SP 
865 PRINTtt4_."++++++++++.+" 
866 IF SP)9 T~~EN 868 
867 PRINT#4,''0ATA FILE rs~0 11 ;SP;''PCOFSAT QUAD''':GO TO 869 
868 F·F:It-fftt4 .• "DATA FILE rs··" .:SP; "PCOFSAT OUAD·'" 
c:t.9 PF:IHTtt4 .• 
87E1 PF:ItHtt4 .. "CAPILLAFS F'RSSUF:E A:=: A FUHCTION OF :3ATURAT!Ot·l." 
::;:75 PF:ItHtt4 .• "F:AHGE OF :=.ATUF:ATIOM IS O. O<:=:<l. 0" 
877 PRIMT#4_."UNITS OF CAPILLARY PRESSURE IS IN D~~E/C~t2" 
880 PRINT#4_."(CAP. PRESS.)=C+CSAT.)TD" 
c:9(1 F·F:lt-lT#4 .• "(·lHEF:E C=" JC.:" .~ D=" .:D 
900 F'R I HT#4 .• 
910 PRIUT#4_."PC="JC;"+ S T";D 
911 PF:! tH#4 .• "1]UADF:ATIC EOUAT Iot·l FOF:r·l I:3 PC=f<•:1+Kl +S+K2+(S·t2) (·lHEF:E:" 
912 PF: ItHtl4 .. "1<0=" .: 1<0.: "K 1=".:I<1 .: "K2=" .:1<2 
92(1 PR I tH#4, 
930 PRIHT#4,"THE RAHGE OF POSITIOHS USED IS["JHSCSP);",";HECSP);"J" 
940 PR!tH#4_. "COF:F:ELF1Tlot·l COEFFICIENT OF THE CURVE FIT FOF: PCli·lEF: EO. IS" JR 
942 PRINT#4_."CORRELATION COEFFICIEHT FOR THE OUADRATIC EO. IS"JR5 
94:3 PF:I HTtt4, 
944 PF:ItHH4 .• "FOR POSITIOl-l F:AHGE OF [1 .• ".:F:I.•"J" 
945 F'R I NT#4 .• "t·lOTE: AT F·o:=: IT I ot-l 1 (·lE HAVE FULL SATUF:AT IOt·l. " 
946 PR IMTtt4 _. 
947 PRIHT#4_."LIHEAR EO. OF FORM PC=A+B+S" 
948 PRIHTH4,"WHERE Aa";AJ" & B=";B:PRIHT#4_."PC=";A;"+";B;"+ S":PRIHT#4, 
949 PF:ItH#4 .• "CORRELATIOt·l COEFFICIEIH FOR THE LltlEAR EOUATIOH PART IS"_,F:l 
950 PRIHTtt4_."THE CLOSER ABS. VALUE OF RISTO 1 THE BETTER CURVE FIT WE HAVE." 
960 PF: I tHH4 .. "+++++.++++:+++++++++++++++:+:+++:+++.+:++++++++.+.:+:+++>r.>r.>r.>r.+.+++>l'+++>l'>l'.++>l'>I'+.+ +" 
970 PR I HT#4 .• 




1020 IF SP)13 THEM 1050 
1030 Ot~ SP GOSU89100,9101,9102,9103,9104,9105,9106,9107,9108,9109,9110,9111,9112 
1040 GO TO 1100 
1050 ON J GOSU89113,9114,9115,9116,9117,9118,9119,9120,9121,9122,9123,9124,9125 
l (160 F:EM 
1•370 REM 
10:30 F:Er·l 
1090 REM SAVE RESULTS OH DISK IH DRIVE 0 
1100 PRJHTH3_.SRCHRSC13) REM SPECIMEH H 
1110 F'F:ItHtl3.t·l:3(:0.P>CHF:·1: i::::> :F:EM LOl·H:R RAtK;E OF F'0'31T!Ot<:::: U:3ED. 
1120 PF·JtiTW3,tH:<:=:F·>CHF::t 13) :F:EM UF'PER F'AtJ1:.E. 
1130 PF: ltH#3 .CCHF::t( 1 ::::> :F:EM F'C;C+:::·t D 
l 140 PF: ltff#3 .• DCHF:r ( 1 ~<> 
162 
1150 PRINT#3,RCHRSC13):REM CORRELATION COEFFICIENT. 
1160 PF:ItH113 .• NCHIUC13):PEM II OF POIHTS u:;ED. 
1162 PPINT#3,ACHPSC13>:REM PC=A+B•S 
1164 PPINTll3,8CHPSC13) 
1166 PPINT113,P1CHRSC13):PEM CORPELATIC~ COEFFICIENT OF LINEAR EQUATION. 
116:0: PF.:Itff113 .• t·lPCHl"(:f( 13) :F:EM II OF POitHS USED FOP LINEAR EOIJATIOtl. 








1210 INPUT" DO 'r'OU t·lAtH m10THEF: :3PECIMEN 'hTI" ;A$ 
1220 IF A.f.= "~·" TH Et·! 300 
12:30 END 
9000 OPEN3,8,9."1 :01MSOB,SEQ,READ":RETIJRN 
~~001 OF'Etl3 .• :3 ,9. "1 :021'1:308 ,:O:EO .• F:EAD" :F.:ETIJF:t·I 
90~32 C1PEM3 ... :3 .• 9 ... II 1 : 03MSC18, SEC:! ... F.:EAD II : f;::ETIJF.:M 
9003 OPEtB,:o: .• 9." 1 :041·19'18,::::EQ,F:EAD" :PETUF:t~ 
9004 OPEN3 .• 8 .• 9, " 1 : 05MS08, SEQ, PEAD" : F:ETURt·l 
9(H)5 OPE~·r::: .• 8 ·' 9 .. ti 1 : 06M'.::;o:3 ... SEO ... F~EAD .. : RETUF.'.t4 
9006 OF'Etl3 .. 8,9 .. "1 :07t·t:::;o9 ... SEQ,F~EAD" :F.:ETUF:t·~ 
9007 OPEN3,8,9,"1:08MS09,SEQ,READ":RETURN 
9(1(18 OF'Etr:::_.8,9, 11 1 :(19MS09 ... sE17J _.READ" :F~ETURH 
9009 OPEM3 .• E: .• 9 .. 11 1 : 1 OM:'.:a)9 .• SEQ.• F~ERD" : RETUF~t4 
9010 OPEt-13 .• 8 .• 9," 1: 1 lr-1:=:09,SEQ,PEAD" :RETURt·I 
9011 OPEN:3,B .• 9," 1: 12M:309,SEci,F:EAD" :RETURN 




9016 OPEt~3,8,9,'1 l :17MS11,SEQ,REAO'':RETURt~ 
9017 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :18MS11,SEQ,READ":RETIJF.~ 
9100 OPEN3,8,9,"0:01PCOFSAT QUAD,SEQ,WRITE":RETURN 
9101 OPEN3, 8 .• 9 .• "0 : 02PCOFSAT QUAD, SEQ, l·lR I TE" : RETIJRt~ 
9102 OPEN3 .. 8,9,"(1:03PCOF::::AT QIJAD,SEQ,~lRITE" :RETUF:N 
9103 OPEN3,8,9,"0:04PCOFSAT QIJAD,SEQ,WRITE":RETURN 
91C14 OPEtJ3 .• 8 .• 9. "O :05PCOFSfff C!UAD,SEQ,l·lF:ITE" :RETUF:N 
9105 OPEH3 .. 8 .• 9. "0: 06PCOFSAT QUAD, :O:EQ, ~WI TE" : F:ETURt4 
91 ~)6 OF'Et43 ,r 8 .r 9, It (1: (17F'COFSAT C!UAD .r SEG"~, L·JF~ I TE 11 :RETURM 
9107 OPEt·l:3 .. S .• 9,"0:0:3PCOF:::AT OUAD,:::EC!,t·lF.:ITE" :F:ETUF:t~ 
910:3 OF'EM3 ,8 .r9 _, '1 0 :09F'COFSAT C~UAD,SEG'~ .. L·lF:I TE" :RETUF.:M 
9109 OPEH3,S,9,"0:10~:0FSAT QUAD,SEQ,WRITE":RETURN 
9110 OPEN3,8,9,"0:11PCDFSAT QUAD,SEQ,WRITE":RETURN 
9111 OPEtl:3 .• :0:,9."0:12PCOF:o:AT OUAD,SEC! .. l·lF.:ITE" :RETUF.:t~ 
9112 OF·Etl3, :3 .• 9 .. "O: 13PCOF:O:fn OUAD, SEQ ,t·lF.:l TE" :F:ETURt·l 
9113 OPEtB,:::: .. 9. "0: 14PCOF:::.AT C!UAD,SEO .• l·lRITE" :RETURH 
911 ·l OPEtl3, ::: .. 9 .. "0 : 15PCOFSAT OUAD, :o•EO, •lR I TE" : RETURl·l 
9115 OPEN3.S,9."0:16PCOFSAT QUAD,SEQ,WRITE":RETIJRN 
9116 OF'Etl:3. :3 .. 9 .. "O: 17F'COFSAT C!UAD .• SEO, l·lF.:I TE" :RETUF.:t·l 
9117 OPEIB .• :=: .• 9, "O: 1 SPCOF:o:AT OUAD .• :o:EO,t·lF.:I TE" :RETUF:t~ 
9118 OPEt~3.8,9,' 1 0:19PCOFSAT QUAD,SEQ,WRITE'':RETURt~ 
9119 OF'EtB .. :::: .. 9, "0 :;:OPCOF3ftT QUAD, ::::EC! .• l·lF: I TE" :RETUF:t4 
9120 OPEN3.8,9,"0:21PCOF3AT QUAD,SEQ,WRITE'':RETURN 
:~ 121 OF'Et·lc: .• :3 .• 9 .• "O: 22PCOFSAT QUAD, :o.EQ .• l·lF.:I TE" :F:ETUF.:H 
9122 OPEH3,8,9,"0:23PCOF3AT QUAD,SEQ,WRITE":RETURH 
9123 OPEt·B .• :O: .• :~ .• "0 :24PCOF:3AT OUAD,SEC!,l·lF.:ITE" :F.:ETURt~ 
912·l OF'Et~3 .. :3 .9 .. "0: 2~3F'COF=;AT OUAD ,SEO, L·JF.: I TE 11 :PETURN 





20 REM* * 
30 REM* SllTURllTION AS A FUNCTION OF * 
40 F:Ett+• LOCATlot~. '+' 
42 REM* * 
43 F:EMt. F 2 +. 
44 F:EM* S=E<l:2 , S=f(O+I< UZ+f::2;f2 * 
45 REM* S=A+B*Z '+' 
50 REM* * 
6(1 F:EM+. FAP ID P IF:OOZMl'ltlD I * 
70 REWt. DECEMBER 31, 1984 * 






140 F.:EM THIS F'F:OGF:ftM F:Et1DS Itl DATll FF:OM 
15(1 F:EM DI :::t< FOR THE '3f1TUF:f1T I ON LE'·/EL OF 
160 F:EM EflCH :;PECIMEN F1T Ef1CH F:Ul1, rnm 
170 F:EM THEil USING nn:3 Df1Tf1 cnLcuunr:·:o: 
1 '=:0 FEM THf<:EE E@JflT I Ot·l::: DESCF: IE: It 113 Sfll UF<:fH I 011 
190 F:EM F1::: f1 FUNCTION OF LOCtHIUtl. 
200 FEM 
210 PEM THE Dfilt't DI:::t< :::HOULD E:E Itl DF:l\'E 
~~20 PEM I, fll1D THE DI':::f< Oii 1-lfl!UI THE 
2:30 F:EM PflRflMETEF::O:; OF HIE EC!UfHlotl::::: f'IF.'E 
2·10 F'EM TO E:E :::t'l'·/ED SHOULD E:E I H DF: I './E O. 
242 F:EM 
2 l:J FEM MODIFICfffl0t1:3 TO [;F': DOl·IE FOP D!FFEPEllT :::F·E1 fl·irl' 
~:44 F.:El'1 
2·15 REM C:OF'PECT LillE'3 9000 TO 9012 FOP ::':F!Jli'lr:tl 11: ·111·11·111·1 
246 F:EM 
2·1? F:EM COPF'ECT LIME 1590 FOP ::::PECIMEll H : ··u1 '·c:flfl.(11 
2~;f1 REM 
2.::~~~1 DIM t·~S( 1:3) .• ME( 1:3) .. Ec20> .. Fc2c1> ... Go::::·i:c· .. 11c~:i::( 1 .F·..-:~1J·:i. I'!· 11,. · . .:2c1>. ::::•.-:21J> .·· r.-::.:11 ·, 
262 D IMF-: c::~(1 > _. f:: 1 1 .. 2~3 > .. TM< 2n> .. DM ( ~·c1:-i .• LO•.: :-:::(:1 .• . ~·-11 . . ::n :· .. 1 ... ::- I ~ ·1 ~ ·, 1 '· .. ·1 1 • 
270 F:EM EllTEF.: THE :::Ti'tf<:TitlG flt1D EHDU1t) FOHH·:::. 
2:oa) H:>'. 1) =·\:HE( 1::0=::1J:11::: C'.) =4: I IF ( 2) ~- t:'3 
291) t1:3(:3)=1 :t·IE(J)=~'O:tl::;(,L•=1 l :llE0:4:.•=20 
-~:uo ti::;( 5) = 7 :t IE•.: 5)=1. 9: tlS< 6)::::: ;.~:HE ( f..~) ::.~:=:i::.1 
:;_: 1 () H'3 ( 7) ::::4 :ti[ ( 7)=1 !:i :H:::; (:~:) =b :t·IE(:3 >:::: t .~5 
:::~:O t·1:=:(9)=1 :llE(9)=20:t1:3(11'1)=4:llE<10)~2,;1 
:;::30 tl::>( 11 )=2:ME(11 >=1::: :t·13( 12)=3:NE•.:12)."l::· 
::::40 t·J:::( 1::::)=7:ME(1:3)=2•j :tE:O:: 14)=7' :HE•:: l·D=13 
:)50 11:3(15)=5:tlE(15)=1·1:t1:::< 1C.>=':':11EO:: l'3)=1:::: 
::::60 t1:o:( 17)=4:llE(17)=16 :MS( 1:3)=7 :HE<: l:c:)=:'O 
'370 F:EM 
::C::::o F:EM Fr::k FOR THE ::::PEC I MEI I ll. 
'390 F.:EM 
4[1(1 It1PLIT":'.PEC!t1EN ll".::;::p 
41(1 PEM F:EflD IM Dffrti FOF: THE 7=:f1TUF:1~T !011. 
420 F:Et1 
430 FEM SET THE # OF FILES FOR THE SPECIMEM. 
440 IF :::P<:=6 THEM F:M=9 
4'50 IF :3P>=7 At·lD SP<=12 THEM F:l·l=10 




500 FOR I•1 TO ~~ 
164 
~· 11-.:.1 -uu11_;u:=;IJl:.{;:iJ..:.U..:.1~, '.;::ll.:.tlJ l ,• ~J..:.11-.:.1:::! ~ :.:H.J~:'.'13 .• 9t..:.1lJ4 .• '.7t.1l.;.1.':) .• =''.:.U.JI':· .• '.::.'Ut1. :~Ui .. 1:: ·.;l..HJ~.,i .• :.:.~IJ 11::1 .• ::~u 11 .• :::1u1 ::..: 
520 F:EM 
5:31.J ~:EM 
5413 Il-1F'UT#3 .•SP 
550 INPUT#3,TMCI) 
560 rnPIJTfl3 .• DMC I) 
570 FOF: DD=1 TO 20 
58C1 It1F'IJT#3 .• P<DD> ,t-1<[1[1) .• S<DD) 
59•3 NE~:T DD 
600 CLOSE:3 
601 IF SP=1 AND I=1 THEN S(l)=.795 
602 IF :3P=2 fltm I=l THEN :3(1)=. 740 
6<J3 IF :3P=3 THEtl '.:::( 10)=0 
604 IF SP=4 THEN :;::( Hl:>=1) 
605 IF SP=5 T~~Et·t 8(7)=0 
606 IF SP=6 mm I=5 THEil S( 1 ::·=· 7:32 
60;' IF :3P=6 AND I=7 THEM :3(F5)=.:=:29 
608 IF SP=~7 THEN :3C:)=<J 
609 IF SP=8 THE~1 8(7)=0 
610 IF SP=9 THEN $(9lm0 
611 IF SP=10 THEN 8(17)=0 
612 IF 8P=10 AND I=9 THEN 8(1)=.811 
61::3 IF :=;P=lO AMO I=1'3 THEN ::;;(1)=.811 
614 IF SP=12 THEN 8(8)=0 
615 IF ::::P=l2 ftllO b9 THEN S0)=.947 
616 IF SP=13 THEN SC1)=0 
617 IF SP=14 AND I=l THEN 8(1)=.961 
618 IF SP=l6 THEN SC13l=0 
619 IF SP=16 AND I•1 THEN 8(1)=.983 
620 IF SP=17 THEN 8<12)=0 
621 IF :3F'=17 ntlD I=l THEN ',;;(1)=.913 
6;;-c2 IF SF'=l 7 mm I,08 THEN 8( 1)=.91::;: 
623 IF SP=18 AND I=4 THEN 8(1)=.968 
630 F:EM STAF:T CALCIJLRT I MG THE LOG OF DAHl. 
6·10 F:EM 
650 FOF: DD=! TO 20 
660 IF SCDDl<=O THEM 690 
670 ZCDD)=LOGCSCOD)) 
680 TCDD>=LOG(P([l[I)) 
690 tlE):;T DD 
700 F:EM 
71•) F:EM 
720 F:EM STAF:T CALCIJLAT UIG THE Pm·lEF: EO. 
730 F:EM 
740 t.i.o :Z2=0 :ZT=•J :RT·=O ::=,z=o :T2=0 :DT=O :L!=<J :L:::·=o :L:>.=C' :L .. '::L ~5=.=•J :L6:. c1, r_ 7·.···0 :Lo:: .. ·:·, 
750 FOR DD=t·J:=; ( :3P) TO t·lE (:=;p) 










7::::0 ~:T =RT+ T (DD) 
790 SZ:~:::z+z (DD) 
E~O T2=T2+TC[l[1)12 
810 Z2=Z2+Z<00)1·2 
::::20 11==11+ 1 
8:30 ME>•:T DD 





i:$d~S-EC'"r)::t;<,t-'• .. !::;L.,.'M-:r..t- 1..1 ):'f:t< I .J,··r-1 .. 1· 
890 RCI)=(f·~•ZT-SZ*RT)/((Ct~*T2-0T)~.5)t<<~~*Z2-DZ)·t.5:i> 
:391 REM 
892 REM G!Ul'lDPfHIC EOU11TIOM CtlLCUL11TIOM. 
:393 111J=L2:tL3:+JL6t 2)--L3+'L6>1i(L4l2)--L''.H'Ll t•:L6l;:) ; l.•HL ?H.•c>~' I I_ ;· .. H_•o.fl.21 2-t l. .. ~:t.LA.,.·L.~'; l·I '' 
:394 DE=t-l*L2t•(L6·f-2)-t·L+L6t(L4l2)-(L1l2)t.(L6t2·•+;;:;f.L~':tL··l:H ! ; 1 ,_;.1__.:;~ O::L_:··r·;Lo 
895 ~<~)<I ) =MU/DE 
:::96 PEM 
:::9? tl!J=L5t.L6--L4tL7-K0( I )t(L 1 tL6--L4.+:l.2) 
::::)0:: DE=L2.tL6--< L4l2) 
:::99 KI ( I :.0 ~HU/DE 
S•OO F:EM 
901 tlU=L7·-kO•: I H:L.2-f<l (I >tL4 
902 1<2 (I > ~MUc'L6 
9(f3 REM COF:PELl1TJOM COEFFICIEMT Cl1LCULflTIOH. 
904 MU=f1 : DE~.•) 
90'3 FtJF: DDdE<'.'3f') TO t·IE(::;p) 
906 IF :;.(LJD)·•:,=l1 THEM 90•3 
9o~::i MU=MU-1-<S<DD)-(~:))( I :.i+K1 (I )~~P<DO)+K2( I >+O:P(DD> t::~:·· ·:i) t ~·· ~1 1 ! o.:! 1E.1 1 .. ·>:Tt[1) ... L:.:,'l·I" t·~::· 
90:3 ME)<T DD 
909 R2(l):(A8S(1-NlJ/0E))~.5 
910 F:EM CtlLC UL fl TE THE L HIEfiF: EC!. FOF: THE Fl.ILL !o.H l Uf·Hr It :i I it t ·: HL: ·::Tnr::n l !(· r·: t J 11 r 
9~~0 PEM OF Tl IE F'OHE~: EO. 
930 1;:EM 
940 t lF:=O : :;::P=O : :o:::h:O : F'Sd) : S<c=O : [1:;:=(1 : F:2~,o: up,.,o : F: I ot 1::: ··: :'.f' • 
950 IF t·l:::<SP)=l THEH F:l=2 
960 FOP DD=! TO PI 
970 IF SCDD)C:O T•EM 1040 
:?:;::o '.;R=~=:F'.+:3 (DD) 




1'3:30 MR=t-IF:+ 1 
1 O·!O ME~<T DD 
1050 D:3=S:;:;t2 
1 (1€.0 DF.'.=SR't2 
.1070 F:EM 
1 o:=:o H( I )=0-lF::+PS-SS.t:3R)/0·1FctS2-D!3) 





1140 PEM EMD OF Cl1LDJLtlTIOM FOP A F:UM. 
115fl MEi<T I 
1160 F:EM 
1170 F:EM 
1 mo fZEM 
1190 F:EM 
1200 REM PRIMT OUT THE PESULTS. 
1210 OF'EM4,4:CMD4 
1220 PRIHTM4,"SPECIMEM l";SP 
12::~0 PF:IMTfM, "*:HH:>~tttHU.t" 
1240 F'RIMTM4,"+t+++tt++•t•tt" 
1250 IF SP>9 THEM 1270 
1260 F~IMTM4," DRTl1 FILE IS'O";SF';"SOFLOC'":GO TO 1280 
12?0 F'RIMTM4," DATtl FILE IS'";SF';"SOFLOC'" 
12:::0 PRIHHM, 
12~•0 F'RHlTM4 .. "StiTUF:ATIOH tlS H FIJHCTIOtl OF LOCl'HIOl·I. 
13(;:,o F'F:ItlTfl4."RntK;E OF LOCFIT!Ot·I !'.:: OC=Z<~-::::: CEl·!TltlETf'T:. 
1310 PPIMTM4,"PtlMGE OF SRTOPtlTIOM IS O<=S~=l .• , 
1·;:20 PF:IIHIM .• "THE E•~IJATI!JH IJF ::3=F(Z) I:;: DE'./IDED E:EHlU.o!: 
13:3(1 F'F.:IllTIH .• "THE FIF:ST PtlF:T (Z=(• 8: UP:·· I':;: n LltlU'il': fct'i: 
1:::.10 PF:ItHIM .• "THE :::ECot·m F'RF:T 1::: A Pm·lEF.: EOIJtiTIOll ·:.o,r:::I··~ 
13'~0 FR IHT M4 .• "Et)IJFff !Ot·l :o:=l<O+K 1 *:Z+K:'*Z!-:2 
r,.1 ·~, J 1~!1 ~·:.~;. " • 
.. ::>-t I !.t:: 
r:· n c1 1_11-~ci:·.-rn l ,. •· · 
166 
i:.::i:::.~.!1-P~:1Mltf:4,"1Hl::. l_:IJHt-::t:.LHflUM CUt.rr1L1C.MI :..1< .. ~t-<<.::::1 1'-:• 1-\ :.l.li': .. r.1t··'I:: ur bUUUtlL'..'::· 1)1 
1370 PF:IttTll..\," FIT."; 
13::0:0 PF:IMTll'l .• "THE CLOSEF~ RBS(R) IS TO 1 THE BETlEF: f'IT I;'. lff•'./[." 
1390 PRIMT114 .• "" 
1400 REM 
1410 PF:ItHll4, 
14<?0 PF:IttTtt4 .• "L HlEflF: EC!. " .• "POl·JEF: EC!. ", "OUt"IOF:flT ]1~: EC!." 
1.430 PF:It·tT#4 .• "::O:=G+fHZ" .• "::0:-=E:+:CZ·f'F)" .• ":;::,.f<CHfO::!.:+:Z+t:::::+::'Lc'" 
1440 F'FUMT114 .• "SPECit1EN #".:SF' 
1450 PF:IIHIM .• 
1460 PF:INT114,":+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+l:+t:+4l:+tl·: l~tlt:+~Ml+t:+t~+t~~lll! 
1470 FOF: 1=1 TO RM 
1480 PEM 
1•190 PRittTll•l .• "RUM #".:(I-1> 
1500 PRitHIM .• "LitlERF: G=" .:G( I).:" H=" .:H< I:>.:" R-.~" .:Pl (I:• 
1510 PRIMTtt4,"POWEP E=";ECI);" F=";FCI);" P=";R(I) 
1512 F'F:HtT·1f4 .• "C!IJRDF.:rtTIC KO=" .:fo::(I( I>.: "f:::1=" ;fo'.:1 (I).: "k:C:~" :f: .: "F: .• " :f':.:::c: 1 ·,. 






1575 C:t=" ,•II 
1580 REM :Sfl"/E ORTA Ot I DI SK IM DF: I VE 0. 
1590 OPEt1:3 .• '3 .• 9 .• "0 :01SOFLOC, ::::EGL 1-JF.:I TE" 
1600 PF.:Itinn .. ::::PCHRt(I:;:) :F:EM ::::PECIMEtl 11 
1610 PF:Ilrf113 .• t·l:3('.o:P)CHF.:.t(1'.::) :F:EM LIJl.JEF: F:ntWE OF F'o·::1n:n1:· '.1·:r:1. 
1>:2>3 F'F:HITllJ,MECO>P>CHF:;t( 1:3:' :REM UF'F'ER F:flt·IGE. 
1630 FOR 1=1 ro FV 
1632 F'RIMTtt3,TMCI)CHF:S(13):REM TIME OF F:UM 
1634 PF:IHH13 .• Dt-1(I)CHF::t(1:,:):F:EM MFiSS OF ::::PECIMEH flT Hlrn ;.· 111. 







16.54 F'RINT#3 .• K1CI>CHF:H1~:) 
1656 PRIMT#3,K2CI)CHRSC13) 
1658 PF:INTll3,F:2(l)CHRSC13) 






90>)0 OPEt-13 .• :::: .• 9," 1 : 0 l t1:;:.:10, ::::EC!• F:ERD" : F:ETl.IF:t I 
90(11 OPEIB . :3_.9,"1 :01M:::o1,:::EO .• F:EAD" :PETIJf•'tl 
9002 OPFJB,8 .. 9 .• 1 :0111:::02,':::EC! .. F:EflD" :F:ETUF:tl 
9<J03 OPEtf;:, :;:: • 9, 1 :01 t·1::::0:;:. :::.EC!, PE1=1D" :F:ETIJF:t l 
9084 Of~Et~3.8,9, 1:01MS04,SEQ,~[~t~D 1':PETL!f·t1 
9r.t0~3 OPEtl3 .• B .• 9 .• 1 :011'1:'.:<)5,::::EC!,PEfiD" :PETllF:tl 
:?OC1C OF'EJ~3 .. 8 .. 9, 1 :OtM:::~216,~:.:;EC! .. l~'.EfiD 11 :F:ETUr-·t~ 
<:ioo? OPEtf3,:::,9 .• 1 :01M·::.J?,·:::EC! .• F:EflD" :FETl.tF:tl 
:90(1:3 OPEtn .• :::: .• 9 .• 1 :OH1:::0:3,::0.EC!.f':EHD" :1-:ElUF'tl 
9009 OPEi 13 .• ::: • 9 .• 1 : 011'1'309, :::EC! • F:EflD" : F'ETUF't I 
901'J IJPEtl3.S .• 9 .• 1 :0111'.310,::0:E(!,F:EflD" :RETUF:ll 
9011 OPEtl'0: .• :::: .• 9, 1 :011'1:'.:11,::o:EC!.F:EflD" :PETIJF'tl 




SEARCHI~J FOR SO 
F.:EAO','. 
30 REM+ l~SATURATEO PE~1EABILITY CALCULATION. KCS'L)),MOOIFIEO VERSIC~.SP lTOlO 
60 REM+ FARID PIRC~ZMANO!, JANUA~i 2, 1985. POWER EQUATION USED FOR CURVE FITS 
110 REM MODIFIED './EF::3IOH l.JITH s·· (0). AtlD C(3(0)) FOR :o:TfiRTillG POitH <> o. 
130 REM THIS P~JGRAM READS IM DATA FOR CAPILLARY PRESSURE AS A FUHCTIC~ OF SAT. 
140 REM AHO ALSO SATURATIC~ AS A FUHCTIOH OF LOCATION, AND SAT. ANO MOISTURE 
150 REM FILES THEtl IT WILL ASK FOR THE SPECIMEN #, THE UPPER LIMIT C~ LOCATION, 
160 REM AND THE FULLY SATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUE. AFTER THE DATA IS INPUT, 
170 F.:EM THE COMPUTEF: l.JILL CALCULATE THE 80D\' FOF:CES 8(L), ANO 8(0), DERI'·/ATIVE 
180 REM OF SATURATIC~ S'(L), & S'C0), DERIVATIVE OF CAPILLA~i PRESSURE C(S(L)), 
190 REM CCS(O)) & THE ItlTEGRAL OF SATURATION TO CALCULATE THE REMOVED MOISTURE 
200 REM RT THE END PROG. WILL CALCULATE THE UNSATURATED PERMEABILITY OF SAMPLE. 
340 REM PUT THE DATA DISK FOR ~JISTURE & SATURATION IN DRIVE # 1. THE DATA DISK 
350 REM FOR SCZ), & PC(S) IN DRIVE #0. 
400 OIMK3(18),K4(18',K5(18),TM(13),[~(13),P(40),S(40),UKC20),SS(20).NEC18) 
405 DIM tlS08) 
410 NE<1>=20:NEC2l=l8:NEC3>=20:NE(4)=20:NSC1l=4:NS(2l=4:NSC3l=l:NSC4l=11 
420 t~E(5)=19:NE(6)=20:NE(7)=15:t~E(8)=15:t~S(5)=7:NS(6)=7:NS(7)=4:NS(8)=6:t~S(9)=1 
430 NEC9>=20:t·IE(10)=20:t·lE(11 )=I:::: :l~EC 12)=18:t!S(10)=4:t·E:C11 )=2:N:o:(12)=3:tl:3(13)=7 
440 t~E(13)=20:t~E(l4)=13:NE(15)=14:t~E(l6)=13:t~S(l4)=7:t~S(15)=5:NS(16)=5:t~S(17)=4 
450 t~E( 17)=16:ME<18):::20 :t·~S< 1:3);:::;7 
500 REM ASK FOR DATA TO BE PRCNIOEO BY THE USER. 
510 IN~JT"SPECIMEN # Cl TO 10)";SP:IFSPC=6THEN RN=9 
511 IF CSP>=7>RNDCSF~=12) THEN RN=lO 
512 IFSP>=13THEN RN=12 
514 FOPE=1T020:SS(E)=O:UKCE)=0:NEXT E 
520 f'RltlT"UPF'EF.: LOCRTIOtl F:RHGE (L)".:HSC::::P);"TO";NE(:O:P);:INPUT L 
530 INF'UT"'SRTURRTED PERMEA8ILI T',' (DARCS8)" .:PE :PE=F'Eif.(9. :37E-9> 
540 F:EM F:ERD Itl DATA FOF.: F'C(S), .~:. S(Z). 
550 SR=SF'-13:IF SP>13 THEN 580 
5~0 Ot~SPGOTO 9001,9002,9003,9004,9005,9006,9007,9008,9009,9010,9011,9012,9013 
57C1 GO TO 59(1 
580 ON SR GOTO 901~l,9015,9016,9017,9018 
590 REM START READING THE DATA FOR PCCS>.REFEREO TO. 
600 ltlf'UT#3 .. 0 
610 IHF'IJT#3 .. D 
62[1 I tlF'UTH3 .. D 
630 ItlF'UT#3 .. f<O 
640 ltlf'UT#3 .. K 1 
650 Itlf'UT113 .. D 
6t.::O I tiF'UTtt:3 .• D 
670 I HF'UT#3 .•[I 
6:30 I tlf'UT#3. D 
630 ltlF'UTW;: .. [I 
700 ltlf'IJT!l:3 .. 0 
710 It<F·IJT#3 .•[I 
712 I HPUT#3 .•[I 
7 14 HIF'UT 11:3 .•[I 
716 ltlr'UTl13 .. D 
720 CLOSE3:REM READ IN DATA FOR SCZ). 
730 IF SP>13 THEM 770 
7'5C1 Oti·::.F·C;()TO 9101 .. 9l02 .. :?10:3 .. 91C14 ... 9105 .. 91C16_.9107,91C18 .. 9109 .. 911~3 .. '.~111 .. 9112 .. '.?11:~: 
7t::O C;O TO 780 
770 Clti ·;F: GC1TC1 9114 .. 9115 .. 9116 .. 9117 .. 9118 .. 
780 REM PEAD IN DATA FOR SCZ).F:EFERED TO. 
730 ItWIJTH3 .. :3P 
:?.00 I tlF'IJTtt:;: .• D 
810 ltlF'UTll3 .. [I 
820 FIJP I=l TO R 
830 INPUTll3,TM(l 
840 lt1F'l_IT#3 .Dr-I( I 
T~lOltT++-_. r1 
168 
.0.111·._, I TI" ..... '.•'-' 
:0:6•3 HlF'UT#3 .. D 
:0:70 HlPUT113 .. D 
880 INPUT#3,K3<I> 
890 INPUT#3,K4CI) 
900 I NPUT#3 .. D 
910 ltlPUT#3 .. D: lt'F'IJT#3 ,D: I l'F'UT#:E'.. D: I HPUT#3 .• D 
920 HEXT I:CLOSE3:REM START THE MAIN CALQJLATION. 
922 IF SP=15 THEt~ T~1(7)=9.8 
1030 FOR I=l TO RN-1 
1050 IF SP<=6 THEN W=500 
1060 IF SP>=7 AND ::;:p(=12 AND I<=6 THEt4 W=845 
1070 IF ::O:P>=7 AND SP<=12 AND 1>=7 THEt4 l·l=580 
1080 IFSF'>=13 AND SP<=18 AND I<=8 THEN W=200 
1090 IFSP>=13 AND SP<=18 AHO I>=9 THEN W=360 
1130 REM PASS O'./EF.: THE F:Ut·lS IN l·JH I CH THE fl CHAt4GES. 
1170 IF SP>=7 AND SP<=12 AND I=6 THEN TM(6)=(• :l·l=58(1 :F:EM C:HAl·lOE OF SPEED F.:UHS. 
11:30 IF :3P>=13 AHD SP<=18 AHO I=8 THEN TM<8>=0 :l·l=360 :REM CHFil4GE OF 3PEED F:tH4S. 
1200 IF SP)13 THEN 1230 
1210 ONSPGOTO 9200,9250,9300,9350,9400,9450,9500,9550,9600,9650,9700,9750,9800 
1220 GO TO 1240 
1230 Ot~ SR GOTO 9850,9900,9950,10000,10050 
1240 REM REFERED TO. 
1241 IF SP=l AHD I=l THEH S(l)=.795 
1242 IF SP=2 AND I=l THEN SCl)=.740 
1243 IF SP=3 THEN 8(10)=(S(9)+S(11))/2:S(30)=(8(29)+S(31))/2 
1244 IF :=:P=4 THEM S(18)=(S(17)+S(19))/2:S0::38)::.(S(37)+S(39))/2 
1245 IF SP=6 AND I=4 THEN SC21)=.782 
1246 IF SP=6 AND I=5 THEN SCl)=.782 
1247 IF SP=6 AND I=6 THEN SC26)=.829 
1248 IF SP=6 At~O 1=7 THEN 5(6)=.829 
1249 IF SP=? THEN S(3)=(S(2)+8(1))/2:S(23>=<S<22)+S(24)),~2 
1250 IF SP=8 THEt~ S(7)=(S(6)+8(8))/2:S(27)=(S(26)+8(28))/2 
1251 IF SP=9 THEt~ S(9)=(S(8)+SC10)),~2:8(29>=<S<28)+S(30))/2 
1252 IF SP=10 THEN S(17)=(S(16)+S(18))/2:S(37);($(36)+SC38))/2 
1253 IF SP-10 AND 1=8 THEN 8(21)=.811 
1254 IF SP=10 AND I=9 THEN 8(1)=.8ll:SC21)=.811 
1255 IF SP-10 AND I=10 THEN SCl)=.811 
1256 IF SP=12 THEN S(8)=(S(7)+S(9)),12:SC28)=(S(27>+S(29))/2 
1257 IF SP=13 THEH S( 1>=S(2) :SC21)::::S(22) 
1258 IF SP=14 AHD I=l THEN SCl>=.961 
1259 IF SP=16 THEt~ S(13)=(8(12)+S(14)),~2:S(33)=(S(32)+SC34))/2 
1260 IF SP-16 AND I·l THEN S(l)=.983 
1261 IF SP=17 THEN S<12)=(S(11>+S(13))/2:S(32)=(S(31)+SC33))/2 
1262 IF SP=17 ANDI=l THEN SCl)•.913 
1263 IF SP=17 AHDI=7 THEN SC21>•.913 
1264 IF SP-17 ANDI=8 THEN S(l)=.913 
1265 IF SP=18 AHDI=3 THEN SC21):.968 
1266 IF SP=18 AHDI=4 THEH SCl>=.968 
126? IF :3P=5 THEH S(7)::::(S(6)+:3(8)),~2:S(27)=(SC26>+SC28))/2 
1269 REM CALCULATE THE BOD~ FORCES 8(L), AND 8(0). 
12?0 EaJ=(.:: 2+11:+l·l/6(1) ·t-2):+: ( 24-P (tr=:( SP))) 
1280 8L=((2+n+~~/60)~2)+(24-P(L)) 





1330 PEr-1 CALCULATE THE CCSCL)>, AtlD CCS(IC1:.0). 
1:350 :=::;.:I )=K3< I )!+.(P(L)·t·l<4< I) )+K3( 1+1 ):+.(P(L)·t-K4< I+l)) 
1360 SS(l)=SS<I>~2:CL=K0*Kl*<SS(l)~(K1-1.0)) 
1:3:'.::5 -:=::'<=<'.::<t~:;<SP) )+'.=;(MSO::SP)+2C1) ),··'2 
1386 0J.f:·o .. n:1.+<~:;<r·<Kl-1.o>> 
1400 REM CALCULATE THE INTEGRAL PART. 
1410 :=:tl=O :SM=•) 
1420 FOR DD-t·lSCo:P>TOL :St·l=,o:N+S([l[I) :tlE::\T[ID 
c.-,c:· r.n __ .-#,-... ~ 1•-:· .~ .:-·o ··, ·r,-, .-,,-. , 1 • •7:'"~-t .-:-t.t. t"· ,, .-,.-,-., • ~ 1r-•.1-rr,r1 
169 
, .• _.,~. uu-.::..._•T•,·=•".·.:>r / • ·-· .::...:.•-rL... ii.;:>11--=-1·1TO'L-''-'··' •1·1c.1~. I L..ll_I 
1500 SZ=((SM-SN)W.4048)/((TMCI+l)-TM(J))W24+3600):REM TIME IN SECONDS. 
1530 REM CALCULATE THE U~3ATURATEO PEF~EABILITY. 
1540 UK(l)=(PE~~(C0*S0-80)-(1.002E-2)*.63~S2)/(CL*SL-BL) 
2000 NEi<T I 
2030 REM PRINT OUT THE RESULTS. 
2060 OPEN4 ,4 :CMD4 :PRINT#4 .• "UNSATURATED PEF~MEABILI TY '·/ALLIES US I HG SPECIMEtj #".:SP 
2070 PF:ItH#4 .. "UF'PEF: LOCATIOH F:AHGE J:3";L 
20:30 PRHff#4, ":=:ATUF.:ATED PEF:MEABILIT'T' '·/ALUE I:3" ;PE/(9. :=:?E-9); "[lfH;;:C'T'" 
2090 PRINT#4,"++w+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 
2095 PF.:Itff#4, ":=:ATUF:AT I OH" .. " PERMEABI LI TV ( DAF:C'T')", "Ko'.:3 ),·l: CSC 0))" 
2100 FOR 00=1 TO RH-1 
2105 IF SS<DD>=O THEN 2130 
2110 PRINT#4,SSC00), 
2112 IF SSCDD)=O THEH 2130 
2120 PRINT#4,UKCDD)/(9.87E-9), 
2125 PRIHT#4,UKCDD)/PE 
2130 tlEi<:T DD 
2140 PRIHT#4,"++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 
2150 PRINT#4:CLOSE4 
2180 REM REDO THE CALCULATION WITH NEW PARAMETERS. 
2190 F'RltH"DO 'iOU l·lAHT A NEl·J F.:Ut·l 't'/tl" :HlPUT Act 
2200 IF A$=''Y''THEt~ 500 
5000 EHO 
9~301 OF'EM3 .. 8, 9 ,r "~:::1: 01 PCOF~;AT C!UAD .• SEC!, READ" : GO 
9002 OF'E~f3 .• C:, 9 .• "0 : (12F'COF:=;flT G!UAD, SEQ .• READ" : IJ() 
9Cn):3 OF'Et·~3 .• 8 .• 9 .• "0 : 03PCC1FSAT G!UAD, SEO, F~EAD" : GO 
9004 OPEN3,8_.9, 11 0:04PCOFSAT QURO,SEQ,REAO'':GO 
9(1(15 OF'Eti3 .• 8,9 .• "~3:i)5F'COF:.::;flT GURD,SEG! .. READ" :GO 
9006 OPEt-f3,:=: ... 9 .• 11 0 :06PCOFSAT QURD .• SEQ ,F~ERO" :!JO 
9007 OPEt~3 ... 8,..9,''0:07PCOFSAT QUAO,SEQ,REA0' 1 :GO 
9008 OPEtf3 .• :3 .• 9 .• "0 : (18PCOFSAT C!UtiD .•SEC!.• F~EAD II : GO 
'.?009 OPEM3 .• 8 .. 9, "O :(19PCOFSt1T G!UAD,SEO,F:EAD" :GO 
9010 C1PE~~3,8,9,''0:10PCOFSAT QUAO,SEQ,READ'':GO 
9~~111 OPEt .. t3 .• 8, 9 .• "~3 : 11 PC OF SAT QUAD, SEQ, F~EAD" : GO 
9012 OPEt·.f:3,8 .• 9 .• 11 (1:12F'COFSAT QUAD .• SEGJ .• F:EAD" :GO 
9013 OPEt·~3, 8 .• 9, II ~3 : 13PCOFSAT l]l_IA[I, SEO, F.:EAD 11 : GO 
9014 OPEN3,8,9,''0:14PCOFSAT QURO,SEQ,READ'':GO 
9015 OPEN3,8,9,''0:15PCOFSAT QUAO,SEQ,READ 11 :GO 
90 16 OPEM3 .• :3 .• 9 .• "0 : 16PCOFSAT G"~UAD, SE1] .• F~EAD 11 : GO 
:?01 7 OPEH3, :::: .• 9 .• "0: 17F'COFSAT t)IJAD .• SEO ,F.:EAD 11 :GO 
901 :::: OPEt·t~:, 8, 9, "~3 : 18F'COFSAT G!UAD ... SEG! .. READ" : GO 



















911z12 OPEt-f.3 .. 8 .· 9 .· "(1 :02SOFLOC .. '.3EG! .~F~EAD'' :GO TO 78'.::1 
9103 OF'EN:3 .. 8_,. 9, "0 :03~:0FLOC ... SEG! .• F.'.EAD" :GO TO 780 
9104 OPEN3,..8,9_,.''0:04SOFLOC,SEQ,F.'.EAD' 1 :GO TO 780 
9105 OPEN3,8_,.9_,.''0:05SOFLOC,SEQ,READ' 1 :GO TO 780 
9106 OPEN3,:3,9_,. 1'0:06SOFLOC,SEQ_,.REA0'1 :GO TO 780 
9107 OPEt~3,8_,.9,''0:07SOFLOC,SEQ_,.READ'':OO TO 780 
9108 OPEt~3,8,9_,.''0:08SOFLOC,SEQ,READ'':GO TO 780 
9109 OPEt~3,8_,.9_,.''0:09SOFLOC,SEQ_,.READ'':GO TO 780 
9110 OPEN3 ... 8 .. 9, "(1: 10SOFLOC .• SE1J,READ'' :GO TO 7:30 
9111 OPEt·~~:,8,:? .. ''0:llS1JFLOC ... SE1],F:EAD":GO TO 780 
9112 OPEt~3_,.8,9_,.''0:12SOFLOC,SEQ,RER0 1':GO TO 780 
:::i 113 OPEM3 .. s,:? .. ,, o : 1 3::::c1FLOC: _ .. sEo .. F~EAD '1 : G() T1::::i 7:=:(1 
9114 OPEt~3,8.9,''0:14SOFLOC,SEQ,READ'':GO TO 780 
'.? 115 OPEt.t::..: .• 8 .• 9 .• 11 (1: 1 SSOFLOC,.. SEG!,F.:EAD" :CiO TO 780 
911.; OPEH3 .. :3 .. 9, 0 o: 16:;0FLoc .~ :=:E1J .. F:EflD" : Go ro ?so 
911 7 CIF'EH:3. 8 .• 9 .· "0: 1 7'.=:0FLOC .. SEO.• F.:EF"iO" : C10 TO 7:30 
:..~ 1 1 :_~: OF' Et I:~:,::::.· 9 .• "i~) : 18SOFLOC .• ::=;EQ .. F~EAD" : GO TO 780 
9200 REM SPECIMEH #1 SATURATION AHO MOISTURE CC~TEHT DATA INPUT. 
9201 ONIGOSU89203,9207,92ll,9215,9219,9223,9227_,.9231 




·::.·-:•1A.: c1-1C:•r1r1 __ ,...., 1 T,-,,1,-~. T ~ IC.•I ,,. . ...,_.-, D ,.· r1r1 ·~ r. ,-.• ~ r.r. ·· .• ~ IC"'..'T • .-.•• - .. -.,....-,. r.r-TI lr"'I\ I 
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1 ,_.1·,1...•1...•-t:.. .I. I ,_,..,._._, ~ .I. 1..,1 '-' I Tt.,:. I" r ·~ L..'L ... ' .I.• LI,.::> ... WU.~ ~ 1·1c.r', I : l_.Ll-•.:)C:..,:. ; (':.C. I l ... •l""d'1 




9211 OPEN3,:0: .. 9 .. " 1 :0U·1:::02,SEO,F.:EAD": It~PUT#3 .. D: ItiPUT#3 .. D: ItlPUT#3,D 






9218 FORDD=21 T040: ItiPUT#3 .• P<DD) ,D,S<DD) :HE>ff :CLOSE3 :RETUF.:t·l 




9223 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :01MS05,SEQ,READ":IHPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 











9250 REM SPECIMEN #2 SATURATION ANO MOISTURE CC~TENT DATA INPUT. 
9251 ONIGOSU89253,9257,9261,9265,9269,9273,9277,9281 
9252 GO TO 1240 
9253 OPEtl3,8 .• 9," 1 :02MS:00,SEO,F:EAO": HlPUT#:3 .• D: HlF"UT#3 .. D: HlPUT#3,D 
9254 FOF.:DD: 1 T020 : It·~PUTU3,. P (OD) .•(I, S (DD) : t~E~<TOO : CLOSE3 
9255 OPEN3 .. 8,9," 1 :(12r·1:::01 ,SEQ,F:EAD": ItiPUT#3,0: HlPUT#3,0: ItlPUT#3,D 
9256 FOR00=21T040:INPUT#3,PCDD),D,SCOD>:NEXT:C~OSE3:RETUF.~ 
9257 OPEtB,8 .. 9, "1 :•32MSO 1, SEQ,READ": IHPUT#3,D: INPUT#3 .. D: IHPUT#:3 ,0 
9258 FOROD=1T020:INPUT#3,P(00),0,S(00):t~EXTDD:CLOSE3 
9259 OPEN3,8,9,"1:02MS02,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INAJT#3,0:INPUT#3,0 
9260 FOF:D0=21 T040: ItlPUT#3,PCDO) ,D,SCDD) :t·lE:":T :CLOS:E3 :RETURN 
9261 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :02MS02,SEQ,READ'':INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:!NPUT#3,D 
9262 FORDD=1T020:INPUT#3,P(0[1),D,SCDD):NEXTOD:CLOSE3 
9263 OPEN3,8,9,''1 :02MS03,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9264 FORDD=21T040:INPUT#3,PCOD),0,SCDD>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 




9269 OPE~3,8,9,"1 :02~304,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3.D:INPUT#3,D:!NPUT#3,D 
9270 FOR00=1T020:It~PUT#3,P(00),0,S(00):t~EXTOO:CLOSE3 
9271 OPEtB .. 8 .. 9," 1 :02MS05,SEQ,F:EAD": ltiF"UT#3 .. D: ItiPUT#3,D: ItlPUT#:3,D 
9272 FOF.:DD=21 T040: IMPUT#3 ,F"([l[I) .. D,:3(DD> :tlEi<T :CLOSE3 :F:ETURH 
9273 OPEN3,8,9,"1:02MS05,SEQ,READ":IHPUT#3,D:!NPUT#3,D:!NPUT#3,D 
9274 FOPDD=l T02Ct: U-IF'UT~t:3_..P([IQ) ,D,SCOD) :ME~<TDD :CLOSE3 
9275 CIF'EH3,8 .• 9 .. "1 :02t·1S06,SEO,F:EAD": It-lF"UT#3 .. D: HlF"UT#:3,D: ItlF'UT#3,D 
9276 FORDD=21T040:INPUT#3,P<DD>,D,SCDD):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9277 OF"Etl3 .. 8 .. 9 .. "1 :02M:::06 ,SEO .. F.:EAD": HWUT#3 .. D: ItlF"UT#~:, D: ItlPUT#:3 ,[I 
9278 FORDD=1T020:INPUT#3,PCDD),[l,S([l[l):NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9279 OPEIB .. 8 .. 9 .. "1 :02M:307, :::EO, READ": I HPUT#3 .. D: HWUT#3, D: IHPUT#3, D 
92eO FOF.:DD=21 T040: I tiPUT#3, P([1[1). D .. S:([l0) :t·lE:,.;T :CLC"3E3 :PETUF."ti 
9281 OPEN3 .. 8, 9 .•" l :02MS07 .. SEO .. F.:EAD" : HlF"UT#3 .. D: ItlF"UT#3,D: Hff'UT#3 .. D 
92:32 FOF~DD= 1 T02C1: It~PUT#3 .. P (DO).~ D, :=: (DD) : ME><TDD: CLOSE3 
9283 OPEH3,8,9,"1 :0~~308,SEO,READ":INAJT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D 
9284 FOF:DD=21 T040: I t·lF"UT!t'.3 .· P (DD), D, :o: (DD) : tlE:•<T: CLO::O.E3: F:ETUF.:t·l 
~"300 REM SF·ECH1Et·l #3 SFHUF:ATIOH Atm MOIO::Tl_IF.:E COtHEtH DATFi lllPUT. 
9301 Ot·~IGOS1_189303,9307,9311,9315,9319,9323,9327,9331 
,-~1-1 Tri 1 ·-1,117• 
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9303 OPEN3,8,9,"1:03MS00,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,0:INPLIT#3,0:INPUT#3,0 
9304 FORDO=l T02(1: HlPUT#3,P(00) ,D, 8(00) :t4El<TDO :CLOSE3 
9305 OPEN3,8,9,"1:03MS01,SEQ,REAO":JNPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0:JNPUT#3,0 
9306 FOR00=21 T04(1: lt4PUT#3,P(00) ,0,8(00) :t·lE;,;T :CLOSE3 :RETUF:N 
9307 OPEN3,8,9,"1:03MS01,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,0:JN~JT#3,0:INPUT#3,0 
9308 FOF.:DO=l T020: HlPUT#:3,P(00) ,o,:=:([10) :NE)<TDD :CLOSE3 
9309 OPEM:3,..8..,9 .. "1 :E13MS:02,SEO,F~EAD 11 : IMPUT#3 .. D: INPUT#3 .. D: It~F'UT#:.:: .. D 
9310 FORDD=21T040:INPUT#3,P([l0),0,S(00):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9311 OPEN3 .• 8 ,9," 1 :03MS02, SEQ ,READ": lt4PUT#3,D: It<PUT#3,D: HlPUT#3 .• D 
9312 F.OF:DD=l T020: HlPUT#3,P(D0) ,D,S(OD) :NEi<TDD :CLCi:3E3 
9313 OPEN3,8,9,"1:03MS03,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9314 FOR00=21TC~0:INPUT#3,P(00),0,S(0Dl:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9315 OPHl3 .• 8, 9," 1 :03MS:O:~:, SEQ, READ" : lt<F'UT#3 .• 0: It<PUT#3, 0: ItlPUT#3 .• D 
9316 FOROD=1T020:INPUT#3,P(00l,D,S<DD>:NEXTDO:CLOSE3 
9317 OPEN3 .• 8 .• 9 .• " 1 :•33MS04 .• SEQ ,F:EAD": lt4PUT#3,D: HlPUT#3 ,0: IHPUT#3 .. 0 
9318 FOF:00=21 T040: HlPUTlt:3 ,PCOO> .• 0,SO::OO) :t·lEi,:T :CLO::::E3 :F:ETUF:t·l 
9319 OPEN:3,B .• 9 .·" 1 :03t·1:304, :3EO,F:EAO": HlF'UT#3 .• 0: INPUT#::: .• 0: ItlPUT#:3 .• 0 
9320 FOR00=1T020:INPUT#3,P(D0),0,SC00):NEXTOD:CLOSE3 
9321 OPEt·r:: .• r=: .• 9 .• " 1 :03M::::o5 .• SEC'!,F:EAO": HlPUT#3 .• 0: INPUT#3 .• 0: ItlPUT#::: .• o 
9322 FOR00=21T040:INPUT!13,PC00),D,SC00):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9323 OPEN3 .• 8,9 .• " 1 :03MS05,:3EQ,F:EAD": INPUT#3 .• 0: ltlF'UT#3 .. 0: lt1PUT!13 .• 0 
9324 FOR00=1T020:INPUT#3,PCDO),D,SC00):NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9325 OPEtB .. 8 ,9 .. "1 : (13t·1::::06,SEC'! .. f':EAD": IHPUT#:::,0: IHPUT!l3,0: ItlPUT#3 .• D 
9326 FORDD=21T040:INPUT#3,P(00),0,8(00):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9327 OF'Et43 .• 8 .• 9 .• " 1 :03M:306 .• SEG! .• READ": HIF'UT#3 .• D: INPUT#3 .• D: ltJF·UT#3 .• D 
9328 FOF'DD=l T02(1: IMF'UTtt3,P<DO) .. D ... :=;((l[I) :ME~<TDD :CLO'.;E3 
9329 OPEN3,8,9,"1:03MS07,SEG!,READ":IHPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9330 FOF:DD=2 l T040: HlPUT#3,P([l[I) .. D .. SCDD> :HE:<T :CLOSE3 :F:ETUF:t·l 
9331 OPEN3,8,9,"1:03MS07,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D:IN~JT#3,D 
9332 FOROD=1T020:IHPUT#3,P([l[l),D,SCDD):NEXTOD:CLC~E3 
9:333 0F'Hl3,8 .. 9 .• "1 :03M:308, S:EC'!,F:EAO": HlF'IJT#3, 0: lt.JF'UT#3 .. 0: INF'IJT#3 .. D 
93:;:4 FOF.:DD=21 T040: ItlF'UT#3,P(DD) .• D .• $([10) :t·lE~<T :CLO::::E3 :F.:ETUF:tl 
935•3 F.:EM 3PEC I MEH #4 SATUF.:AT I ON ANO MO I STUF:E COtHEHT DATA I HF'UT. 
9:351 Ot~IGOSUE:935:3, 9357 .. 9361,93651' 9:.::69 ,9373,9377 ,93:31 
9:::.::52 GO TO 1240 
9353 OPEtl3,8 .• 9 .• "1 :04MS•30 .• SEC'!,F:EAD": HlF'UT#3 .D: IHPUT#3,D: ItlF'UT#3 .• 0 
9354 FOROD=1T020:IHPUT#3,PC00),0,SC00):HEXTOO:CLOSE3 




9359 OPEtl3 .• 8 .• 9 .• "1 :04M::::o2 .• 8EQ,F.:EAD": HlF'UT#3 .• D: HlF'UT!13 .• 0: IHPUT#3 .• D 
9360 FORD0=21T040:Itff'LIT#3,P(00),D,SCOO>:NEXT:CL08E3:F.:ETUF.:N 
9361 OPEtl3 .• 8 .• 9 .• " 1 :•34M:302 .. SEll,F:EAD": HlF'UTl13 .• D: INF'UT#3 .. 0: It1PUT!l3,D 
9362 FOF:DD= 1 T020: I tlF'UT#3 .• P (DD), D .• S (DD) : t<Ei<:TDD: CLOSE3 
9363 OPEH3,8 .• 9," 1 :04MS03 .. SEO,F:EAD": HlF'UT#3,D: It<F'UT!13 .. D: IllF'UT#3 .. D 
9364 FOR00=21T040:INPUT#3,P([l[l),0,S(00l:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETUF~ 
9365 OPEtl3 .• 8 .• 9 .•" 1 :04MSO:::,SEQ .• F:EAD": IHPUT#3 .• 0: It4PUT#3 .• 0: ItlPUT#3 .• 0 
9366 FOF.:DO= 1 T020: I tlPUT#3, P (DO).• D .. 8(DD) : t<E>,:TDD: CL0:3E3 
9367 OF'EtB .. 8 .. 9 .·" 1 :04M804, SEQ ,F:EAD": ItlPUT#3 .• 0: lt·lF'UT#3. D: I tlPUT#3 .• D 
936:=: FOF:DD=21 T040: HlF'UT#:;:,P([l0) ,D,.:;([1[1) :tlEi<T :CLO:::.E": :F:ETUF::t·l 
9369 OF'Et<:.< .• 8, 9 .•" 1 : 04M:=a34, S:EC'!, F:EAD" : HlF'UT!l3 .• D: HlF'UT#3 .. D: ItiF'UT!l3, D 
9370 FOR00=1T020:INPUT#3..,PC00),0,S(0D):MEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9371 OPEH3 .• 8 .• 9 .·"I :04MS05, SEO ,F:EAD": IHF'UT#:3, 0: HlPUT!l3. D: I t1PUT!l:3 .• D 
9~:72 FOF:DD=21 T040: ltlPUT#3,PCOO> ,o,:=:(DD> :HEi<T :CLOSE3 :F.:ETUF:tl 
9373 OPEH3 .• f: .• 9 .. "I :04MS:05 .• S:EO .. F.:EAD": HlPUT!13 .. D: ltlPUT!l3 .• 0: ItlPUT113 .• D 
9~:74 FOF.:DD= 1 T020: I tlF'UT#:;: .• P (DD).· 0, S (DD) : t4E~':TDD :CLOSE3 
9:375 OPEtl3 .:::: .9," 1 :04MS06,S:EO,F.:EAD": ItlPUT#:3 .. D: ItlF'UT113 .• 0: ItlPIJT!l3 .. 0 
9:376 FOF.:DD=21 T040: lt1F'UT#3,P(DD> ,0,$•'.DD) :t4Ei<T :CLO::::E3 :F:ETUF:tl 
9377 OPEt·l3 .. 8 .. 9 .. "1 :04MS:06,SEO,F.:EAD": ltlPUT#3 .. 0: INPUTl13 .. D: ltlF'UT113 .• D 
9378 FOR00=1T020:INPUT#3,P(0[1),0,S(0D):t~EXTOO:C:LOSE3 
9~<79 OF'Etl3 .• E: .. 9 .. "1 : 04M:307 .. S:EQ, F:EAD" : It·lF'UT#3. D: I tlF'UT!l3. D: I HPUTll3 .• D 
9:3E:O FOF:DD=21 TO·!O: IHPUT#:3,F'C[l[1) .D .• ::><DD> :tlE:·<T :CLO:::.E3 :F:ETUF:H 
9381 OPEtD. :::: • 9," 1 : 04t·i::::o::' .• ::::Eo .• F.:EAD" : ltlF'UT#3 ,•[I: I tlF'UT II~<. D: I tlPUT#3. [I 
'.~.382 FOF'DD= I T020: ItlF'UT#:3. P (DD), D, ::;: (DD) : tlE:<TC1D: CL0'3E:=: 
.::;, ........ ::;,--:. i1C:•Clt·-:> t:°J •:-• 111,.r •. 1t,1•:-1-:.•::• r·r.r, r-.r-.-:.r,+1.Tl1r.11-r.u.-, r •• Tl1r-.11,-.H.-, .-,_ .. ,,,..-,,, • .,.. ..... - . .-. 
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9384 FOR00=21T040:INPUT#3,P(00),0,SCOO>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9400 REM SPECIMEll #5 SATURATIC~ ANO MOISTURE CONTENT DATA INPUT. 
9401 Ot~IGOSU89403,9407,9411,9415,9419,9423,9427,9431 
94~:'.:12 GO TO 1240 
9403 OPEN3,8,9,"1:05MS00,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9404 FOROD=l T020: I llF'UT#3 ,P([l0) ,D .• S·~DO) :NE>ffDO :CLOSE3 
9405 OPEN3,8,9,"l :05MS01,SEQ,REAO'':INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9406 FOR00=21T040:1NPUT#3,P([l[l),D,SCDO):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9407 OPEN3,8,9,"l :05W301,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,D 
9408 FOR00=1T020:INPUT#3,P(00),0,SCDD>:NEXTDO:CLOSE3 




9413 OPEN3,8 .• 9," l :05MS03,:3EO,REAO": llWUT#3,0: IHPUTlt3, 0: lt'PUT#3,D 
9414 FOR00=21 T040: lt1F'UT#3 .. F'(OD> ,0,S(00) :llEi<T :CLOr,:E3 :F:ETUHI 
941.5 OPEtB .. 8 .. 9 .• "1 :05MS03 .. SEQ, F.:El'"iO": It<F'UT#3 .• 0: I NPUT#3, [1: HIPUT#:3, D 
9416 FORC1[1=l T020: HlF'UT#3 .• P<DO) .• D,r,:([l[I) :tlEl<TDD :CLOSE3 
9417 OPEt13 .. 8.9."1 :05tto:04,:=:EO,READ": It<F'UT#3,D: HIF'UT#3,0: HIPUT#3,D 
9418 FOPD0=21 T04>:1: I HPUT#3, P(DD), D. S([l[I) :HE:·<T :CLOSE3 :PETURH 
9419 OPEH3,8,9,"1:05W304,SEQ.READ":INPUT#3,D:lllPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D 
9420 FOPOD=lT020:IHPUT#3,P([l0),0,S([ITT):HEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9421 OPEtl3 .. 8 .. 9 .. "1 :05t·1S05 .• :=:EC!,F:EAD": IIWUT#3 .• D: HWUT#3,D: IllPUT#:;:,D 
9422 FORDD=21T040:!HPUT#3,PCDD),D,SCDD):HEXT:CLOSE3:PETURH 




9427 OPEtl3, 8. 9 .. "1 : 05MS06 .. SEC!.• F:EAD" : It'PUT#'.::,. D: I NPUT#3 .. D: I HPUT#3, D 
9428 FORDD=lT020:1NPUT#3,F'([ID),D,S<OD):MEXTDD:CLOSE3 
~~429 OPEl·l3 .. 8, 9," l :05t%07, '.O:EO ,F.:EAD": IHPUT#3 .. 0: It<F'UT#3,D: IHPUT#3,D 
9430 FOF:DD=21 T040: HlPUT#3,P<DD> ,D,3<DD) :t·lEi'.T :CLOSE3 :RETUF:tl 
9431 OPEU3,8,9,"1:05W307,3EO,READ":INPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
94'.::2 FOF:DD=l T020: HlPUT#:3,P(DD> ,D .. S([1[1) :HEi<TDD :CLO:o;E3 
9433 OPEN3,8,9, "l :05MS•38,SEO,F:Ef1D": HlPUT#:3 .. D: ItlPUT#3 .. 0: ItlPUT#:3 .• D 
9434 FOF:DD=21 T040: ItlPUT#3,PC0D) ,D,SCDD> :NE:,:T :CUJ:o:E3 :F.:ETUF:t·l 
9450 REM SPECIMEN #6 SATURATION AND MOISTURE CONTENT DATA INPUT. 
9451 OtHC;OSUE:945:3..,9457 ,9461, 9465 .. 9469 .. 9473, 9477 ,9481 
9452 GO TO 1240 
9453 OPEN3,8,9,"1:06MSOO,SEQ,READ'':IHPUT#3,D:IN~JT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9454 FORDD=lT020:1NPUT#3,P<DD),D,SCDD):HEXTDD:CLOSE3 
945.5 OF'EH3 .. 8 .. 9 .. "1 :06MS01 ,SEO.. F.:EAD": ItlPUT#3 .. D: HIPUT#3 .. D: IllPUT#3 .. 0 
9456 FOPDD=21T040:INPUT#3,PCDD),D,S(DD>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9457 OF'EtB, 8 .. 9," 1 : 06MSO 1 , SEC!, PEAD" : ItlPUT#3 .• D: ItWIJTlt3, D: ItlPUT#3, D 
94.5:3 FOF:DD= l T020: I tlPLIT#3, PC DD), D, :=:COD) : NEi<TDD: CLOSE3 




9463 OPEH3 ,8 .. 9," 1 :06MSO'.O:, SEO ,READ" : !HPUT#3 .. D: I tlPUT#3 .. 0: I HPUT#3, [I 
9464 FOF:oo-21 T040: HlPUT#3, F•([l[I), D, 8([1[1) :tlEXT :CLO~:E3 :RETUF:tl 
9465 OPEH3 .. 8,9," 1 :06MS03,:3EO .. READ": It1F'LIT#3 .. D: INPUT#3 .. D: ltlPUT#3,D 
946'3 FC1PDD=l T020: It·~F·UTU:3,PO:.DD) .. DrS(OD> :t..fE::<TDO :CLO'.'.:.E3 
9467 OF'Etl3,8 .. 9 .. "1 :06M:o:iJ4,SEO,F.:EAD": ItlF'UT#3 .• D: INPUT#3 .. D: HlPUT#3,D 
9468 FOPDD=21T040:!HPUT#3,P(0D),D,SCDD):HEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9469 OPEtl3,8,9,"1 :06MS04,SE0,READ":IHPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9470 FORDD=lT020:JNPUT#3,P<DD>,D,SCDD):MEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9471 OF'Etf3,8 .. 9, "1 :06M:0:05, 3ECJ., F:EAD": I t<F'UT#3, D: I HF'UT#3,0: I tlPUT#3, [I 
9472 FORDD=21T040:IHF:UT#3,P<DD>,D,S<D[l):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETUPN 
9473 OPEtn .8 .· 9 .· "1 : 06M:305, :3ECJ., READ": ItlPUT#3, D: I NPUT#3 .D: IHPUT#3 .• 0 
9474 FOP00=1T020:It..fPUT#3..,P(00),0,S(00):NEXTOO:CLOSE3 
94 75 OF'EN3. :3, 9 .•" 1 : 06MS06, SEO. F:EAD" : ltWIJTlt:3,0: ItlF'UTll3 .. 0: I tlPUT#3 .• D 
9476 FORDD=21T040:IHPUT#3,PCD0),D,SCOD):HEXT:CLOSE3:PETURN 
94 77 OPEIJ3. :3. 9 .· "1 : C16M:::i36 .•SEO .. F:EAD": I NPUTW:O:. [I: ItlPUT#3, [1: lllPLIT#3 .. D 
9478 FOPOD=l TC120: It4PUT#3,.F'([l[1) ,.D ... si::oo:. :t4E>'.TDD :CLOSE3 
,-,r·l'."'"IJ·-· r • • -. "1 .r.....-t.1r-·,-• ..,. r•r°r"• r.r.-..... ,,, - T••l"'"•l •TLl·-· .-. - T•ll"'"•I ......................... - T•1.--.1 ................. .-. 
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9500 PEM SPEC I MEI~ #7 SfHURAT I Ot' AND MO I ST URE COIHEtH DATA I HPUT. 
950 l Of·~ 1GOSU895~33,95(17 .• 9511 , 9515, 9519, 9523 .. 9527, 9531 .• 95:35 
9502 GO TO 1240 
9503 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :07MSOO,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0 
9504 FORDDalT020:INPUT#3,PC00),0,SCOO>:NEXTDO:CLOSE3 
9505 OPEN3,8,9,"1:07MS01,SEQ,REAO'':INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,0 
9506 FOF:00=21 T040: Il'F'LIT#3, P<OO>, 0, S<OO) :NE;·n :CLOSE3 :F:ETURH 
9507 OPEN3,8,9,"1:07MS01,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,0:IHPUT#3,0 









9517 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :07W;04,SEQ,REAO":IHPUT#3,0:IHPUT#3.D:IHPUT#3,0 
9518 FOF:00=21 T040: HlPUT#3,PCDO) ,D .• SCOO) :HD.;T :CLOSE3 :F:ETUF:H 
9519 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :07MS04,SEQ,REAO":IHPUT#3,0:IHPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 





9525 OPEH3,8,9,"1 :07MS06,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3.D:INPUT#3,0 
9526 FOF:00=21 T•J4•J: HlPUT#3, PCOO> ,0 .. SCDO> :l·lE)<:T :CLOSE3 :RETUF:t·l 
9527 OPEN3,8,9,"1:07MS06,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D 
9528 FOF:OO=l T02C1: IHF'UT#3,.P(0[1) ,0,S(0[1) :tiEl<TDD :CLOSE3 
9529 OPEN3,8,9,"1:07MSB7,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0::IHPUT#3,D 
9530 FOR0D=21T040:IHPUT#3,P(DD>,O,SC00):HEXT:CL08E3:RETURN 
9531 OPEtl3 .. 8,9 .. " 1 :B7MSB7,SEQ,F;ERD": IIWUT#3 .. D: It•PUT#3,D: IHPUT#3 .• D 
9532 FORDD= 1 T021): I HPUT#3, PC DD) ,D, So'. DD> : t·lEi<:TOD: CLOSE:~: 
9533 OPEN:3,8,9 .• " 1 :07MS:0:3,SEQ,F;ERD": ItlPUT#3,D: INPIJT#3 .. D: HlF'UT#3,0 
9534 FOF:D0=21 T040: IllPUT#3,PC00) ,D .. S<DD) :HD<T :CLO:::E3 :RETUFnl 
9535 OPEt·l3,8 .. 9 .• " 1 :('17MS08,S:EQ,F.:EAD": It'PUT#3 .• D: HlPUT#3,D: IHPUT#3,D 
9536 FORDD=l T020: IHPUT#3,P(00) ,D,:3([1[1) :HE~':TOD :CLOSE3 
9537 OPEH3 .. 8,9 .• "1 :07f·1S09, SEQ.READ": lt~PUT#3 .. D: ltlF'UT#3 .D: HlPUT#3 .. D 
9538 FOF;DD=21 T040: I HPIJT#3, P ( 00) .• 0, S (0[1) : HEi<T :CL08E3: RETURH 
9550 REM SPECIMEN #8 SATURATIOH AHO MOISTURE CC~TENT DATA INPUT. 
9551 ONIGOSU89553,9557,9561,9565,9569,9573,9577,9581,9585 
9552 GO TO 1240 
9553 OPEN3,8,9,"1:08MS00,SEQ,RERD":INPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,0 
9554 FORDD=l T020: IHPUT!l3 ,PCDO) .• 0,8([1[1) :tlE:•<TDO :CUJ:3E~: 
~~555 OPEH3,8,9," 1 :08M:;o1,SEQ,READ": ltlPUT#3 .. D: rt•PUT#3.D: IHPUT#3 .. 0 
9556 FORD0=21T040:INPUT#3,PCDD),[l,S(00):HEXT:CLOSE3:RETURH 
9557 OPEIB .• 8,9 .. "1 :0:3MS01,SEO .• RERD": ItWUT#3 .• 0: Itff'UT#:~,D: ItlPUT#3 .. D 
9558 FORD0=1T020:INPUT#3,PC00),0,SCOOl:HEXTDO:CLOSE3 
9559 OF'Etl3 .. 8,9," 1 :08t·i:::i;.2,SEQ,F:EAD": ltlPUT#3 .. D: ItlPIJT#3,D: It~PUT#3 .. 0 
9560 FORDD=21T040:IHPUT#3,PCDD>,O,SCODl:HEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9561 OPEIB,8 .. 9, "1 :08MSC,2,SEO,RERD": IHPUT!1:3,D: ltlPUT#3,D: It•PUT#3,0 
9562 FORD0=1T020:IHPUT#3,PCOD>,D,SC00):HEXTDD:CLOSE3 




9567 OPEtl3,8,9," 1 :08MS1"14,SEQ,F:EAD": ltlPUT11:3 .. D: It·IPUTH3,D: IHPIJT#3,D 
9568 FOF:D[•=21 T040: IHF'UT#:3 .. PCOD) .. D, :::c 00) :tlEi<T :CLCl'.::E3 :P.ETURtl 
9569 OPEH3,8,9,"1:08MS04,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3.D:INPUT#3,D 
9570 FORD0=1T020:INPUT#3,PC00),D,SCOO>:HEXTOO:CLC~E3 
QC.::7'1 ,-.c:·c:-11·-::. 0 ·:. II 1 .1AOt.t·=·1".'~c:: ·=·c·-· C•C"C.r1•• • T 1.1["",I IT .. -:. r. - T .. 1r.1 IT.M. -. ,..., - T .. 1r.1 IT~·-· n 
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9572 FOF:DD-21 T040: ltlPUTW3,P([l[I) ,D,.S([l[I) :t·1E)n :CLo::;E3 :RETURN 
9573 OPEt-13, :3 ,9 .• "1 :0:3M:305, SEO,RERD" : HlF'UT#3,D: lt4PUT#3 .• [I: INPUT#3,0 
9574 FORDD•lT020:INPUT#3,PCDO),[l,S(0D):NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9575 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :08MS06,SEQ,RERO":INPUT#3,D:IN~JT#3,D:INPUT#3,0 
9576 FORDD·21T040:INPUT#3,PCD0),D,SCDD):NEXT:CL~3E3:RETURN 
9577 OPEtB .. 8 .. 9 .• " 1 :08MS06 .• SEQ,F:ERD": INPUT#:3,0: lt4PUT#3,0: IMPUT#3,0 
9.57;:; FOF:DD•l T020: I llF'UTlt3, P ([ID) .. [l,::;([l[I) :t1Ei<TDO :CL0:3E3 
9579 OPEl-13,8,9,''1 :08MS07,SEQ,RERD":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0 
9580 FORDD·21T040:IllPUT#3,PCD0>,0,SCOO>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9581 OPE113 .. 8, 9 .• "1 : 08M:307, :3EO, F~Ef'ID" : Il4F'UHt3, 0: Il1PUT#3 .• D: ll4PIJT#3 ,D 
9582 FORDD-1T020:INPUT#3,PCDDl,D,SCDD>:NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9583 OPEN3 . :3,9 .• "1 :08MS08 .• SEO, RERD": I llPUT#3, 0: lt4PUTll3,D: HlF'UT#3 ,D 
9584 FOR00;21T048:It~PUT#3,P(00),0,S(00):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9585 OPE113 .• 8 .• 9 .. "1 :08M::;o:3 .. SEO ,F:ERO": ItWUT#3 .• D: IIWUT#3 .• D: It·lF'UT#3,0 
95~:6 FORD[l•l T020: IHPUT#3,PCDD> .• D .• SCOD> :11E)nOD :CLOSE3 
9587 OPEH3 .• 8 .. 9 .• "1 :0:3MS09 .• S;EC1 ,READ": HlF'UT#3, D: IMPUT#3 .• D: lllF'UH13, 0 
95::::3 FORDD•2 l T040: I HPUTl13 .• PCDD> ,0,:3 COD) :tlE:•<T :CLOSE3 :F:ETUF.:H 
9600 REM SPECIMEH #9 SATURATIOH AND MOISTURE CONTENT ORTA IllPUT. 
9601 ONIGOSU89603,9607,9611,9615,9619,9623,9627,9631,9635 
9602 GO TO 1240 
9603 OPEl·L:< .• 8 .. 9 .·" 1 :<391·1S0(1,::;EO .• F:ERO" : I14PUT#~:,O: HlPUT#3,0: IllF'UT#3,0 






9610 FOF.:OD•21 T040: HlPUT#:3, PCDD> .• D .• SC[IO) :NEi·•:T :CL0:3E3 :F:ETURl4 
9611 OPE~3,8,9,"1:09MS02,SEO,RERO":INPUT#3,0:IHPUTll3,D:INPUT#3,0 
9612 FORDD=1T020:INPUTll3,P(00l,0,SCOD):MEXTOO:CLOSE3 
9613 OPE113 .• 8,9," 1 :09M::;03,SEO,READ": INPUT#3,0: IHPUT#3,0: INPUT#:3,0 
9614 FORDD=21T040:IHPUT#3,P(DD),0,SCOD>:NEXT:CLC~E3:RETIJRH 
9615 OPEH3 .• 8 .• 9 .• "1 :09f·t:303 .• :3EO,F.:EAD": INPUT#3, [I: It4PUT#:< .. [I: HlPUT#3, D 
9616 FOR00=1T020:1t~PUT#3,P(00),0,S(00):t~EXTOO:CLOSE3 




9621 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :09MS05,SEO,REAO":INPIJT#3,0:IMPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,0 
9622 FOR00=21T040:IHPUT#3,PCOD),0,SCDOl:HEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
962~: OPEtl3 .. B.9 .• " 1 :09MS05,SEO,F:E1~0": It4F'UT#3 .• D: HlF'UT#3,D: IMPUT#3,0 
9624 FORD0=1T020:It~PUT#3,P(00),0,S(00):t~EXTOO:CLOSE3 
9625 OPEM3,8,9,''1:09MS06,SEQ,READ":IHPUT#3,0:IHPUT#3,D:IHPUTll3,0 







9633 OF'Et-13 .• ~: .• 9," 1 : 09f·l:o:i3:::, SEQ, F:ERD" : I lff'UT#3, 0: I 11PUT#3 .• 0:I14F'UT#3, 0 
9634 FOF:DD-21 T04C1: I HPUT#3 .• F'([l[I) .• D, 8(00) :llEi\T :CLOSE3 :RETURtl 
9635 OPEN3,8,9,"1:09MS08,SEQ,REAO":lllPUT#3,0:IMPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,0 
9636 FOROO•lT020:!HPIJT#3,P<00),0,SC00):MEXTOO:CLOSE3 
9637 OPEIC .. 8,9 .. " 1 :09f·t:309 .• :3EC~,REAO": IHPUT#3,0: HlF'UT#3,D: HlPUT#3,.0 
:?63:3 FOF.:DD=21 T040: I llF'UT#3 .·Pt OD), D .. SC DD) : l·lEi<T: CLOSE3: F:ETURl4 
9650 PEM :3PECH1Etl #10 :3ATUF.:AT!Oti RllD MOI:3TURE COtHEtH DRTfi IIWUT. 
9651 ONIGOSU89653,9657,9661,9665,9669,9673,9677,9681,9685 
9652 C•O TD 1240 
9653 OPE113, ::=:. 9," 1 : 1 •3M::;oo .• 2:EO, F:EAD" : I MPUT#3 .• [I: I HPUT#3, 0: I NPUT#3. [I 
9654 FORDD• l T020: I tlF'UTln .• P CDD> .. D, ::; ([10): t·lEi<TOD :CUJSE3 
9655 OF'EH3 .. ~: .• 9." 1 : 1OM:oO1, ::;E(! .• F:EAD": HlPUT#'.::. D: I HPUT#3,D: I HPUT#3,0 
9656 FOF:DD-21 T040: I HPUT#3 .• p ( [1[1) .• D .. ::: ( [1[1) : llEin: cu:i:;E3: F:ETUF.:H 
:?657 OF'EtB .· 8. 9 .·" 1 : 1 OM:3<:1l .•SEO, F:ERO" : I 14F'UT#3 .. D: ItlF'UT#3 .·[I: ItlF'UT#3 .• 0 
96'.'·8 FOF:DD~ 1 T020: I tWUT#:3 .• F' (DD ::0 • D. :;:;.~DD) : HE>:TOD :CL0:3E:": 
,-1C•LL 1·-, ,-, ,-, II< • < ,-.~.i,-.,-,.-, ,-.,-,-, ,-,,-,-,r-. io - TL 1r-11 IT.M .-, r-.. 1' L 11""11 l"'T'"ll,,-, ,-, • TL ,.-,1 >-r.u..-, r-. 
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.._,r c.1, . .:-0,0 .• .=> .~ .1 ; .l •.:.in.o•.:.•.::. .!' .::>C.•~-.! ,r:.c.nLt ; .l 11rU I ff·.::0, L•: J , ... ,..._.I ff~, LI: l r'fri_1 I ff·.:>.•._. 
9660 FORD0=21T040:INPUT#3,P<00),0,SCD0):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9661 OPEN3,8 .• 9 .•" 1 : 10MS02, SEQ .. REAO": HlPUT#3,D: ItiPUT#3,D: IHPUT#3 .. 0 
9662 FOF:DO=l T020: HlPUT#3 ,P<DD> .. O .• S<DD) :tiE~:TDD :CLOSE3 
9663 OPEH3,8,9,"1:10MS03,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,0 
9664 FORDD=21 T040 : I HPUT#3, P <OD) • 0, S <DO) : HE)<T : CLOSE3: RETURt' 
9665 OPEN3 .• 8 .. 9," 1 : 10MS03,SEQ ,READ": HlPUT#3 .• 0: ItiPUT#3, 0: ItlF'UT#:3 .. 0 
9666 FORDD=1T020:INPUT#3,PCD0),D,S<OD):NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9667 OPEt·J3,8 .. 9 .• " 1: 10MS04,SEO,READ": HlPUT#3 .. D: It'PUT#3,D: INPUT#3 .. D 
9668 FOR0D=21T040:INPUT#3,PCD0),D,SCDD>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9669 OPEN3,8,9,"1:10MS04,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0:IHPUT#3,D 
9670 FOF'.DD=l T02<:'.•: INPUT#3,P(0D) ,0,SCDD) :tiE:•<TDD :CLOSE3 
9671 OPEN3,8,9,"1:10MS05,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D:IN~JT#3,D 
9672 FORDD=21 T040: INPUT#3 .• PCDD::• ,O,'::<DD) :t·JE)<T :CLOSE3 :F:ETUF:ti 














9687 OPEH3 .• B.9," 1: 1'3M'::<::19 .• SEO,F:EAD": HlPUT#3,0: ItiPUT113 .• 0: lt4PUTll3,D 




30 REM+. Ul·lSATUF<:ATED PERMEABIL IT'T' CALCULATION. K(S(L)), MODIFIED 'v'ERS IOl.J. 
60 REM+. FF1RJD F'IR00Zt·11'H·IDJ, JAl.JUAF:'T' 7, 19'=:5. POl·!ER EOUATION USED FOF~ CURVE FITS 
110 REM MODIFIED VERSIC~ WITH S'CO), AND CCSC0)) FDR STARTING POINT <> 0. 
130 REM THIS PF:OGRAM F:ERDS HJ DATA FOF: CF1F'ILLRR'T' PRESSURE AS A FUl.JCTIOl.J OF SAT. 
140 F:EM AHO RL:o:O :::FHURRTIOH RS A FUl·JCTION OF LOCATIOl.J, AHD SAT. RI.JO t·10ISTURE 
150 REM FILES THEH IT WILL ASK FOR THE SPECIMEH #, THE 0PPER LIMIT ON LOCATION, 
16B REM RIJO THE FULL'T' :o:ATURATED PERMEABILIT'T' "lALUE. AFTER THE ORTA IS ItlPUT, 
17B REM THE COMPUTER WILL CALCULATE THE BODY FORCES BCL), ANO 8(0), OERl'v'ATIVE 
180 REM OF SATURATIC~ S'CL), & S'CO>, DERIVATIVE OF CAPILLARY PRESSURE CCSCL)), 
190 REM CCS(O)) .~~ THE I tHEGF.:AL OF SATUF:ATIOl.J TO CALCULATE THE F:EMOVED MC1ISTURE 
2B(1 REM AT THE El.JD PROG. MILL CALCULATE THE UNSATUF:ATED PEF:MEA8ILIT'r' OF :::AMPLE. 
340 F:EM PUT THE DATA or:=:}( FOF.: MOISTUF:E .~ SATURRTIOl·l It.J DF:IVE # 1. THE ORTA DISK 
350 REM FOR S(Z), & PC<S) It~ DRIVE #0. 
400 0It1~~3(18),K4(18),K5(18),TM(13),Dr1(13),P(40),S(40),UKC20),SS<20),t~E(18) 






500 REM ASK FOR DATA TO BE PROVIDED BY THE USER. 
510 INPUT"SPEC:IMEl-l # 01 TO 18)";SP:IF::O:P<•6THEN Rt.J=9 
511 IF CSP>=7)ANDCSPC•l2) THEN RN=10 
512 IFSP>=13THEN RN=l2 
514 FOR E=1T020:SSCE)=0:l~CE)=0:NEXT E 
520 PRINT"UPPER LOCATIC~ RANGE (L)";NSCSP);"TO";NECSP>;:INPUT L 
53(1 HlF'UT"SATUF.:ATED PEF.:MEABILI T'T' <DARC'T'S)" .:PE :PE=PE;+:o'.9. 87E-9) 
54B REM READ IH DATA FOR PCCS), & 8(2). 
550 SR=SP-13:IF SP>13 THEN 580 
560 Ot~SPGOTO 9001,9002,9003,9004,9005,9006,9007,9008,9009,9010,9011,9012,9013 
57~~1 a::::;o TO 590 
580 Ot~ SR GOTO 9014~9015,9016,9017,9018 
590 F:EM STAF.:T F:EADING THE DATA FOR PC<S>. REFEF:ED TO 
600 HlF'UT#3 .• 0 
610 IllF'UT113 .• D 
62B It.JF'UT#3 .• D 
6:30 I HPUT lt3 .· f(O 
640 HlF'UT#3 .• K1 
650 IHF'UT#3 .. D 
660 It;F'UTlt3 .• D 
670 HlF'UTtt3 .. D 
680 HlPUT#3,D 
690 I tlPIJT#:3. D 
700 I t·lF'UT lt3 .• D 
710 Il.JPUT#:~: .• D 
712 IllPUTlt3 .• 0 
714 HlF'UTlt3.D 
716 HlPUT#3,D 
720 CL~3E3:REM READ IN DATA FOR SC2). 
730 IF sP>13 THEN 770 
750 Ot~SPGOTO 9101,9102,9103,9104,9105,9106,9107,9108,9109,9110,9111,9112,9113 
760 GO TO 7:30 
770 Ot~ SR GOTO 9114,9115,9116,9117,9118, 
78B REM READ IN DATA FOR S(2). REFERED TO 
790 H;F·UT#3.SP 
:::oo I t~F·UTtt"3, D 
:31'3 HlPUTlt3 .. D 
820 FOP I~l TO RH 
:o:30 I llF'IJT#3. TM< I) 
:340 ItlF'UT#3 .[1t·1c I;. 
:350 ItlF'UT#3. D 
177 
t:60 I Nt-='U I #~3, LI 
870 IHPUT#3.D 
880 IHPUT#3,K3(I) 
890 H1PUT#3,K4( I) 
900 It'PUT#3 .. 0 
910 IHPUT#3,D:IHPUTM3,D:IHPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D 
920 t1EXT I :CLOSE3 :PEM STAPT THE MAit1 CALCULATION. 
922 IF SP=15 THEN TM(7)=9.8 
1030 FOP I=l TO RN-1 
1050 IF SP<=6 THEH W=500 
1060 IF SP>=7 AHO SP<=l2 AND 1(=6 THEH W=845 
1070 IF SP>=7 AHO SP(=12 AND I>=7 THEH W=580 
108•3 I FSP>= 13 mm SP<= 18 ANO I (=8 THEt~ l·l=2[10 
1090 IFSP>=13 ANO SP<=18 AND I>=9 THEH W=360 
1130 PEM PASS O\.'EP THE PUt~S U1 l·lHICH THE l·l CHAHGES. 
1170 IF SP>=7 At'[I :=:P,:=12 AND I=6 THEN TM(6)=0:l·l=580:F:EM CHANGE OF :3PEED F:UNS. 
118•3 IF SP>=13 At·m SP·:-1::: mm I=8 THEN H1(8)=0 :l·l=360 :REM CHA~lGE OF SPEED RUtE:. 
1200 IF SP>13 THEH 1230 
1210 ONSPGOTO 9200,9250,9300,9350,9400,9450,9500,9550,9600,9650,9700,9750,9800 
1220 (;I) TO 124~~1 
1230 Ot-.1 SR GOTO 9850,:.~:.::~0£1 .. .995,21, 10000, 10058 
1240 PEM PEFERED TO. 
1256 IF SP=12 THEt~ S(8)=(8(7>+S(9))/2:SC28)=(S(27)+S(29))/2 
1257 IF SP=l3 THEt~ S(1)=8(2):SC2l>=S<22) 
1258 IF SP=l4 Atm I=l THEt·l $(1)=.961 
1259 IF SP=16 THEN 8(13)=(S(12)+SC14))/2:8(33)=(S(32)+S(34))/2 
1260 IF SP=16 AtlD I=l THEt-1 S(l)=.983 
1261 IF SP=17 THEN SC12)=(S(11)+SC13))/2:8(32)=(S(31)+8C33))/2 
1262 IF SP=l7 AND l=l THEN SCl)=.913 
1263 IF SP=l7 ANO 1=7 THEN SC21)=.913 
1264 IF SP=17 AND I=8 THEN SCl)=.913 
1265 IF SP=18 ANO I=3 THEN SC21)=.968 
1266 IF SP=18 AND I=4 THEN SCl)=.968 
1269 PEM CALCULATE THE E:OD'r' FOF:CES Bo'.L) .• AHD E:<•J). 
1270 B0=<<2*n*W/60>~2)*(24-PCNS(SP))) 
1280 8L=CC2+n+W/60)T2)+C24-PCL)) 
1300 F:EM CALCULATE THE S'(L), AtK1 $'(0). 
1310 SL=K3CI)+K4CI>+CPCL)T(K4CI)-1.0))+(K3CI+1)+K4Cl+l)+(P(L)TCK4(I+1)-1.0))) 
1312 SL=SL .... '2 
1315 S0=<K3CI>+K4CI>+<P<HSCSP)lTCK4Cil-1.0))) 
1317 S0=<S0+K3<I+1)*K4CI+1)*<P<NSCSP))~(K4(I+l)-1.0)))/2 
1330 REM CALCULATE THE CCSCL)), ~lD C(S(O)). 
1350 SS(l)=K3(I)+CP<LlTK4(I))+K3CI+1l+CPCLlTK4CI+l)) 
1360 SSCIJ=SSCI)/2:CL=K0*K1*<SSC!)~CK1-1.0)) 
1:;:85 S~<=(SCNS(SP) )+SCt·~S(SP)+20> ) .. ..-2 
1386 co-KO+Kl+CSXTCKl-1.0)) 
1400 PEM CALCULATE THE JHTEGRAL PART. 
141 (1 ::;t·l=O : SM=O 
1420 FOR DD=t,S(Sf')TOL :SN=SN+S([1D) :tlEi<TDD 
1450 FOR DD=20+NSCSP>T020+L:SM=SM+SC0Dl:NEXTDD 
1!:'·00 sz-ccsM-,3t~)+.404:3)/((TM<I+l)-TMCI))+24>1<3600):REM TIME Itl :::ECOtm:::. 
1530 PEM CALCULATE THE l~SATURATED PEPMEABILITY. 
1540 UK<I>=<PE*CCO+S0-80)-(1.002E-2>*.63*SZ),~(CL*SL-8L) 
2000 NE><T I 
2030 REM PRINT OUT THE PESULTS. 
2060 OPEH4,4:CMD4:PRINT#4,"UNSATURATED PERMEABILITY VALUES US!~) SPECIMEH #":SP 
2070 PF:ItH#4 .. "UPPER LOCATiot1 ~:ANGE IS" ;L 
2•"18•) PRitH#4, "SATURATED PERMEABJL I T'r' \IRLUE IS" .:F'E/C 9. 87E-9); "DAF:C'r'" 
2090 PPINT#4,"+>1<++++++++++++++>1<+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~+" 
2095 PF: ltH#4, "::;ATUF:RT I ON".·" PEF:MEAB I l. I T'r' ( DAF:C'r')", "KC S )/"'. C3( 0))" 
2100 FOF: DD= 1 TO F:t1-1 
2102 IF SSCDDl=O THEN 2130 
2110 PF:JNT#4,SSCDD>, 
2120 PR I t1T#4, U"'. (DD>/ C 9. :=:7E-9), 
2125 PRINTM4,UKCDOl/PE 




2180 REM REDO THE CALCULATIOM HITH tlBJ PARAMETERS. 
2190 PF:Hff"OO 'T'OU l·JAtH t'lNOTHER RUl4 l.JITH DIFFEF~Etff PARAMETERS 'T'/N":It~PIJT A:t 
2200 IF A.t:= 111T111 THEt·~ 500 
50(H) Et·Kl 
9001 OPEtl3 .• B .• 9 .• "0:01PCOFSRT QUAD,SEQ,REflD" :GO 
9002 OF'Et·f3,8 .. 9 .. ''(1 :02PCOFSAT G"JURO,SEQ ... READ 11 :GO 
9003 OF'Etf3 .. 8 .. 9, "0 :~33PCOFSAT G~UAD,SEQ .. READ'' :GO 
9004 OPEN3,B,9,"0:04PCOFSflT QUAD,SEQ,REflD":GO 
9005 OPEt~3,8,9,''0:05PCOFSAT QUAD,SEQ,REAO'':GO 
9006 OF'Ett3 .• 8 .• 9, II 0 : 06PCOFSAT CJUAO, SEO, F.:EAD 11 : GO 
9007 OPEN3,8,9,''0:07PCOFSAT QUAO,SEQ,READ' 1 :GO 
90121:;:: OF'EN3 ... 8 .· 9, "~:::1 : ~38PCOFSAT QUAD, SEQ, F~EAO ' 1 : GO 
9009 OPEN3,8,9,''0:09PCOFSAT QUAO,SEQ,READ'':GO 
9010 OPEN3,8,9, 11 0:10PCOFSAT QUAO,SEQ,REAO'':GO 
9~311 OPEt13 .. 8,9 ... "O: 1 lPCOFSAT QUAD,SEQ,REt~D" :GO 
9~:::112 OPEt·-13 ,• :3, 9, II (1: 12PCOFSAT QUAD, SEO, F:Et='i[I" : (;O 
9013 OPEN3 .. 8,9 .. 11 ~:::1: 13PCOFSAT QURD .. SEG'! .. F~EAD" :!JO 
9014 OPEN3~8~9 .. ''0:14PCOFSAT QUAO,SEO .. READ'':GO 
9015 OF'Et·-13 .• 8 .• 9 .• II 0 : 15PCOFSAT CJ.UAD, SEQ, F~EAD" : GO 
9016 OPEtB,::: .• 9 .. "D: 16F'COF,5flT QUAD,SEO,F:EAO" :GO 
9~31 7 OPEN:3, 8 .. 9, "0 : 1 7PCOFSAT QUAD, SEQ, PEAD" : GO 
9018 OPEt-13,8,9,''0:18PCOFSAT QUAO,SEQ,READ'':GO 
9101 OF'EM3 .. E:,9, 11 ~3 :£11SOFLOC ... SEGl,F.:EAO" :GO TO 780 
91(12 OPEH3,8,9, "0 :02SOFLOC,SECi,READ" :GO TO 780 
9103 OPEN3,8,9 .. ''0:03SOFLOC,SEQ .. READ'':GO TO 780 
9104 OF'EM.3,8 .• 9 .. "0:04SOFLOC .. SEO .. READ" :GO TO 7'E:0 
9105 C:1PEt-13 .. :3 .. 9 .. "():C15SOFLOC .. SEQ .. READ 11 :GO TO 780 
91~36 OPEt-1:3 .. 8 .. 9,"0:~36SOFLOC,SEO,READ 11 :GO TO 780 
91~:::17 OF'EN3 .. 8 .. 9 .• '1 0:07SOFLOC .• SEG! .. PEAD 11 :GO Tr:: 780 
910:3 OPEt·t::: .• 8 .• 9 .• II 0 : ~J8SOFLOC .•SEQ.• F.~EAD II : GO 'j 0 780 
?10'.3 OF'Etf3_.8,.9, "O :09SOFLOC ... SEO,READ 11 :GO TO 78lJ 
9110 OPEN3,8,9,"0:10SOFL~C,SEQ,REflO":GO TO 780 
9111 OPEN3~8,9,''0:11SOFLOC,.SEQ_.REAO'':GO TO 780 
9 112 OF'Et.J:; .• :3 .• 9, "0: 12SOFLOC .. SEG!, READ" : GO TO 780 
9113 OF'~t~3 .. 8,9,''0:13SOFLOC,SEQ,READ'':GO TO 780 
9114 OPEN:::: .. 8 .. 9 .. "0: 14SOFLOC,SEO .. READ" :GO TO 780 
9115 OF'EN3,8 .. 9 .. "0:15SOFLOC .. SEG! .. PEAD":GO TO 78~3 
9116 1::::iF·EM:3 .. :3 .. '.3 .. '1 C1:16SOFLOC .. ~;EG(.F~EAO":GO TO 78~3 
9117 OPEH3 .. 8 .. 9 .. 11 C1: 17SOFLOC ... SEG!,.F.:EAD" :GO TO 78~3 



















9700 REM SPECIMEN #11 SATURATION ANO MOISTURE CONTENT OflTA IN~JT. 
9701 Ot~IGOSU8970::;: .. 9707 .• 9711 ... 9?1.5,9?19 .. 9?2.3 .. 9?27 .. 9?~:1 .• 97:3.5 
9702 GO TO 1240 
9703 OPEN3,8,9,''1 :11MS00,SEQ.REflD":IN~JT#3,0:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9704 FOF:[l[l;l T020: IHF'UT#3,P([l[l) .. D .S([l[l) :tlEi<TDD :CL0,3E3 
9705 OF'Etl3 .. B .9." 1: 1 H1':::>31 .• ,3EO.F~EflD": HlF'UT#3 .• D: HlF'UT#3,D: INPIJT#3 .• 0 
9706 FOR[l[l;2JT04D:INPUT#3,F'([l[l),[l,SCDO>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9707 OPEl.J.3 .. B .· 9 .·" 1 : 1 H1,o:>31, SEC!, REflD" : HlF'UT#3 .• D: HlF'UT#3 .. [I: ItlPIJT#3 .• 0 
9708 FORO[l;lT020:INPUT#3,PCOO>,D,SCDD>:NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
97139 OF'Ell3. B .. ~~ .·" 1 : 1 H1:302,,3EQ ,REflD": INF'UT#3 .. D: HlF'UT#:3 .. D: IHPUT#3 .[I 
9710 FOR[l[l;21T040:INPUT#3,P([l[l),D.SCDO>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9711 OPEN3,B,9,"1 :11~;02,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,0:IHPUT#3,D:IHPIJT#3,D 
9712 FOR00;1T020:INPUT#3,P(DD),[l,S([l[l):NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9713 OF'EIB .:3 .• 9 .• "1 : l 1M'303, SEQ ,REflD": INF'UT#3 .• D: ltlPUT#3 .• D: Il·lF'UT#3 .• [I 
9714 FORDD;21T040:INPUT#3,PCDD>,D,SCDDl:NEXT:CLC~E3:RETURN 
9715 OF'EIB .• :3, 9." 1 : 11 M'o:>33, SEO .. F:EflD" : I IJF'UT#3, D: I t·lPUT#3 .. 0: I HPUT#3 .• 0 
9716 FOROD=1T020:1HPIJT#3,PCDD>.D,SCOD):NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9717 OF'Etl3 .• 8 .• 9, "1: 11M,o:04 .• SEC! .. F:EflD": HlF'UT#3,D: ItlPUT#~: .• D: IHF'IJT#3,[l 
971 B FOF'.00=21 T040: I t·JF'UT#:=: .· F' C DO) .• D .• S (DD) : tlE:.<f: CL0,3E3: RETUF:N 
9719 CIF'Ell3. 8 .. 9 .• "1 : 1 U·1:o:04 .. SEO .. F:EAD" : llJF'UT#3, D: ll<F'UT#3 .• 0: I NPIJT#3 .• 0 
'.?720 FC1F:D[I= 1 TO:.:::O: H·-IF'UT#:3 .. P< [l[I) .. D.~ S(DD> :t-IE)::TDD :CLOSE3 
9721 OF'EIB ·'=' .9." 1: l H1:o:.C15,:0:EO,F:EA[l": IMPUT#3,D: ll<PUT#3 .• D: INPUT#3,D 
~~722 FOF:DD=21 T040: I tlF'UT#3, P ( [l[l > .• D, :o: (DO> : tlE><T: CLU3E3: F:ETUF:t·l 
972:3 OF'EID. 8, 9 .•" 1 : 11 M'.305, SEQ, PEAD" : HJPUT#3, [I: It<F'UT#3 .• D: IIJF'UT#3 .• D 
179 












9736 FORDD=l T020: INF'UT#:3, PCOO) ,0,SCDO) :t<E:":TDD :CL03E3 
9737 OPEN3,8,9, "1 : 1 H1:=:09 ,3EO .• F:EAD": HlPIJT#:3 .. D: HlPUT#3 ,0: IIJF'UT#3, D 
9738 FORDD=21T040:INPUT#3,PC00),[l,3CDD>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9750 REM SPEC I MEN # 12 SATUF:AT I OH Al·lD MO I STUPE COtHEIH DAff1 I l~PUT. 
9751 ONIGOSUB9753,975?..,9761..,9765..,9769..,9773.9777 ... 9781 ... 9785 
9752 GO TO 1240 
9753 OPEN3,8,9,"1:12MS00,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3.D:INPUT#3.0:INPUT#3,D 
9754 FORDD=1T020:INPUT#3,PCDD),0,SCDO):NEXTDD:CL03E3 







9762 FORDD=l T020: HlPUT#:3,P(0[1) ,0,SCOO) :NE:":roo :CL03E3 




9767 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :12MS04,SEQ,REAO":INPIJT#3,0:INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,[I 
9768 FOPDD=21 T040: IllPUT#3 .• PCDD) .. D .. S<r1D) :tlE:(T :CLOSE3 :F:ETURN 
9769 OF'El'3, 8 .• 9 .. "1 : 12MS04, SEQ.• READ" : IllF'UT#3 .·[I: UlPUT#3, [I: UlPUT#3, D 
977f1 FORDD=l T02f1: INPUT#3,PCDD> .D .• S<DD) :t,E).:TDD :CLOSE3 
9771 OPEN3,8,9,"1:12MS05,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9772 FORDD=21 T040: HlPUT#3,P<OD) ,0,SCDD) :t,E:,;r :CLOSE3 :F:ETURll 
9773 OPEN3,8 ,9 .• "1 : 12M:30~·.SEQ,READ": HlPUT#3 .. [I: It~PUT#3,D: HlPUT#:3, [I 
9774 FORDD=l T020: IHPUT#3 .. PCDD) .. D .. SCDD> :llEi<TOO :CLOSE3 
9775 OPEll3 ,8, 9, "1: 12t·!S06 ,SEC! .. F:EAD": HlF'UT#'.::: .. [I: IHPUT#3. D: Il·lPUT#:::< .. D 
9776 FORDD=21 T040: IllF'UTll3,Po'.DD> .• D .. S<DD> :l·lEi<T :CL0:3E3 :RETUF:N 
9777 OPEl-13,8 .• 9. "1: 12M::::06,:=;E0 .. 1;:EAD": HlPUT#'.3 .. D: IHPUT#3 .. D: IllF'UT#3 .. D 
9778 FORD0=1T020:INPUT#3,PCDO>.D,S<DD>:NEXTOO:CLOSE3 
9779 OPEN3,8,9,"1:12MS07,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9780 FOF:DD=21 T04(1: I l·lPUT#:3, PC DD).• D .. S( DD> : NEi·Cr :CLOSE:::: :RETUF:ll 
9781 OPEN3,8,9,"!:12S07,SEQ,READ":IllPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9782 FORDD=l T020: IllPUT#3, P (DD> .. D, SC DD) : l·lE'.':TDO: CLO:;E3 
9783 OPEN3,8,9,"1:12MS08,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPLIT#3.0:INPUT#3,D 
9784 FORDD=21 T040: HlPUT#3 .• PCDD) ,D,S([l[I) :HD<T :CLOSE'.::: :RETUF:l-l 
9785 OPEH3 .· 8 .. 9 .. "1 : 12MS0:3. '.':EO, F:EAD" : I llPUT#3 .. D: I NPUTll3 .. D: I llF'UT#:3 .. D 
9786 FORDD= 1 T020: I HPUT#3, P <DD) .. D .. S CDD) :tlEi<TDD :CLO·:::E:3 
9787 OF'Etl3,8 .. 9 .. "1 : 12MS09. SEO ,FERO": IllPUT#3 .. D: IHPUT#3 .. [1: INPUT#3 .. D 
9788 FORDD=21T040:INPUT#3,P([l[l),D,SCDO):NEXT:CL03E3:PETUF~ 
9800 REl'l '.':PEC I MEI~ # 13 ::::ATURAT I Ol·l Alm MO I ::::TUPE COHTEIH DATA I llPUT. 
9801 ONIGOSU89803..,9807 ... 9811,9815,9819..,9823..,9827..,9831..,9835..,9839,9843 
9:3(12 GO TO 1240 
9803 OPEll3 .8,9, "1 : 13MSOO .. SEO .. READ": HlF'UT#3 .. D: Il4PUTll3,D: IllF'UT#3 .. D 
9:;::04 FORDD= 1 T020: I HPUT#:3 .P ((10) .. D .. S CDD) :tlE:X:TDD: CL0'.3E:C: 
9805 OPE1l3 .. 8, 9 .•" 1 : 13MSO 1, SEC!.• PEAD" : I llF'UT#3 .•[I: I llPUTl13 .• D: I t·WUT#3 .• D 
9806 FORDD=21T040:INPUT#3,PC00),0,SCOD):NE~T:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9807 OPE1~3 .. 8.9," 1: 13MS01 .. SEO .. F:EF'1D": IllF'UT#3 .. D: IllF'UT#3 .. D: HlPUT113 .. 0 
9:::::0:3 FC1F~DD= 1 T020: I HPl_IT#::::: ... F· <DD) .• D .. S (DD) : HE>< TDD: CLO'.:=:E3 
9809 0PEll3 .• 8, 9 .• "1 : 131·1'.o:<:'.12. ::::EO .• F'EAD" : I tlF'UT#3 .• [1 : HlPUT#3. D: JllPUT#3 .• D 
9:310 FORDD=21 T040: I llF'UTll3. P (DD>, D, :::: (DD) : tlEi<T: CLO:o:E:~:: F:ETURt·l 











9820 FORDO•l T020: IHPUT#3,PC00) ,D,SCOO) :HE)<:TOO :CLOSE3 
9821 OPEN3,8,9,"1:13MS05,SEQ,READ":IHPUT#3~0:1HPUT#3,0:JHPUT#3,0 
9:322 FOPDD·21 T040: HWUT#3 .. P <DD), 0, 8 (00) : t·JE)<T: CLOSE3: F:ETURN 
9823 OPEN3,8,9,"1:13MS05,8EQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,0:JNPUT#3,0 
9:=:24 FOF.:DD·l T020: ltiPUT#3 .• PC00) ,D.S<OD> :t·lDo:TOO :CLOSE3 
9825 OF"Et·l3 .• 8 .• 9 .•" l : 13MS06 .. 8EO,PEAD": ItiPUT#3,0: HlPUT#3 .• 0: INPIJT#3,0 
9826 FORD0=21T040:INPUT#3,PC00),D,SC00):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
9:327 OPEN3 .. 8 .. 9." 1: 13MS06,SEfl .• F:EAO": lt'PIJT#3,0: IHPUT#3,0: !NPIJT#3 .• 0 
9828 FOR00·1T020:!NPUT#3,PCOD),0,S(00):NEXTOO:CLOSE3 
9829 OPEtB,8 .. 9 .• " 1: 13MS07,SEO,REAO": IHPUT#3 .• 0: ltiPUT#3,0: ltiPUT#3 .. 0 
~·:=:30 FOFW0=21 T040: HlPUT#3 .• PC00) .. 0 ,SCDO> :tiE)-;T :CLOSE'.3 :F:ETUF:N 
9831 OPEN3,8,9,"1:13MS07,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,0 





9837 OPEtl3 .. 8 .. 9. "1: 13f·1:=:09 .. ~:EQ,F:EAD": ltiPUT#3,D: INPUT#3,0: HlPUT#3 .• 0 
9838 FORDD·21T040:INPUT#3,PCDD>.D,SCDO):NEXT:CL08E3:RETURN 
9839 OPEH3,8,9,"1:13MS09,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPIJT#3,0:INPUT#3,D 
9:340 FOF:DO·l T020: It·WUT#3,P•:OO) .. D .. S<DD> :t·JE;•:TDO :CLOSE3 




9845 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :13MS11,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0 
9:346 FOF:DD-21 T040: INPUT#3 .. PC00) ,D,S([ID) :NE)<T :CLOSE3 :F:ETUFN 
9850 REM SPEC I MEN # 14 SATUF:AT I Oti At<D MOISTURE COtffElff DATA ltiF'UT. 
:?:=:s1 OMIGOSUE:9853 .. 9857 .-9861 .. 9865,.9869 ... 9:37:3 .. 9877 ,.9i=:81 .. 98:35 .. 9889 .. 9:39:3 
9:;:52 GO TO 124~) 
9:353 OPEtD .. 8 .. 9." 1: 14MSOO .. SEQ,F:EAD": HIPUT#3 .• D: HlPUT#3 .. 0: IliPUT#3,D 
9854 FORDD•lT020:INPUT#3,PC00),D,SCDO):NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
9855 OPEN3,8,9,"1:14MS01,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,0:INPLIT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9:356 FOF:DD=21 T04(1: IliF'UT#3 .• P(00) .. D .. :=;([l[I) :tlE:":T :CLOSE3 :RETUR~l 
9857 OPEN3,8,9,"1:14MS01,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:INF'UT#3,0:!NPUT#3,D 
9:?.5S FOF:DO·l T02D: ItlPUT#3, P(00) ,D,S(OD) :NE:X:TOO :CLOSE3 
9859 OPEN3,8,9,"1:14MS02,SEQ,READ":INPLIT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0 
9860 FORDD•21T040:INPUT#3,P([ID),0,S<DD>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETLIRN 
9861 OPEN3 .• 8.9 .• " 1: 14M:302,SEQ,REAO": ItiPUT#3 .. 0: Il'F'IJT#3 .. D: IllPUT#3,0 
9862 FORD0·1T020:INPUT#3,PCD0),0,SCDO):NEXTOO:CLOSE3 
9:?.63 OPEl-13,:=: .9, "1: 14M:303,SEQ,REAO": HlPUT#3 .. 0: INPUT#3,D: Il~PUT#3 .. 0 
9864 FOF:DD·;;"~ 1 T040: I llPUT#3, P (DO), O .. S (DD) : NE>•:T: CLOSE3: RETUF:tl 
9865 OPEN3,8,9,"1:14MS03,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9S66 FOPDD· 1 T02D: INPUT#3 .• P(DO) .. 0, SC OD) :HE;,:TDO :CLOSE3 
9867 OPEN3,8,9,"!:14MS04,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0 
9868 FORDD•21T040:INPUT#3,PCOD>,D,SCDD>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETIJRN 
9869 OPEN3 .. :3 .. 9 .• "1 : 14M:=;o4, SEQ,F.:EAD": ltiPUT#3 .• 0: INF'UT#3 .. D: I NPUT#3 .• 0 
9870 FORDD=1T020:INPUT#3 .. P(00),0 .. S(00):t~EXTDO:CLOSE3 
9:371 OF'EIB .• 8,9 .. " 1: 14M:=:o5,::0;EO .. PEAD": IHPUT#3 .. D: HlPIJT#3 .. D: lt'PUT#3,0 
~'l872 FOR00-21 T040: It·IPUT#3 .. F·CDD> .. D, S<DO> :HE:,,:T :CLOSE3 :RETUF:tl 
9:373 OPEN3 .. 8 ,9 .. "1 : 14f·1:=:05 .. SEQ .. READ": IllPUT#:3 .. 0: HlPUT#3, D: IHPUT#3 .• 0 
9:=:7'4 FOF.:[1[1:::;:1 TIJ20: It·4F'UT#.3 .. P<DD) .. D .. S([l[I) :t·~E;:-.~TDD :CLIJSE:3 
9:375 OF'EN3 .. :3 .. 9 .. " 1: 14M"306,SEQ,READ": IllPUT#3 .. 0: INF'UT#3 .. 0: HlPUT#3,D 
9876 FORDD•21T040:INPUT#3,P(DD),D,SCDD>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETUFN 
9877 OPEN3,8,9,"1:14MS06,SEO,READ":INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
9:::7:3 FOF:DD· 1 T02>:1: lllF'UT#3 .• PCOO >, D. :3 t DD) : IJE:,<TDD: CLOSE3 
9879 OFEIB .. 8 .. 9 .. " 1: 14M9C17 ,:3E1~i.F:EAD": lt-lF'UT#3 .. D: IllPUT#3 .. D: IIWUT#3 .• D 







9:=:86 FOROO= 1 T020 : 1t·lF'UT#3 .. P (DD) , 0, S (DO) : t<E:,<TDD : CL0:3E3 
9887 OPEH3 .• 8 .. 9. "1: 14M~:09 .• SEO .. READ": HlF'UTlt::O: .. D: INPUTll3,D: HlPUT#3,D 
9888 FORDD=21T040:INPUT#3,PCDDl,D,SCOO):NEXT:CLCGE3:RETURH 








9900 REM SPECIMEN #15 SATURATION AND MOISTURE CC~TENT DATA IHPUT. 
9901 Ot~IGOSU89903,9907,9911,9915,9919,9923,9927,9931,9935,9939,9943 





9907 OPEH3 .• 8.9 .. " 1: 15M:301,SEQ,REAO": INPUT#3,0: ltiPUTU3,D: ItlPUT#3,D 
9908 FOR00=1T020:IHPUT#3,PCD0),0,SC00):NEXTOO:CLOSE3 
9909 OPEH3,8 .. 9 .• "1 : 15MS02, SEG1,F:EAD": HlPUT#3 ,0: ItlF'UT#3, D: ItlPUT#3 .. D 
9910 FOF:OD=21 T040: INPUT#3 .. P(00). 0, S<OD> :HEi<T :CLOSE3 :F:ETUF:N 
9911 OPEtB .• 8 .• 9 .. " 1: 15J·E02,SEQ .. F:EAO": IHPUT#3 .. D: INPIJT#3 .. 0: INPUT#3,D 
9912 FOF:oo- 1 T02(1: I NPUT#3. p ([l[I) ,0. s ( 00) : tlE:X:TOO :CLo:=:E3 
9913 OPEH3,8,9,"1:15MS03,SEQ,READ":INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,0 
9914 FOF:oo-21 T040: ItlPUTtt3 ,P([l[I) .o .. SC[r[r) :t<Ei<T :CLOSE3 :RETUF:H 
9915 OPEN3,8 .. 9, "1: 15M:=;,:;:i:3,SEGi .. F:EAO": lt<PUT#3,0: INPUT1!3,0: IHPUT#3 .. D 
9916 FOR00=1T020:1NPUT#3,PCDO>,O.SCOO):NEXTOD:CLOSE3 




9921 OPEt<3 .• 8,9 .. " 1: 15MS05,SEO,F:EAD": IHPUT#3 .. D: INPUT#3,D: IHPUTll3,D 
9922 FOF.:D0=21 T040: ItlPUT#3,P(D0) ,D,SCDO) :NEi<T :CLOSE3 :PETUF:t·l 
9923 OPEN3 .• 8,9 .• " 1: 15M:305,SEO .• F:EAO": ItWUT#3 .. D: HIF'UT113 .. D: JtlPUT113 .. 0 
9924 FORD0=1T020:IHPUTll3,PCD0),0,S(0[r):NEXTDO:CLOSE3 




9929 OPEN3, B. 9 .•" 1 : 15MS•37, SEQ.• F:EAO" : I NPUT#3 .· 0: I HF'l.ITll3 .• D: I HPUT#3, D 
9930 FOR00=21T040:INPUTll3,PC00),[l,S([r[r):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURH 
9931 OPEN3,8,9,"1:15MS07,SEQ,REAO":INPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,D 
9932 FOF:OD=l T020: INPUT#3,P(00) ,0, 3(0[1) :tlE:":TOD :CLOSE3 
9933 OPEN3,8,9,"l :15MS08,SEO,REAO":IHPUT#3,0:INPUTl!3,0:INPUT#3,D 
9934 FOR00=21T040:INPUT#3,PCDD),D,SCOD):NEXT:CL0:3E3:RETUPH 
9935 OPEt~3,8,9,''1:15MS08,SEQ,REAO'':It~PUT#3,0:It~PUTN3,D:It~PUT#3,0 
9936 FORDD=l T020: INPUT#3,P<OD> .. 0,SCOO) :NE><TDO :Cl0:3E3 
9937 OPEH3,8 .. 9 .. " 1: 15M:=:o9,SEC:! .. F:EAD": IHPUT#3 .. D: It·~PUT#3_..D: It·ff·UT#'.3 .. D 
9938 FOF:D0=21 T040: ItlF'UTtt3 .• P([l[I) .• D .• S<DD) :NE>n :CLOSE~: :F:ETUF:t·4 
9939 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :15W309,SEO,REAO":INPUTl!3,0:INPUT#3,0:IHPUT#3,0 
9940 FOROD=1T020:!HPUT#3,P(00),0,SCDO):HEXTOD:CLOSE3 
9941 OPEH3,8,9,"1 :15MS10,SEQ,REAO'':INF'UTl!3,D:INPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,0 
9942 FOF:D0=21T040:IHPUTll3,PC00),0,SCODl:HEXT:CL0:3E3:PETURN 
994:3 OF'EN3 .. 8 .• 9 .•"I : 15J·E 10 .• '.;::EQ. F'.EAO" : I NPUT#3 .· D: I tlF'UTll3. D: I tlPUTtt3 .·[I 
~~944 FOF:DO=l T020: ItlPUT#.3 .• P([l[I) .. o .. :o:([l[I) :tlE>:TDO :CLOSE3 
9945 OF'EtJ:3 .. 8 .. 9 .. "1 : 15M:311 .•SEQ.• F:EAO": ItlF'UTll3. 0: INF'UTll3. D: ItlPUTll3 ,0 
994'5 FOF:OD~21 T040: I NF'UTl13 .• F' <OD), [1 .• S <OD:• : t·lE>:T: CL0:3E:<: F:ETUF:t·l 
9950 PEM '.o:FEC I MEil 1116 '.o.ATUF:AT I Oil AllD MOI ·=·TUF:E COtHEtH DATA I tlF'UT. 
~951 Ot~IGOSU89953.~i957_..996l,9965,9969,9973.9977,9981,9985,9989.9993 
::.952 (30 TO 1240 
182 








9961 OPEIJ.3, 8 .. 9 .. "1 : 16M9)2, SEO, READ" : I t·lF'UT#3, 0: I tlPUT#3, 0: I NPUTl13 .. D 
9962 FOROD=1T020:INPUT#3,PC00),D,SCOO>:NEXTDO:CLCT3E3 






9969 OPEN3.8,9,"1 :16MS04,SEO,REAO":INPUT#3,D:IN~JT#3,D:INPUT#3,0 
9970 FORDD=1T020:INPUT#3,P(D0),D,SCDD>:NEXTOD:CLOSE3 




9975 OPEli3 .8 .. 9 .. "1 : 16MS•)6, SEC! ,F;EAO": ItlF'UT#3 .. 0: INPUT#3,D: IHPUT#3 .. D 
9976 FORD0=21T040:IHPUT#3,PC00),D,SCDD):NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 




















10000 REM SPECIMEN #17 SATURATION AND MOISTURE CONTENT DATA INPUT. 
10081 ONIGOSU810003,10007,10011,10015,10019,10023,10027,10031,10035,10039,10043 
10002 GO TO 1240 
10003 OPEN3,8,9,"1 :17MS00,SEO,REAO":INPUTtt3,D:lNPUT#3,0:IHPUT#3,0 
10004 FORDD=l T020: l HPUT#3 .• PCD0), D, S(0[1) :llEi<TOD :CLOSE3 
10005 OF'Ell3,8,9 .• " 1: 171·J::'a31 .• SEO .• READ": HlF'UT113.;D: ltlPUT#3,D: IHPUT#3 .• 0 
10006 FORDD=21T040:IHPUT#3,PCOD>,O,SCOD>:NEXT:CLOSE3:RETURN 
10007 OPEIJ.3 .• 8, 9," 1 : 171·1~;01 .. SEQ.• F:EAD" : ll1PUTll3 .. 0: HlF'UTll3, D: I tiPUT#3, D 
10008 FORDD=1T020:JHPUT#3,PCD0),0.SCOD>:NEXTOO:CLOSE3 
1(1009 OPEH3,:3 .. 9," 1: 17t·i:o:02 .. SEC! .. F:EAD": INPUTl13 .• D: lllF'UTll3,D: IllF'UT#3 .• D 
10010 FOR00=21T040:INPUT#3,P<DO>,D,SCDO>:HEXT:CLOSE3:RETUF~ 
1 •3011 OPEIJ3. 8,9 .•" 1 : 171'1:302 .·SEO, F.:EAD": ll1PUT#3 .• D: l NPUTll3,D: INPUT#3,0 
10012 FOF:DD=l T020: HlF'UT#3 .. P<DD) .o.scoo> :llE)<TOO :CLOSE3 
10013 OPEIJ3.:3,9,"1: 17M:o:03 .. SEO,F.:EAO": INPUT#3,D: IHPUT#3,D: IllF'UT#3,D 
10014 FORDD=21T040:IHPUT#3,PCDD>,D,SCDD>:NEXT:CL~3E3:RETURN 
10015 OPEtn .. :3 .. 9," 1 : 1 71·1:303 .• ~:EQ, F:EAD" : ltlF'UT#3, 0: ltlF'UT#3 .. D: I HF'UT#3, D 
10016 FORD0=1T020:INPUTll3,PCOD),0,SCOD>:NEXTOD:CLOSE3 
1 (1C1l 7 OPEIE:. :3, 9," 1 : 1 71·1:304 .. SEC!, F:EAD" : ltff'UTll.3 .. [I: ltlPUT113, [I: I HPUTll:3, D 
10018 FORDD=21T040:IllPUT#3,PCOD>,O,SCOD>:HEXT:CLOSE3:RETURH 
10015' OPEl13 .. :3 .• 9 .. "1: 17M:o:04,:3ECl .. REAO": IHPUT#3,D: IHPUT#3,D: ltlPUTll3,D 
1•3020 FOF.:DD=l T020: IllF'UT113 .. PCDO> .D,:3(0D) :llE>,:TDD :CL0:3E3 




































































F CJl·<UU=21 T04•J: I NPUT#3 .• PC 00) .• D .• $([1[1) : l!Ei< T: CLOSE3: RETIJRH 
OPEN3, 8 .• 9, "1 : 1 7M:=aJ5 .• SEO, F:EAD" : ItWUT#3 .. D: ItlF'UT#3, D: I HPUT#3, [I 
FORDD=1T020:IHPIJT#3,PCD0),0,SCDDl:NEXTDD:CLOSE3 
OPEN3,8,9,"1:17MS06,SEO,READ":IHPUT#3,0:INPUT#3,D:IHPIJT#3,0 





OPEN3, 8 .. 9, "1 : 1 7M~;07, SEQ ,READ" : It~PUT#3 ,D: I HPIJT#3 .. D: I NPUT#3 .• 0 
FOR00=1 T020: HlF'UT#3 .• PCDD) ,D .. SCDD) :HE:":TDD :CLOSE3 
OPEH3 .• 8 .• 9. "1 : 1 7M::;oe .•SEQ. READ" : ItlF'UT#3 .•[I: ItlF'UT#3. D: ItlF'UT#3, [I 








FOF:DD=21 T040: HlPUTtt:3 .. PCDD) .· D .. S([ID) :tlE)<T :CLOSE3 :F.:ETUPH 
OPEH3,8 .• 9," 1: 17t-J:=;10 .• SEO .. READ": IMPUT#3 .. D: ItlPUT#3 .• D: ltlF'UT#3,D 
FOFmD=l T02(1: It1F'UT#3 .. P(DD) .D .• S(D[I) :HE:nDD :cu::i:::;E:3 
OPEN3,8,9,"1:17MS11,SEQ,READ":IHPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D 
FORDD=21 T04•}: HIF'UT#:3,F'CDD) ,D,S(OD> :tlE)<T :CLOSE3 :F:ETUF:H 
F.:EM SPEC I MEt·l 111 :=: SATIJF.:AT I OM At<D MO I STUF;E COtHEtH DATA I tlF'UT. 
Ot·ll GO SUB 1(1053,10057 ... 10061,. 10065, 1 (1069, ll2nJ7:;:,. 10077 .. 10Ct81, l l:n):35 .. 1 (10:39 ... 1 ~)~}9:.3 
GO TO 1240 
OPEt·l3, 8, 9," 1 : 1 SM:=;(HJ ,SEO .. F;EAD" : HlPUT#3 .. D: HlPUT#3 ,Cl: It<PUT#3 .. D 
FOF;DD=l T020: INPUT#'.::,P(DD) ,D,SO::DD> :tlEXTDD :CLO::;E3 
OPEH::::, 8, 9, "1 : 18M::;o1 , SEO, F;EAD" : I HF'UHl3 .· D: ItlPUT#3 .. D: I HPUT#:3 .• D 
FORDD=21T040:INPUTll3,PCD[l),0,S(DD):HEXT:CLOSE3:RETIJRN 
OPEH3,8,9,"1:18M501,SEQ,PEAD":IHPUT#3,D:INPUT#3,D:IHPUT#3,D 
FORDC'=l T02(1: HlPUT113 .. P<DD) .. D .• S<DD) :tlE)<TDD :CLC"3E3 



















f'."OF.0~1 -1 Tu.,:u: ItlPUTtt . .:: .. F'C[ID) .D .. 3CDD) :tlE><TDD :CLn:=:E< . 
u~·~tu ·~>-9: "~ : 1 :3M307.~SEO. READ": lt<PUT#3 .D: HlPl=IT#J .[I: IHF'UT#3 .(I 
~UFT1 D=".° 1 TU-IU: I t·lPUT# . .:< .• F'•'.DD >, D. S (DD:• :t·IE:·<T: CLO:;E::::: F:ETI If:'· ti . 
u~·Et-13 .• ::: . ~.:." 1 : 1 :=::M::.o: .•SEO.• READ" : It!F'UT#3 .. D: I tlPUT#3. [I: i t<F"UT#~: D 
~UF.O~'.=.; T'.::1 -"~1 : It·l:-·u!~·:'··PCDD> .. D .. :::(D[I;• :tJE)<TDD :CLO:o:E3 ~ .. 
-1PEtJ._ ... _.,d .. 1 :1-:<t'1::.lc1:::.sEO.F'EAD" ·HWllT .-. . ' .- -
FORDD·21T040:IHPUT#3.PCDD> D ;,[ ~ " 0:D.IH~~T~~.O:INPUT!13,[I 
OPEt·n :'< "" "I· 1·-·r·1·-1c1·=· ·'--E- F.E.: ·~, l[I; :tlE,.··.T :C.Lu:~E:.; :RETURtl 
- .• .. ··-·" • 0 ·=--·-·,,..,:, i . .i. ~ HD"• ItlF'I 'Ttt·-, 
FORDD•lT020:INFUT#3.P<bD> [ c; . ~ _:,D:I~F'U~#3.D:IHPUTll3,[I 
OPEt·l3 .. :3 .. 9 .. "1 : l 8t%09 .•SEO. F:E~b·~·: ii~ ·'·1'/H<:TDD :1_:LO:::E3 
~OF:C1~1=21 T04[1: I tlF'UT#3 .• p (DD;. . [I ;,, F ~ "'." 11 -'.:: [I:!_ t·J~·':'Tlt3 .•[I: It1F"UT#3 .· [1 
UF'Elk:. :3. 9. "1 : 1 :<r·r=.n·~ ·-E,-, FE~ [ .: ·~ . DD .. tlE.··. T: 1_.L1_i:o.E3 :F:ETUF:tl 
FOFDD· 1 T020: ltlF·u~jj3. ;.,~1 [1 .; H 
1
,: ; HWUTH 3 · D: ItlF"UT#3. D: ItlF'IJT!l3 .D 






10095 OF'Etn,8,9.•"1 : 18MS11 ,SEQ,F'.ERO": HJPUT#3,D: HlPUT#3 .• 0: IMPUT#3 .• D 





li.'J r::r::M Tl 11. '.:C; PROGRm·t CfiLCULFITE'O: THE CUR"..'E FIT '.,.'flLIJE::::; FOF: r·Ol·lEli: ,• .~: .. C!l_WtDF:1=1T I c EC!. 
20 F:El'l For. .. : F'ERMEABILIT'T' t1S A FUHCT!otl OF ::;FHUR1'1T!OH. 
:c:O F:El·I 
4(3 F:E/'1 JflMUnF:'l t 9:::4 .• Ft1F: I [I p I ROOZMmm I. 
c:,o F'.EM 
60 Dl~I S(100) .. K(100) 
<'O REM 
::a; F:EM I HF'IJT DFITA FROM DR I 'v'E # 1 • 
90 FEM 
100 or·Efl:=:: .:::: .. 9 .• 11 1 :V<~'.:.)3 .. ~'.:':EP .• PEfiD" 
110 ItlPUH13 .• 11 
120 FOR l•l TO M 
1 :o:l~I ltlFIJT#3 .• "::J l). f(( I) 
J.1C1 1JE: ... :·1 r 
l 50 1 ..::Lo·:::;F :?. 
1'.5'.o F'f':l IHI I :FOF.:I= 1 TOii :FF:IJflS( I) "K( I) :l·H:>:r 
lC.0 P.EM 
1 ''O F'l H ·:;nJF: r CFiLCUUn I OJI FOP C!UFiDFAT I c r::nUtn I 1)1 I. 
J:VJ PEl·l 
1 :y::. L 1 ~n :L.::::·:!:C'I :L .:3"·=0 :L4.:=~3 :L5o::O :L.6=0 :L·?=O :1..::::::0 
1 ·::;o FLIP. I= I ·ru l·l 
;;~uu L .1::::L1 ~ ~~; < I ) 
210 t_;? .... L2t('::0'.(J)l2) 
:2~2t1 L.3c::L 3·1 t=:: <I) 
2:31) L•loc'.I.·~ +'';';(I )'f':3:" 
240 l~=L~•S(!)+VC!) 
~:.::~.:.-;~'.) l..t~::~:L t~··1 '··::;··.I >·t·l> 
:=~·t;.•:1 L.7~~=1._~:···1-<kt:: I):+:(::;( I )·l'2:·1 ) 
~'?>l L.Cc:~.,i:::+•Y•:J>l2) 
:::.,:::(1 11F;..: r r 
2::•0 kEM 
300llU~L2+l:3+CLC.l2)-l3+l6+CL412)-L5+CL6l2)+L!+L4+l7+L6+L1-(L212)+l7+L6 
.HU l·llkl IU I L:~:+l._,HL.':'»l'LC. 
TX• REM 




,,;.·;:; Hll=L5+.l.i'o~-L4lL 7 ... n:r+ ( L 1 :+.L6-l4+L2) 
:~::c:C1 [llo=.L~:'H .. 6 .. -( l41·2) 
""'"" F:E:M 
·1(1U f.: J ,,t-Jl),'DE 
410 Pr:J·I 
420 Jl/_L~L?-f O ... L2·-f'.1:+.l4 
4 ;:o 1-:;::,.11u. ·r..;:o; 
440 PEM CflLCULATE COPPELATJOM COEFFICIEJIT. 
44~, L'.'3=0 :LR=O 
450 FOF.: I=l TO H 




4 :::O J·tE:; .... ; T I 
•t:=•o 10·1::M 
~00 f':c:,= ·: nn:c. ( 1-·L:?/Lff) )·f'. 5 :PEM CORF:ELAT !Oil COE FT I c !El IT" 
510 F:EM 
':·2•.1 F'Ef·I 




'.;;;o REM Tm:!:: THE LOG. OF THE DfHfl PO I tH8. 




6.1 i) F'U'I 
6~0 FOR l=l TO N 
630 LB=L8~S(!):+~(I) 
~;40 I .C::::LC+o::·::;< I ::i·t·:2::• 
645 LF=LF+'k(J)t2) 
6C::O LD:.::-.LD-~'.:_::;( I) 
t.60 LE:::.:::l_E+f: (I) 
.;7;; tlF::<T I 
6:.c:o F'FJ·1 
6:?0 tilhtHl_8--LDi'LE 
700 DE~t IH_C:.- < LCl'l 2) 
710 DLoc+JU,.·'DE 
~':·:o CL,of::•:F· o:: ( L·TD .+.LE-< DL,TD :+LD) 
730 REM F~WER EO. K=CL+.StDL 
7'10 REM COF:RELflTIOM COEFFICIEtff. 
750 HU=t IH . .B--UHLE 
?•oO [IE .. ~·:< tHLC-· ( LDt:n) t. 5 > +.•'. UH:LF--< LEt2)) ·l. 5) 
;71;. F:f'',o!lU. 'DE: REM COF:RELFIT I OH COE FF IC I EHT. 
?:":O FEM 
~::·:::~o F'Et-1 
800 F:EM r:·F:IIH OUT THE F:E:::UL T:3. 
:=" 1 0 Clf'Et 1•1 .• ·l : C:MD4 
''''~:O F'F: It tl •tt4. "C!UfK!RFIT IC EOUFIT I ON fo'.,"f•'.O+f< 1:+•:=::+r::-::+.·;T2" 
::o::::o F'PltffH4 .• "KO=" .d•::O; "f•:l=·" .:F:l .: "fG2=" ;L2 
:c•·IO FF:JllTH·L "CORF.:ELflTJIJIJ COEFFICIEtH r::: ";R2 
:::so r-r·11rr1t•I .• "POl·lER EOUFITICl!·I K=C:+•StD .. 
:::;::u F'F:Jtffll·l. "(:=".:CL: "P=" .:DL 
,,,~·c1 F'F:lllT·tt4."CCIF:F:ELFlTIOtl COEFFICIENT r::: .. :F:F' 
:·=::.;a 1 1.:1 (.i:· .. r ·l 
:3~:.,;1 EtJD 
f.'En£1' 0 • 
r:E.FID'r'. 
F:EFID 1T1 .. 
187 
